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abstract

The adoption of hardware accelerators, such as Field-Programmable Gate Arrays,

into general-purpose computation pipelines continues to rise, driven by recent

trends in data collection and analysis as well as pressure from challenging phys-

ical design constraints in hardware. The architectural designs of many of these

accelerators stand in stark contrast to the traditional von Neumann model of

CPUs. Consequently, existing programming languages, maintenance tools, and

techniques are not directly applicable to these devices, meaning that additional

architectural knowledge is required for effective programming and configuration.

Current programming models and techniques are akin to assembly-level pro-

gramming on a CPU, thus placing significant burden on developers tasked with

using these architectures. Because programming is currently performed at such

low levels of abstraction, the software development process is tedious and chal-

lenging and hinders the adoption of hardware accelerators.

This dissertation explores the thesis that theoretical finite automata provide

a suitable abstraction for bridging the gap between high-level programming

models and maintenance tools familiar to developers and the low-level hardware

representations that enable high-performance execution on hardware accelerators.

We adopt a principled hardware/software co-design methodology to develop a
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programming model providing the key properties that we observe are necessary

for success, namely performance and scalability, ease of use, expressive power,

and legacy support.

First, we develop a framework that allows developers to port existing, legacy

code to run on hardware accelerators by leveraging automata learning algo-

rithms in a novel composition with software verification, string solvers, and

high-performance automata architectures. Next, we design a domain-specific

programming language to aid programmers writing pattern-searching algorithms

and develop compilation algorithms to produce finite automata, which supports

efficient execution on a wide variety of processing architectures. Then, we develop

an interactive debugger for our new language, which allows developers to accu-

rately identify the locations of bugs in software while maintaining support for

high-throughput data processing. Finally, we develop two new automata-derived

accelerator architectures to support additional applications, including the detec-

tion of security attacks and the parsing of recursive and tree-structured data. Using

empirical studies, logical reasoning, and statistical analyses, we demonstrate that

our prototype artifacts scale to real-world applications, maintain manageable

overheads, and support developers’ use of hardware accelerators. Collectively,

the research efforts detailed in this dissertation help ease the adoption and use

of hardware accelerators for data analysis applications, while supporting high-

performance computation.
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chapter 1

Introduction

H
ardware accelerators are currently experiencing a resurgence in

adoption for data processing pipelines. These devices often consist of

custom-designed silicon that trades off general computing capability

for increased performance on very specific workloads. The confluence of several

factors is driving this increased use. In particular, there is a rapid growth of data

collection (a fivefold increase over the next five-year 2020-2025 period according

to one report [177]), and business leaders believe that real-time analysis of this

data is critical for their success [62, 67]. On the technical front, Dennard Scaling

and Moore’s law, which describe scaling trends in semiconductor development,

either no longer hold or have significantly decreased impact [194]. Consequently,

a reinvigorated study of these devices is vital as their need in industry increases.

Accelerators are varied in their design and usage, and types include Field-

Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) and Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) as well

as more esoteric accelerators, such as Google’s Tensor Processing Unit (TPU) [117]

and Micron’s D480 Automata Processor (AP). While present in industry for proto-

typing and application-specific deployments for quite some time, reconfigurable
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architectures, such as FPGAs, are now becoming commonplace in everyday com-

puting as well [187]. In fact, FPGAs are in use in Microsoft datacenters and are

also widely available through Amazon’s cloud infrastructure [5, 51, 125, 175].

These devices, however, require additional architectural knowledge to effectively

program and configure.

Current programming models are akin to assembly-level development on tradi-

tional CPU architectures, in which developers must specify their application using

minute operations that are device-specific. While these hardware solutions provide

high throughputs [95, 181], programming them can be challenging. Consequently,

programs written for these accelerators are tedious to develop and challenging

to write correctly [57]. Additionally, these low-level representations do not lend

themselves well to debugging and maintenance tasks, which are key challenges

as it is estimated that developers spend roughly 80–90% of their time on these

activities [247]. Put in other words, current programming models lack sufficient

abstraction from the underlying hardware. Abstraction, as defined by Patterson and

Hennessy, refers to hiding low-level details of a system to enable development of

complex hardware or software systems to help cope with design complexity [172].

We hypothesize that this lack of abstraction places a high burden on developers

and is a key barrier for the adoption of hardware accelerators. Higher levels of

abstraction for programming FPGAs have been achieved with languages such

as OpenCL [208] and frameworks such as Xilinx’s SDAccel [248]; however, these

models still require low-level knowledge of the underlying architecture to allow

for efficient implementation and execution of applications [223, 268].
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1.1 approach

To reap the benefits of the performance of hardware accelerators, while enabling

higher levels of abstraction and ease of maintenance, we argue that a successful

programming model must satisfy the following criteria:

• performance and scalability. Maintaining the performance gains

provided by hardware accelerators is critical and is achieved by minimizing

the overhead introduced by high-level programming models and tools.

• ease of use . Tools must aid developers in effectively writing and maintain-

ing software for hardware accelerators by providing familiar abstractions

and a shallow learning curve.

• expressive power . The underlying computational model (of both the

programming model and the hardware) must be sufficiently rich to support

the applications that developers wish to accelerate with dedicated hardware.

• legacy support. Programming models must support the adaptation

of existing software to execute efficiently on hardware accelerators while

placing a minimal burden on developers.

In this dissertation, we adopt a principled hardware/software co-design approach

to developing a programming model that meets these requirements [213]. By

doing so, we recognize that both the software development process and the hard-

ware architectural designs of accelerators are evolving in response to each other.
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Consequently, we develop new software tools for supporting hardware accelera-

tors as well as new architectural designs that better support these tools. To do so,

we leverage the theoretical findings from automata theory [199] to bridge the gap

between these two sides. Automata model computation mathematically as tran-

sitions between discrete states following a predefined function. The overarching

thesis of this work is:

Finite automata provide a suitable abstraction for bridging the gap be-

tween high-level programming models and maintenance tools familiar

to developers and the low-level representations that execute efficiently

on hardware accelerators.

Our approach in this dissertation leverages several key insights. First, finite

automata are a good fit for representing a diversity of applications. Recently,

researchers have successfully developed new algorithms using the automata pro-

cessing abstraction to accelerate analyses across many domains, including: natural

language processing [267], network security [184], graph analytics [183], high-

energy physics [240], bioinformatics [185, 186, 220], pseudo-random number gen-

eration and simulation [232], data-mining [238, 239], and machine learning [221].

Second, finite automata maintain compact state, which admits debugging on accel-

erators by minimizing and supporting the capture of relevant program state. Third,

finite automata can be mapped efficiently to reconfigurable architectures [75, 252],

allowing for scalability and performance. Finally, we observe that support for

the execution of existing software on hardware accelerators can leverage recent
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results from automata theory and software maintenance to construct and execute

functionally equivalent automata [10, 60].

1.2 contributions

In this dissertation, we introduce new programming models, software maintenance

tools, and architectural designs to improve programming support for current and

future hardware accelerators. Our contributions include two programming models,

a software debugger for accelerator-based applications, and two new hardware

accelerator designs for common applications. We briefly describe each in turn.

1.2.1 Adapting Legacy Code for Execution on Hardware Accelerators

First, we focus on the task of porting existing, legacy source code for execution

on FPGAs and other hardware accelerators. As companies and individuals adopt

hardware accelerators into their application workflows, they will need to port

existing code to these new devices. Ultimately, we wish to reduce the burden on

developers tasked with porting legacy code.

We develop AutomataSynth, an algorithm for accelerating a particular, relevant

class of functions (known as Boolean string kernels) found in extant source code.

Our approach uses a novel combination of techniques and approaches from

software engineering, machine learning, formal methods, and high-performance

automata processing architectures to learn the behavior of a program and construct
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a behaviorally equivalent FPGA hardware description. We also formally prove the

correctness and termination of AutomataSynth for our target class of functions.

For programs that do not meet these criteria, AutomataSynth is able to produce

an approximate hardware description.

1.2.2 High-Level Languages for Automata Processing

After establishing the feasibility of porting extant code for execution on hardware

accelerators, we next focus on supporting development of new applications. We

observe that one common technique used in hardware accelerator application

design is to quickly scan the data for “interesting” regions (the definition of

interesting varies between applications), and return to these regions to perform a

more thorough analysis later, reducing the amount of data being processed by a

complex algorithm. The initial scan can often be re-phrased as a pattern-searching

problem, in which many searches are conducted against a single stream of data.

A pattern defines a sequence of data that should be identified within another

collection of data.

As such, we present RAPID, a new programming model that supports high-level

representation of pattern-searching algorithms while maintaining the performance

benefits of hardware accelerators. To provide familiar abstractions, we extend a C-

or Java-like language with domain-specific parallel control structures to support

common pattern-searching paradigms. We also develop compilation algorithms

to lower programs written in RAPID to an automata-based representation. The
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language supports execution on many hardware platforms, including FPGAs,

GPUs, CPUs, and the Micron D480 Automata Processor, and this is achieved

through adapting existing automata-based architectures to work with the RAPID

language. Further, RAPID programs use code abstractions similar to functions

or procedures that allow for efficient reuse while mapping naturally to pattern-

matching problems and the underlying automata computational model.

1.2.3 Interactive Debugging for High-Level Languages and Accelerators

Next, we design an interactive debugger to help developers maintain code written

in high-level languages for hardware accelerators. Debuggers are a vital part of a

developer’s arsenal of maintenance tools [190]. Although debugging support for

CPUs is mature and fully featured (e.g., including standard tools [206], successful

technology transfer [24] and annual conferences [1]), the throughput of automata

processing applications on CPUs is typically orders of magnitude slower than

execution on hardware accelerators [166, 231], making CPUs too slow for effective

debugging of automata processing. Unfortunately, current debugging techniques

are limited or nonexistent for hardware accelerators. For example, debugging of

FPGA designs is typically conducted at extremely low levels of abstraction, such

as monitoring individual voltages of hardware elements in the device [21, 128,

219, 246].

We develop a high-throughput, interactive debugger for the RAPID program-

ming language. Our approach bridges the semantic gap between low-level hard-
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ware signal inspection available on accelerators and the high levels of abstraction in

a programming language using finite automata as an intermediate representation.

We focus on the implementation of two key debugging operations: setting break-

points to stop program execution, and the inspection of program variables [190].

In addition to supporting a traditional notion of breakpoints in RAPID programs,

we also introduce a novel breakpoint scheme where breakpoints are set on streams

of data. We argue that this new form of breakpoint aids debugging of the class of

applications commonly represented in RAPID. To reduce latency in our system

(i.e., the time taken between executing a statement or expression in the program

and being able to view updated variable values), we also develop a combined

hardware accelerator and CPU-software simulation design. While we focus our

presentation on RAPID, the general techniques we develop for exposing state

from low-level accelerators to provide debugging support lay out a general path

for providing such capabilities for other accelerators and languages.

1.2.4 Architectural Support for Common Applications

Finally, we develop accelerator architectures to improve the performance of vital

applications, such as the parsing of tree-structured and recursively nested data as

well as the detection of security policy violations [38, 135]. To enable accelerated

parsing of data (e.g., data stored in common text-based serialization formats

such as XML and JSON), we develop ASPEN, an Accelerated in-SRAM Push-

down ENgine that implements a more expressive computational abstraction than
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previous automata processors. For monitoring of security policies, we develop

Martini, a simplified automata processing architecture designed to store a Mem-

ory Address Representation To INfer Intrusions. Both leverage recent advances in

high-performance automata processing architectures and can be implemented by

repurposing a portion of the cache subsystem in a modern processor. By doing

so, we leverage existing, suitable hardware resources to minimize latency in data

processing pipelines and to gain access to internal CPU state.

To support parsing of data, we observe that a computational model more expres-

sive than finite automata—notably deterministic pushdown automata (DPDA)—is

necessary [199]. We thus develop a novel, five-stage architecture for execution of

DPDA. To support direct adaptation of a large class of legacy parsing applications,

we design a compiler that supports existing grammars used to define many com-

mon languages and introduce two key optimizations for improving the runtime

of parsers on ASPEN.

We restrict the expressive power in Martini to minimize hardware resources

while providing support for detection of security violations. Martini monitors

sequences of abstracted memory accesses to validate system behavior. This ap-

proach supports the rapid detection of a variety of low-level anomalous behaviors

and attacks not otherwise easily discernible at the software level. In particular,

our architecture is capable of detecting attacks that exploit internal CPU state,

such as Spectre and Meltdown vulnerabilities in Intel processors, discovered in

2018 and 2019 [130, 142].
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1.3 methodology

In this dissertation, we develop programming models and maintenance tools

primarily suited for logic-based or spatial-reconfigurable accelerators, such as FPGAs

and the Micron D480 AP. Additionally, we develop new logic-based architectures

to support these models. In many cases, our models may also be used with more

traditional von Neumann architectures, such as CPUs and GPUs.

Our evaluation focuses primarily on measuring the extent to which our lan-

guages, tools, and architectures satisfy the criteria for successful programming

models: performance and scalability, ease of use, expressive power, and legacy

support (as described in Section 1.1). As our contributions and criteria are varied,

we employ a variety of evaluation approaches, including simulations, empirical

studies of real hardware and software, human subjects studies, and formal proofs.

In particular, we strive to align our individual methodologies with the metrics of

interest.

In general, we evaluate our prototypes using real-world applications. Whenever

possible, we strive to use existing benchmark suites and previously published

implementations, thereby admitting direct comparison with previous results. For

cases where no such benchmarks exist, we develop rigorous protocols for selecting

benchmark applications, often based on the mining of open-source repositories of

source code (e.g., GitHub).
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1.4 summary and organization

To summarize, this dissertation makes the following contributions:

1. AutomataSynth, an automata synthesis system for porting legacy source

code to execute on hardware accelerators by learning functionally equivalent

automata.

2. A high-level programming language, RAPID, for accelerating sequential

pattern matching applications on hardware accelerators.

3. A high-throughput, interactive debugging system for RAPID programs for

maintenance tasks on FPGAs and the Micron D480 AP.

4. An in-cache accelerator and associated optimizing compilation algorithms

for execution of deterministic pushdown automata, such as those used for

parsing of serialized data formats.

5. An in-cache accelerator for monitoring memory accesses to detect secu-

rity policy violations, including many attacks not easily discernible at the

software level.

The remainder of this dissertation is organized in the following manner. In

Chapter 2, we provide relevant background material on the formalisms and

techniques used in the remainder of this dissertation, including finite automata

models, common automata-based accelerator designs, programming models, and

maintenance tools. Chapter 3 introduces our algorithm for porting legacy code
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to hardware accelerators. In Chapter 4 we develop RAPID, a new programming

model for representing pattern-searching algorithms, and then develop a high-

throughput, interactive debugger for the language in Chapter 5. Next, we develop

new architectural designs to support the execution of deterministic pushdown

automata as well as detect security policy violations in Chapter 6. Finally, in

Chapter 7 we summarize our results and lay out proposed directions of future

exploration of related and emerging research challenges.
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chapter 2

Background

P
rior to commencing our exploration of improving programming sup-

port for hardware accelerators, we introduce key concepts and for-

malisms used heavily throughout the remainder of the chapters. First,

we formally define finite automata, which we will use as an abstraction and

intermediate representation of computation (Section 2.1). Next, we describe com-

mon architectural approaches for accelerating automata computation (Section 2.2).

Then, we introduce several extant programming models related to our efforts

(Section 2.3) and describe debugging (a typical software maintenance task) with

a particular emphasis on hardware accelerators (Section 2.4). Finally, we con-

clude our presentation of background material with a discussion of two target

application areas (Section 2.5).

2.1 finite automata

We employ several automata-based models of computation to support performant

execution of code on hardware accelerators. In this subsection, we describe these
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models, introduce notation used in this dissertation, and summarize relevant prop-

erties of each model. Readers are encouraged to refer to a theory of computation

reference (e.g., Sipser [199]) for a more thorough handling of these computational

models.

2.1.1 Deterministic and Non-Deterministic Finite Automata

Deterministic and non-deterministic finite automata (DFAs and NFAs) provide useful

models of computation for identifying patterns in a string of symbols. A DFA,

formally, is defined as a five-tuple, (Q, Σ, q0, δ, F), where Q is a finite set of states,

Σ is a finite alphabet, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, δ : Q× Σ → Q is a transition

function, and F ⊆ Q is the set of accepting states. The finite alphabet defines the

allowable symbols within the input string. The transition function takes, as input,

the currently active state and a symbol, and the function returns a new active

state.

A DFA processes input data through the repeated application of the transition

function with each subsequent symbol in the input string. After the application

of the transition function, a single state within the DFA becomes active. If an

accepting state is active after all input characters have been processed, the DFA

accepts the input (i.e., the input matches the pattern encoded by the DFA).
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Figure 2.1: A behaviorally equivalent NFA and homogeneous NFA (both accept exactly
aa, aab, and aaca). Note that there is a singleton start state in (a) (i.e., Qstart =
{q0}), but there are two start states in (b).

An NFA modifies this five-tuple to be (Q, Σ, Qstart, δ, F), where Qstart ⊆ Q is

a set of initial states and δ : 2Q × Σ → 2Q is the transition function.1 Note that

non-determinism in terms of finite state machines does not refer to stochastic

non-determinism, but rather refers to the transition function, which given a set

of active states and symbol, returns a new set of active states. This allows for

multiple transitions to occur for every symbol processed, effectively forming a

tree of computation. NFAs have the same representative power as DFAs but have

the advantage of being more spatially compact [199].

In this dissertation, we use an alternate form of DFAs and NFAs known as

homogeneous DFAs and NFAs. These automata restrict the possible transition rules

such that all incoming transitions to a state must occur on the same symbol.

Because all transitions to a state occur on the same symbol, we can label states

with symbols rather than labeling the transitions. We refer to these combined

1 NFAs traditionally support ε-transitions between a source and target state without consuming a
symbol. These are not present in our definition of an NFA. An ε-transition may be removed by
duplicating all incident transitions to the source state on the target state.
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states and labels as state transition elements (STEs), following the nomenclature

adopted by Dlugosch et al. [75]. An STE accepts the symbols in its label, which

we refer to as the character class of the STE. Figure 2.1 depicts an NFA and a

behaviorally equivalent homogeneous NFA.

Additionally, we relax the definition of machine acceptance. Instead of accepting

if an accepting state is active at the end of input, whenever an accepting state is

active, we report the relative offset in the input stream. This allows for pattern-

recognition in streams of data symbols by supporting multiple matches in a

sequence of input data.

2.1.2 Deterministic Pushdown Automata

Pushdown automata (PDAs) extend basic finite automata by including a stack

memory structure. A PDA is represented by a 6-tuple, (Q, Σ, Γ, δ, S, F), where Γ is

the finite alphabet of the stack, which need not be the same as the input symbol

alphabet. The transition function, δ, is extended to consider stack operations. The

transition function for a PDA considers the current state, the input symbol, and

the top of the stack and returns a new state along with a stack operation (one

of: push a specified symbol, pop the top of the stack, or no operation). Note that

PDA are, by definition, non-deterministic, meaning that multiple transitions while

processing a single input character. Consequently, the state of the stack memory
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Figure 2.2: A behaviorally equivalent DPDA (a) and hDPDA (b) for recognizing odd-
length palindromes with a given center character. For simplicity, we consider
strings formed from Σ = {X, Y} with center character c. Transition rules for
the DPDA (a) are written as “a, b/c”, where a is the matched input symbol,
b is the matched stack symbol, and c is the top of the stack after a push or ε
for a pop. Note that ⊥ is a special symbol to represent the bottom of the stack.
The hDPDA (b) lists (in order) the input symbol match (ε for no match), stack
symbol match (∗ is a wildcard match), number of symbols to pop, and symbol
to push.

may diverge. That is, the transition function induces a tree of computation in which

each branching point creates a duplicate copy of the stack memory.

In Chapter 6, we restrict attention to deterministic pushdown automata (DPDAs),

which limit the transition function to only allow a single transition for any valid

configuration of the DPDA and an input symbol. This restriction prevents stack

divergence, a property we leverage for efficient implementation in hardware.

Some transitions perform stack operations without considering the next input

symbol, and we refer to these transitions as epsilon- or ε-transitions. To maintain
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determinism, all ε-transitions take place before transitions considering the next

input symbol.

Unlike basic finite automata, where non-deterministic and deterministic ma-

chines have the same representative power (any NFA has an equivalent DFA and

vice versa), DPDAs are strictly weaker than PDAs [199, Theorems 2.52 and 2.57].

DPDAs, however, are still powerful enough to parse most programming languages

and serialization formats (as described in Chapter 6) as well as other common

tasks, such as mining for frequent subtrees within a dataset [17].

For hardware efficiency, we extend the definition of homogeneous finite au-

tomata to DPDAs. In a homogeneous DPDA (hDPDA), all transitions to a state occur

on the same input character, stack comparison, and stack operation. Concretely,

the homogeneous property for DPDAs states that for any q, q′, p, p′ ∈ Q, σ, σ′ ∈ Σ,

γ, γ′ ∈ Γ, and op, op′ that are operations on the stack, if δ(q, σ, γ) = (p, op) and

δ(q′, σ′, γ′) = (p′, op′), then

p = p′ ⇒
(
σ = σ′ ∧ γ = γ′ ∧ op = op′

)
. (2.1)

This restriction on the transitions function does not limit computational power, but

may increase the number of states needed to represent a particular computation.

It is possible to characterize this increase as follows.

Claim 1. Given any DPDA A = (Q, Σ, Γ, δ, S, F), the number of states in an equivalent

hDPDA is bounded by O(|Σ||Q|2).
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Proof. We consider the worst case: A is fully connected with |Σ| · |Q| incident

edges to each state and each of these incoming edges performs a different set of

input/stack matches and stack operations. Therefore, we must duplicate each node

|Σ|(|Q| − 1) times to ensure the homogeneity property as defined in Equation (2.1).

For any node q ∈ Q, we add |Σ| · |Q| copies of q to the equivalent hDPDA, one

node for each of the different input/stack operations on incident edges. Therefore,

there are at most |Σ| · |Q| · |Q| = |Σ||Q|2 vertices in the equivalent hDPDA.

In practice, DPDAs tend to have a fixed alphabet (e.g., ASCII) and are not

fully connected, resulting in less than quadratic growth. Even in the worst case,

hDPDAs do not significantly increase the number of states (cf. the exponential

NFA to DFA transformation[199, Theorem 1.39]). Figure 2.2 provides an example

of equivalent DPDA and hDPDA for odd-length palindromes with a known

middle character.

2.2 accelerating automata processing

As improvements in semiconductor technology have slowed while demand for

increased throughput for complex algorithms remains, there is a trend in hardware

design toward specialized accelerator architectures [176, 195]. For example, the

use of GPUs and Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) to accelerate general-

purpose computation has become commonplace [187]. A recent body of work

studies the acceleration of finite automata (NFA and DFA) processing across
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Figure 2.3: Overview of AP architecture. STEs are stored in a memory array, and edges
are encoded in a reconfigurable routing matrix.

multiple architectures. Becchi et al. have developed a set of tools and algorithms

for efficient CPU-based automata processing [27]. Several regular-expression-

matching and DFA-processing ASIC designs have also been proposed [79, 91, 146,

212]. Some (e.g., [80]) incorporate regular expression matching into an extract-

transform-load pipeline, supporting a richer set of applications. In this work,

we focus on three architectures that accelerate automata processing applications:
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the Micron D480 AP, commodity FPGAs, and the Cache Automaton. While we

focus on these particular architectures, automata processing engines have been

developed for other hardware platforms, including CPUs and GPUs [12, 111].

Readers may refer to Appendix A for more details.

2.2.1 Micron’s D480 AP

The AP is a hierarchical, memory-derived architecture for direct execution of

homogeneous non-deterministic finite automata developed by Dlugosch et al. at

Micron Technology (a large producer of computer memory) [75]. A homogeneous

state (and its transition symbols) is referred to as a State Transition Element (STE).

The processing core of the AP consists of a DRAM array and a hierarchical,

reconfigurable routing matrix, representing the STEs and edges respectively. The

architecture is depicted in Figure 2.3.

A single column of the memory array is used to represent an STE. For the NFA

given in Figure 2.1, six columns of memory are needed. The transition symbol(s)

of an STE are encoded in the rows of the memory array; each row represents

a different symbol in the alphabet. At runtime, a decoded input symbol drives

a single row in the DRAM, and the architecture simultaneously computes the

subset of STEs that match the input. STEs that match and are active (determined

by an additional activation bit stored with each column) generate an output signal

that passes through the reconfigurable routing matrix to set the activation bits of

downstream STEs.
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The ability to record locations in input data where patterns are matched is

supported by connecting accepting STEs to special reporting elements. When an

accepting STE activates, the reporting element generates a report, which encodes

information about which STE generated the signal and the offset in the data stream

where the report was made (as defined in Section 2.1.1). Reports are collected on

the AP through a series of buffers and caches before being copied back to the

host system (i.e., the AP supports an offload model similar to GPU programming).

Because the AP allows for the execution of many NFAs in parallel and because

a single NFA may contain multiple reporting STEs, Dlugosch et al. extend the

definition of an NFA to contain a labeling function that maps nodes to unique

labels. We represent labeled NFAs as (Q, Σ, δ, S, F, id), where id is the labeling

function. In Chapter 5, we leverage this mapping information to lift hardware

runtime state to the semantics of the user-level program.

In addition to STEs, there may be additional special purpose elements. For

example, the current generation AP contains saturating counters and combina-

tional logic. These elements connect to the STEs via transition edges and allow for

aggregation and thresholding of transitions between STEs. While these elements

do not necessarily add any expressive power over traditional NFAs, the use of

counters and logic often reduces the overall size of automata. This allows the

AP architecture to be flexible. Future implementations might contain additional

special purpose elements. In Chapter 4, we use these elements to aid in generating

efficient automata from a high-level programming language.
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2.2.2 Cache Automaton

In addition to the DRAM-based AP, a recent research effort by Subramaniyan et

al. developed an SRAM-based automata processor, known as the Cache Automaton

(CA) [209]. The CA repurposes SRAM-based memory arrays typically found in the

Last Level Cache (LLC) [81] of modern CPUs to perform automata computations.

The theoretical underpinnings of the design closely mirror those of the AP: STEs

are stored in arrays and are connected with a reconfigurable routing matrix

(see Figure 2.3). Subramaniyan et al. note two primary advantages of a cache-

based design. First, SRAM allows for higher clock frequencies than DRAM (i.e.,

one iteration of state updating can be made faster in a cache). Second, caches

are integrated on a processor die, which typically implies improved overall

performance due to improved and optimized logic and interconnect performance.

However, the disadvantage of embedding the CA in the cache of a processor is

capacity: the CA supports approximately an order of magnitude fewer STEs than

the AP in practice.

Subramaniyan et al. introduced several novel components to improve perfor-

mance and space efficiency and support the execution of automata in cache. These

include: (1) a sense-amplifier2 cycling technique to more quickly read all columns

of data in an SRAM array, (2) an eight-transistor-based SRAM array-based imple-

mentation for a compact and programmable switching architecture for the routing

2 A sense-amplifier is the electrical component in a memory system responsible for detecting the bits
being read out of a memory array and converting the voltages to match the rest of the circuit [97].
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matrix,3 and (3) a hierarchical switch and wire-routing topology leveraging the

existing design of LLC cache ways4 to support tens of thousands of states in an

NFA.

In Chapter 6, we leverage many of the optimizations proposed by Subramaniyan

et al. in the development of two automata-derived architectures.

2.2.3 Field-Programmable Gate Arrays

Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are reconfigurable integrated circuits

containing both combinational logic (e.g., logical gates) and memory [172]. These

sub-units are typically laid out in a regular, repeated pattern, often referred to

as a fabric, of reconfigurable look-up tables (LUTs), flip-flops (FFs), and block

RAMs (BRAMs). LUTs can be configured to compute arbitrary logic functions and

are connected together with memory using a reconfigurable routing matrix. This

architectural model allows FPGAs to dynamically form arbitrary circuits, which

can be useful for prototyping logic circuits.

FPGAs have been in use for decades and were introduced as an improvement

over earlier programmable devices, such as programmable array logic (PAL), pro-

grammable logic devices (PLDs), erasable programmable logic devices (EPLDs) [25].

Their use has been varied over the years, including rapid system prototyping,

3 SRAM arrays traditionally use six transistors to store one bit [198]. Eight transistors may be used
to increase redundancy and improve signals, and this property enables the reuse as a switching
architecture.

4 Last Level Caches are typically hierarchically subdivided into manageable units. The first level of
subdivisions are referred to as slices [81]. Slices are further subdivided into ways.
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communications processors, digital signal processing, industrial control systems,

wearables, fully custom computing machines, and dynamically reconfigurable

systems [180]. There have also been efforts to combine traditional CPUs with

FPGAs, which can take many forms. For example, some FPGAs include processing

units as discrete components in the fabric (i.e., hard cores) [228]. More common

are soft cores, which implement a traditional microprocessor using combinational

logic and memory (e.g., Xilinx MicroBlaze [154], ARM Cortex-M1 [64], and the

Oracle OpenSPARC T1 [167]). Finally, there is an effort to manufacture hybrid

devices that combine CPUs and FPGAs into a single package [107].

Prior work has investigated implementing finite automata processing on FP-

GAs [28, 119, 196, 204, 241, 256]. Because automata can be thought of as circuits—

where each state transition element is a specialized logic gate—they can be

naturally implemented in an FPGA fabric. Recently Xie et al. combined these

recent advances with optimized input/output circuitry to support integration of

high-performance automata processing into data processing pipelines [252]. The

aptly named Reconfigurable Engine for Automata Processing (REAPR) config-

ures an FPGA to operate very similarly to the AP-style processing model (see

Section 2.2). LUTs are used in place of columns of memory to determine input

symbol matches each clock cycle (logically, one LUT is assigned to each STE).

Flip-flops are then used to store the activation bits for STEs, and transition signals

are propagated through the FPGA’s reconfigurable routing matrix.

Although FPGAs are a natural and successful fit for acceleration of automata

processing and have been the subject of significant study [28, 119, 252], the ability
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to port software to FPGAs while maintaining performance remains an open

research problem [268]. In this dissertation, we leverage the recent advances in

automata processing to support porting existing software to FPGAs (Chapter 3)

as well as maintaining the performance of design choices across architectures

(Chapter 4).

2.3 programming models

Next, we the consider current landscape of relevant programming models. We

begin by introducing models most relevant for automata processing and hardware-

accelerator-based computation. We also briefly discuss programming models that

we use as springboards for porting legacy code to accelerators in Chapter 3.

2.3.1 Automata Representations and Regular Expressions

The most direct programming model for automata processing is to develop DFAs

and NFAs. Traditionally, NFAs are often represented as a directed graph with

states as vertices and the transition function encoded as edges. While capable of

specifying search patterns, NFAs are difficult to write and maintain. Text-based

NFA formats, such as the XML-based Automata Network Markup Language

(ANML) and Becchi’s transition table representation [27], are extremely verbose.

For example, a toy example for measuring the pairwise difference of characters

between an input string and a fixed five-character string requires 62 lines of
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ANML to represent [155]. Maintenance tasks on this code are also cumbersome:

changing such an automaton to compare against a string of length 12 requires

modification of 65% of the code. NFAs can be challenging and tedious to write

correctly, especially for developers lacking familiarity with automata theory. In

research areas such as program verification, the task of specifying automata is

often automated [7].

Regular expressions are another common option for representing a search

pattern as matched by an NFA or DFA and are defined recursively by Sipser using

the following rules [199]:

1. a for some a in the alphabet Σ (i.e., match a single character),

2. ε (i.e., match the empty string),

3. ∅ (i.e., match nothing),

4. (R1 ∪ R2), where R1 and R2 are regular expressions (i.e., match the union of

R1 and R2),

5. (R1R2), where R1 and R2 are regular expressions (i.e., match the concatenation

of R1 and R2), and

6. (R∗1), where R1 is a regular expression (i.e., match the Kleene closure, which

is zero or more occurrences of R1).

We will use this definition in Chapter 4 to demonstrate the expressive power of

the RAPID language. Regular expressions suffer from similar maintainability chal-

lenges as explicit automata representations. For many of our target applications,
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such as motif searches, particle tracking, and rule mining, the regular expression

representing the search is non-intuitive and may simply be an exhaustive enu-

meration of all possible strings that should be matched (much in the same way

an overfit machine learning classifier might directly encode a lookup table of the

training data [131]). Additionally, programming of regular expressions can be

extremely error-prone due to variations in regular expression syntax, which leads

to high rates of runtime exceptions [205].

Therefore, both of these programming model fail to meet our required ease of

use criterion (see Section 1.1).

2.3.2 Languages for Streaming Applications

Streaming applications process a sequence of data received in real time. Common

examples include radio receivers and software routers. Automata processing can

be viewed as a streaming application because input symbols are processed in real

time to update the automaton’s active states.

Languages for streaming applications have been studied in great detail. StreamIt [215],

an exemplar of this class of languages, provides structures for stream pipelining,

splitting and joining, and feedback loops. StreamIt objects may peek and pop

from the input stream, store input, and perform computations before outputting a

result. Automata processing, however, does not readily admit this computational

model. Finite automata have no inherent memory (see Section 2.1.1) and cannot

generally peek at the input stream. Many of the operations allowed by StreamIt
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are thus not applicable in our domain, and it is not evident how to extend the

StreamIt model to describe complex automata nor non-deterministic execution. Ul-

timately, StreamIt targets a different computational abstraction, and is not directly

applicable.

2.3.3 Non-Deterministic Languages

Non-determinism is a useful formalism for identifying patterns in parallel within

a data stream. In a state machine, non-determinism arises when multiple states

are active simultaneously, allowing for parallel exploration of input data. Several

existing languages contain non-deterministic control structures to facilitate these

types of operations.

Dijkstra’s Guarded Command Language [74] introduces non-deterministic

alternative and repetitive constructs. These constructs are predicated with a

Boolean guard that must be true for the encapsulated statements to execute. The

alternative construct chooses arbitrarily one command with a satisfied guard

and executes it. In the repetitive construct, the program loops, choosing one

command with a satisfied guard to execute, until no guards are satisfied. Rather

than proposing a concrete syntax, the Guarded Command Language presents

guiding formalisms for supporting non-determinism. We develop a programming

model that provides similar constructs in Chapter 4, with a particular focus on

identifying patterns in streams of data.
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An additional non-deterministic programming language is Alma-0 [19], a declar-

ative extension of Modula-2. Alma-0 supports the use of Boolean expressions

as statements, an ORELSE statement allowing for execution of multiple paths

through the program, and a SOME statement that is the non-deterministic dual of

a traditional for-loop. In Alma-0, ORELSE and SOME are defined via backtracking.

Execution is single threaded: when an ORELSE statement or a SOME statement is

encountered, the program will choose a single option to execute. If an explo-

ration fails, the program backtracks to the last choice point, restoring all program

state, and attempts a different option. These additional constructs provide natural

extensions to traditional languages to support parallel processing of data and

thus satisfy our stated requirement for ease of use. In Chapter 4 we introduce a

programming model that leverages these constructs for abstractly representing

automata computation.

2.3.4 Programming Models for Portability

The holy grail of programming for heterogeneous environments is to “write

once and run anywhere.” Research into portability dates back decades and has

its origins in attempts to support multiple mainframe computer architectures.

For example, the Parallel Programming Language (PPL) was a strongly typed

language that abstracted away from machine-dependent types to support multi-

ple architectural targets [236]. More recently, the focus has been on supporting

portability across different coprocessors.
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The OpenCL language boasts support for CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs, and other mi-

croprocessors [208]. The language provides an abstract notion of computational

devices and processing elements, which allow for task- and data-parallel appli-

cations to be executed in heterogeneous environments. While the same code can

be run on multiple types of hardware, code written for one architecture rarely

performs well on another architecture. To execute efficiently on both GPUs and

FPGAs, for example, a developer must often write two copies of the application,

crafting the code to make use of the particular strengths of each platform. Our

goal in this dissertation is to avoid this rewriting step, allowing the developer to

write an application using a computational abstraction that performs well across

architectures.

High-level constructs, such as Map-Reduce, have been demonstrated to pro-

vide portability across architectures [102, 258]. We also make use of high-level

constructs, but constructs in our language are more specific to sequential pattern

identification tasks.

2.3.5 Languages for Programming FPGAs

Adopting hardware accelerators into existing application workflows requires

porting code to these new programming models. Unfortunately, porting legacy

code remains difficult. The primary programming model for FPGAs remains

Hardware Description Languages (HDLs) such as Verilog and VHDL [173, 216].

HDLs have a level of abstraction akin to assembly-level development on traditional
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CPU architectures, allowing for the specification of circuits by specifying logical

formulas and their connections to memory and each other. While these hardware

solutions provide high throughputs, these languages and their abstractions are

not a part of computer science curricula. For example, the Joint Task Force on

Computing Curricula at the Association of Computing Machinery (ACM) and

IEEE Computer Society recommend in its 2013 curriculum that a computer science

degree program includes only three lecture hours of “digital logic and digital

systems” [116]. HDLs are listed as a topic, but none of the learning outcomes

specify familiarity with HDLs—let alone competency. Therefore, we should not

expect software developers entering the workforce to have the necessary skills to

port code to HDLs.

High-Level Synthesis (HLS) allows development for FPGAs at a much higher level

of abstraction than HDLs [161]. Indeed, HLS has been demonstrated to reduce

the time to develop FPGA designs [134]. Most tools support programs written

in C-like languages, suggesting that HLS would be amenable for adapting and

accelerating legacy code bases. However, the performance of designs constructed

using HLS can be unimpressive, requiring significant optimization [223, 268].

HLS tools may also not support all features of the language (e.g., dynamic data

structures), meaning that legacy code must be refactored before the approach is

applicable.

In Chapter 3, we present an alternative to HLS that decouples the existing

design and implementation of legacy code from the final design produced for an

FPGA. In doing so, we avoid many of the limitations of HLS techniques.
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2.3.6 State Machine Learning Algorithms

In this dissertation, we employ state machining learning algorithms as an alterna-

tive to HLS. We briefly summarize learning of state machines here, detailing the

most relevant instance in Section 3.1.1. These algorithms are a subset of model learn-

ing in learning theory and have been the subject of study for several decades [9,

207, 225, 269]. The most common approach is to use active learning in which the

model is learned by performing experiments (tests) on the software or system to

be learned. State machine learning has been applied to the domains of internet

banking [2], network protocols [72, 82], legacy systems [148, 189], and describing

machine learning classifiers [245].

Most efforts have focused on developing suitable algorithms for learning finite

automata [10, 41]. More recent advances simplify the internal data structures

of the algorithms, reduce the number of tests necessary to learn a model, or

combinations thereof [113, 114, 123, 179]. Learning an equivalent state machine

from software remains challenging, and most approaches employ some form of

approximation [10, 137].

In Chapter 3, we apply this body of model learning research to the problem of

adapting legacy source code for efficient execution on hardware accelerators. Our

approach attempts to learn a model that is fully equivalent to the original program

using software verification techniques but may also produce approximate results

in some situations.
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2.3.7 Program Synthesis

Program synthesis is a holistic term for automatically generating software from

some input description. Recent efforts have focused on different applications

of synthesis, such as sketching [6, 200, 201], programming by example [94],

and automated program repair [152, 164]. Many of these approaches employ

counterexample-guided inductive synthesis (CEGIS) to produce a final solution [201].

CEGIS is an iterative technique that constructs candidate solutions that are tested

(typically via formal methods) for equivalence. A counterexample, or model of

undesirable behavior, is provided if the candidate solution is incorrect, and begins

the next iteration of synthesis. We note that CEGIS is largely equivalent to the

techniques used in the learning theory community for model learning.

A related body of research focuses on extracting program behavior from legacy

code for acceleration using domain-specific languages (DSLs), an approach referred

to as verified lifting. Examples, include extracting stencil computations [118, 153],

database queries [55], and sparse and dense linear algebra calculations [89]. By

targeting DSLs, verified lifting can leverage known properties of the given problem

domain to aid extraction and acceleration. For generality in this dissertation, we

intentionally limit the domain-specific assumptions leveraged by our approach.
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2.4 maintenance tools

Software maintenance tasks are varied and account for a significant proportion

of developer effort [174, 191]. In this section, we describe efforts to support and

evaluate the common maintenance task of debugging. Further, we introduce the

maintenance task of verification, which we leverage in a framework for porting

legacy code to hardware accelerators.

2.4.1 Debugging on Hardware Accelerators

In this dissertation, we focus on the task of debugging, including aiding fault

localization. Fault localization is an aspect of debugging that attempts to implicate

particular statements or expressions as the likely source of undesirable behav-

ior [259]. The development of debugging tools has a lengthy history [96, 136, 188,

262], and software debuggers are commonplace in development toolchains [149].

Ungar et al. argue that immediacy is important for debugging tasks and developed

a step-through debugger [224]. There has also been significant effort devoted to

improving the efficiency of debugging tools, such as quickly transferring control

when a breakpoint is reached [124] and efficiently supporting large numbers

of watchpoints [265]. These approaches provide debugging support for general

purpose processors and languages. The technique presented in this work is in

the same spirit: we provide immediacy for debugging big data pattern-matching
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applications through low-overhead breakpoints on specialized hardware and

interactive, step-through program inspection.

Previous research has considered debugging for specialized hardware, including

support for distributed sensor networks [203] and energy-harvesting systems [61].

Hou et al. developed a debugger for general-purpose GPU programs which

leverages automatic dataflow recording to allow users to analyze errors after

program execution [104]. Similarly, there are approaches for debugging FPGA

applications [8, 92]; however, these techniques typically focus on inspection of

the underlying hardware description, rather than programs written in high-level

languages. Debugging of high-level synthesis (HLS) designs has focused on moni-

toring trace registers and using record-replay techniques to expose program state

for segments of single-threaded applications [90, 159]. Our work further develops

the area of debugging for specialized processors by presenting a technique for

inspecting source-level program state during program execution on highly parallel

automata processing engines.

2.4.2 Understanding the Importance of Debugging

Human studies have shed light on debugging and the role of automated tools.

Weiser found that programmers inspect “program slices” when debugging, which

may not be textually contiguous but follow data and control flow [244]. Ko and

Myers demonstrated that their debugging tool, Whyline, allowed study partic-

ipants to perform debugging tasks more quickly [129]. Fry and Weimer found
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that localization accuracy is not uniform across various bug types [86]. Romero

et al. found that debugging performance is related to balanced use of available

information in programming systems that provide multiple representations of

state [182]. Our results in Chapter 5 complement these findings by demonstrating

our debugging system improves fault localization accuracy for the domain of

pattern-matching automata processing applications.

2.4.3 Software Verification

Software maintenance encompasses more than just debugging, including activities

such as validating that a program provides pre-specified functionality and meets

pre-defined requirements.

Program verifiers and software model checkers prove that a program adheres

to a specification or produce counterexamples that violate the specification [35].

These tools typically interleave the control flow graph (CFG) and a specification

automaton and explore the resulting graph to determine if any path leads to an

error state in the specification.

There has been significant research and engineering effort applied to making

these techniques scalable and applicable to real applications [34, 60, 151]. Of

particular relevance here are bounded or iterative techniques that address recursive

control flow [37, 115], which typically unroll loops a fixed number of times before

checking if an error state is reachable in the straight-line portion of the CFG.

Most closely related to our work has been the use of bounded model checking to
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verify string-processing web applications; however, this work often focused on

secure information flow rather than constraints over strings [106]. There are also

theoretical results on the decidability of straight-line programs on strings, which

naturally arise in bounded model checking [140].

These techniques have been employed to verify operating system drivers [24],

validating communication protocols [82], and finding bugs in concurrent data

structures [169], among others. In Chapter 3, we combine software verification

with model learning techniques to port legacy code to FPGAs.

2.5 applications benefiting from acceleration

The principle of hardware/software co-design suggests that choices made when

designing hardware should be influenced by the target applications. In this section,

we introduce two application domains, data parsing and computer security, that

we use as motivation for proposing new, automata-based accelerator architectures

in Chapter 6.

2.5.1 Parsing of XML Files

As data continues to be collected and processed at ever-increasing rates, it is

paramount that software be able to efficiently read stored data. Such data is often

stored in structured text files, often formatted in Extensible Markup Language (XML)

or JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) [77, 98].
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Parsing, or syntactic analysis, is the process of validating and reconstructing

tree (nested) data structures from a sequence of input tokens [4]. In natural

language, this process relates to validating that a sequence of words forms a valid

sentence structure, and for a programming language, a parser will verify that

a statement has the correct form (e.g., a conditional in C contains the correct

keywords, expressions, and statements in the correct order). In this dissertation,

we focus primarily on the task of parsing XML files, which is common to many

applications [135, 145]. Parsing XML produces a special tree data structure called

the Document Object Model (DOM) [98].

Parsers are typically implemented as the second stage of a larger pipeline [190].

In the first stage, a lexer, tokenizer, or scanner reads raw data and produces a

list of tokens (i.e., a lexer converts a stream of characters into a stream of words),

which are passed to the parser. The parser produces a tree from these input

tokens, which can be further validated and processed by later pipeline stages.

For example, an XML parser will validate that tags are properly nested, but a

later stage in the pipeline performs semantic checks, such as verifying that text in

opening and closing tags match.

Conventional software-based parsers exhibit complex input-dependent data

and control flow patterns resulting in poor performance when executed on CPUs.

Figure 2.4 (b) shows two state-of-the-art open-source XML parsers, Expat [58] and

Xerces [18], which can require approximately 6–25 branch instructions to process

a single byte of input depending on the markup density of the input XML file (i.e.,

ratio of syntactic markup to document size). These overheads result from nested
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Figure 2.4: Conventional parser performance. (a) CPU cycles per byte. (b) Branch instruc-
tions per byte

switch-case statements that determine the next parsing state. Furthermore, as the

parser alternates between markup processing and processing of variable-length

content (e.g., free-form strings), there is little data reuse, leading to high cache

miss rates (approximately 100 L1 caches misses per kB for Xerces). As a result of

both high branch misprediction and cache miss rates, software parsers take about

12–45 CPU cycles to parse a single input byte as depicted in Figure 2.4 (a). In

Chapter 6, we demonstrate that is possible to avoid these overheads by applying

principles from in-memory automata processing architectures (Section 2.2) to

develop an architecture that supports DPDA computation (Section 2.1.2).

2.5.2 Architectural Side-Channel Attacks

The security of software and hardware systems is the subject of much study [38].

Side-channel attacks are a particularly insidious form of security vulnerabilities
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in a system. Side-channel attacks steal information from a system indirectly by

monitoring properties of the system, such as power dissipation, high-frequency

sounds, or timing to infer program state and data [44, 59, 88]. Of particular interest

in recent years have been so-called architectural side-channel attacks, which leverage

properties of—or design flaws in—commodity computational hardware [242].

Architectural side-channel attacks, such as Spectre [130] and Meltdown [142],

use cache timing to leak information in memory. Such attacks can exploit side

effects of branch prediction and speculative execution to read or affect arbitrary

memory locations. The key problem is that changes to the state of the cache persist

even if the CPU discards instructions that are speculatively executed. As a result,

a malicious program can execute a controlled sequence of memory accesses and

then leverage its knowledge of the cache structure to read arbitrary locations in

memory that are cached by other programs. In addition to Spectre and Meltdown,

other cache side-channel attacks include: Foreshadow [227], Flush+Reload [257],

Evict+Time [168], Prime+Probe [143], and Nailgun [165]. Since this class of attacks

relies on hardware vulnerabilities, they are OS-independent and challenging to

patch efficiently in software.

To defend against Spectre and Meltdown, CPU speculation features can be

disabled, but the performance impact is high [150, 237] and doing so does not

address other extant hardware vulnerabilities. Further, novel microarchitecture

redesigns are non-trivial and costly in terms of time and resources and may expose

new—or overlook existing—hardware vulnerabilities.
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In Chapter 6, we develop a custom processor unit for accelerating the detec-

tion of side-channel attacks, providing additional system security with minimal

overhead.

2.5.3 Runtime Intrusion Detection Systems

Broadly, an intrusion detection system (IDS) is tasked with classifying a sequence of

inputs as being normal or anomalous according to some detection technique [139].

Anomaly-based approaches have the advantage of being able to detect zero-day

attacks (i.e., previously unreleased or undocumented attacks), and they can be

customized to particular operating environments, IDS efforts most relevant to this

dissertation use n-grams of system calls to detect misbehaving Unix processes [84,

202]. Systems calls are special functions that allow a program to interact with the

operating system [45]. Forrest et al. found that modeling sequences of these calls

could accurately detect software-level attacks. Unfortunately, system calls do no

capture the low-level behavior exploited by many hardware side-channel attacks

(see Section 2.5.2), and can therefore not be directly applied our use case in this

dissertation.

A hardware-based malware detector (HMD) monitors micro-architectural traces and

raises alerts about anomalous behavior (e.g., [122]). HMDs can detect side-channel

attacks that leave no system call traces and can potentially be secured against a

compromised OS [263]. For example, Demme et al. used performance counters

as the data source for an HMD [73], though there are concerns about using
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performance counters in this domain [69]. Similarly, Wei et al. proposed a power

anomaly detection system for embedded systems which can detect side-channel

attacks, including Spectre, with high accuracy [243]. However, this method targets

embedded systems that run fixed jobs with consistent behavior.

In Chapter 6, we combine the concepts of n-gram-based monitoring with HMDs

to detect attacks (including Spectre and Meltdown) with minimal system overhead.

We design a microarchitecture that monitors n-grams of memory access sequences,

which we model as finite automata.

2.6 chapter summary

We introduce several key concepts and describe how they apply to the work

presented in this dissertation. We describe several theoretical models from au-

tomata theory. Then, we consider several architectural approaches to accelerating

their execution. Next, we explore various programming models and describe

their relationship with automata-based computation. We introduce concepts from

various software maintenance tools, which we both implement and leverage in

this dissertation. Finally, we describe two application domains (security and data

parsing) that we use as case studies motivating further architectural development.

In the next chapter, we introduce a new programming model to help developers

port existing code to run on hardware accelerators.
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chapter 3

Acceleration of Legacy String Functions

A
s hardware accelerators begin to be adopted in industry it will be nec-

essary to port extant software to these new platforms. In Section 2.3.5,

we described HLS, the state-of-the-art approach for porting legacy

code to FPGAs, which unfortunately lacks support for some language features,

and typically still requires significant refactoring to produce performant FPGA

code.

In this chapter, we present AutomataSynth,1 a new approach for executing

code (including legacy programs and automata computations) on FPGAs and

other hardware accelerators. Unlike HLS, which statically analyzes a program

to produce a hardware design, AutomataSynth both dynamically observes and

statically analyzes program behavior to synthesize a functionally equivalent hard-

ware design. Our approach is based on several key insights. First, state machines

provide an abstraction that has successfully accelerated applications across many

domains [183–186, 220, 221, 232, 238, 240, 267] and admit efficient implementations

in hardware [75, 146, 252], but typically require rewriting applications. Second,

1 https://github.com/kevinaangstadt/automata-synth
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there is an entire body of work on query-based learning of state machines (e.g.,

see Angluin for a classic survey of computational learning theory [11]), but these

algorithms commonly rely on unrealistic oracle assumptions. Third, we observe

that the combination of software model checking (e.g., [33, 35]) and recent ad-

vances in string decision procedures (e.g., [71, 120, 217, 222]) can be used in place

of oracles for certain classes of legacy code kernels, such as those that recognize

regular languages.

While AutomataSynth is based on a general approach for synthesizing hard-

ware designs from high-level source code, we focus in this chapter specifically

on synthesizing Boolean string kernels (functions that return true or false given

a string). We accelerate these string kernels using automata processing, which

requires representing functions as finite automata [75, 146, 252]. We demonstrate

how software model checking, using a novel combination of bounded model

checking with incremental loop unrolling augmented with string decision proce-

dures, can answer oracle queries required by Angluin-style learning algorithms,

resulting in a framework to iteratively infer automata corresponding to legacy

kernels.

We focus our evaluation of AutomataSynth on scalability and legacy support.

As such, we develop a benchmark suite of string kernels mined from public

repositories on GitHub and measure the correctness of the automata generated by

AutomataSynth as well as the time required to synthesize and size of the result-

ing automata. Our evaluation demonstrates that our approach is viable for small

functions and exposes new opportunities for improving current-generation tools.
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We identify four key challenges associated with using state-of-the-art methods

to compile legacy kernels to FPGAs and suggest paths forward for addressing

current limitations.

In summary, we present the following scientific contributions in this chapter:

• AutomataSynth, a framework for accelerating legacy string kernels by

learning equivalent state machines. We extend an Angluin-style learning

algorithm to use a combination of iterative bounded software model checking

and string decision procedures to answer oracle queries.

• A proof that AutomataSynth terminates and is correct (i.e., relatively

complete with respect to the underlying model checker) for kernels that

recognize regular languages. The proof leverages the minimality of machines

learned by L* and the Pumping Lemma for regular languages.

• An empirical evaluation of AutomataSynth on 18 indicative kernels mined

from public GitHub repositories. We learn 13 exactly equivalent models and

2 near approximations.

In the remainder of this chapter, we introduce our formulation of the state

machining learning problem in Section 3.1. Then we detail a composition of

formal methods and software verification techniques for solving this problem and

prove, formally, the correctness of our approach in Section 3.2. Next, we describe

our experimental methodology in Section 3.3 present an empirical evaluation of

AutomataSynth in Section 3.4 before finally concluding with a discussion of

open challenges for learning-based approaches in Section 3.5.
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3.1 learning state machines from legacy code

We present AutomataSynth, a framework for learning functional behavior mod-

els for off-the-shelf, legacy code implementing regular languages and synthesizing

hardware descriptions from those models. Our approach extends Angluin’s L*

algorithm [10] by (1) using bounded software model checking with incremental

unrolling to implement one of its assumptions, (2) using software testing to im-

plement another of its assumptions, and (3) transforming learned models into

homogeneous DFAs for hardware synthesis.

3.1.1 L* Primer

Dana Angluin’s foundational L* algorithm was popularized in 1987 [10]. Because

many of our framework decisions (such as how to implement its required queries

and counterexamples in a legacy source code context) and results (such as cor-

rectness and termination arguments) depend on the steps and invariants of her

algorithm, we sketch it here in some detail. We claim no novelty in this subsection

and readers familiar with L* can proceed to Section 3.1.2.

At its core, the L* algorithm relies on a minimally adequate teacher (MAT) to

answer two kinds of queries about a held-out language, L. First, the MAT must

answer membership queries, yielding a Boolean value indicating if the queried

string is a member of L. Second, the MAT must answer conjecture or termination
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queries.2 Given a candidate regular language A, typically expressed as a finite

state machine, the MAT responds with true if A = L or responds with a coun-

terexample string for which A and L differ. (Note that automata learning is used in

applications where L is not a DFA, and thus this query is typically not resolved

by standard DFA equivalence checking.)

These queries are used to construct an observation table that can be transformed

directly into a DFA. This table may be defined as a 3-tuple, (S, E, T), where S is

a nonempty, finite, prefix-closed3 set of strings over Σ; E is a nonempty, finite,

suffix-closed set of strings over Σ; and T is a function mapping ((S ∪ S · Σ) · E) to

{true, false}. (S, E, T) may be visualized as a two-dimensional array where rows

are indexed by a value s ∈ S ·Σ, columns are indexed by a value e ∈ E, and entries

are equal to T(s · e). For ease of notation, Angluin defines row(s) to be a finite

function, f , mapping values from E to {true, false} defined as f (e) = T(s · e).

Informally, row(s) denotes the values in a particular row of the observation table.

An observation table must be both closed and consistent before a DFA may

be correctly constructed. A table is closed if for every t ∈ S · Σ, there exists an

s ∈ S such that row(t) = row(s). A table is consistent if, for all s1, s2 ∈ S where

row(s1) = row(s2), row(s1 · a) = row(s2 · a) for all a ∈ Σ. These properties ensure

that there is a valid transition out of each state in the DFA (closed) and that

transitions on any character remain the same regardless of the characters already

2 These are also called equivalence queries, but we avoid this term to prevent confusion with similar
uses of the term in software verification.

3 A set is prefix-closed if ∀s ∈ S, every prefix of s is also a member of S. Suffix-closure is defined
similarly.
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processed (consistent). Given a closed and consistent observation table, a DFA

over the alphabet Σ may be constructed as follows:

Q = {row(s) | s ∈ S} ,

q0 = row(ε),

F = {row(s) | s ∈ S ∧ T(s) = true} ,

δ(row(s), a) = row(s · a).

Each unique row in the observation table becomes a state in the candidate au-

tomaton, and outgoing transitions from a state are defined by the row indexed by

the current row’s prefix concatenated with the transition character.

Pseudocode for the L* algorithm is provided in Algorithm 3.1. A closed, con-

sistent observation table is constructed using membership queries. Then, the

table is transformed into a candidate automaton for a termination query. If the

MAT responds with a counterexample, the counterexample and its prefixes are

added to the observation table. The process repeats until the MAT responds to a

termination query in the affirmative. The final automaton is the learned language.

3.1.2 AutomataSynth Problem Description

In this subsection, we formalize the problem of learning a state machine from a

legacy string kernel.
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Algorithm 3.1: Angluin’s L* Learner [10]

Data: MAT for held-out language, L
Result: A DFA, M, representing the held-out language, L
Initialize S and E to {ε};
Ask membership queries for ε and each a ∈ Σ;
Construct initial observation table (S, E, T);
repeat

while (S, E, T) is not closed or not consistent do
if (S, E, T) is not consistent then

Find s1, s2 ∈ S, a ∈ Σ, e ∈ E such that
row(s1) = row(s2) ∧ T(s1 · a · e) 6= T(s2 · a · e);

Add a · e to E;
Extend T to include the new suffix with membership queries;

end
if (S, E, T) is not closed then

Find s1 ∈ S, a ∈ Σ such that row(s1 · a) 6= row(s) for all s ∈ Σ;
Add s1 · a to S;
Extend T to include the new prefix with membership queries;

end
end
Construct DFA, M from (S, E, T);
Make termination query with M;
if MAT responds with counterexample t then

Add t and all prefixes to S;
Extend T to include the new prefixes using membership queries;

end
until the MAT responds with true to the termination check on M;
return DFA M

AutomataSynth operates on a function that takes one string argument and

returns a Boolean value:

kernel : string -> bool

We assume that the source code for this function is provided and that the function

halts and returns a value on all inputs (i.e., kernel is an algorithm). If kernel

recognizes a regular language, AutomataSynth returns a state machine, M, with

equivalent behavior to kernel. That is, for all s ∈ Σ∗, M(s) = kernel(s). For

runs which exceed a resource budget or expose incompleteness in the underlying
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theorem prover (including functions that are non-regular), our prototype imple-

mentation alerts and provides approximate equivalence, where M(s) = kernel(s)

when the length of s is less than an arbitrary fixed length (see Section 3.2).

In Section 3.2.4, we present a formal proof that our framework produces an

equivalent DFA for input kernels that recognize regular languages. Our empirical

evaluation in Section 3.4 demonstrates that real-world legacy string kernels either

recognize regular languages, or our tool can produce an approximation of the

original function. We discuss the challenges associated with supporting a broader

class of functions in Section 3.5.1.

3.1.3 Using Source Code as a MAT

We extend Angluin’s L* algorithm to learn a DFA representation of a legacy string

kernel. To succeed, we must construct a MAT that can answer membership and

termination queries about an input string kernel. While the L* algorithm provides

a framework for query-based DFA learning, the original work does not define any

one mechanism for implementing the teacher. Our proposed MAT implementation

leverages the source code of the target function.

membership queries . We observe that a membership query for a string,

s, may be implemented by executing the legacy kernel on s. The result returned

by the function is the answer to the query. For languages akin to C employing

integers, we interpret Boolean values in the standard way (i.e., 0 is false and all
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other values are true). While direct and intuitive in theory, we note that there are

several challenges in practice. Following the C standard, many runtime systems

assume that strings are null-terminated (i.e., a null character must only occur as

the final character in a string). In practice, however, we find that legacy string

kernels will sometimes allow null characters in other positions. This often occurs

when the length of the input string is known a priori. While seemingly innocuous,

this deviation from the standard limits the runtime mechanisms by which the

legacy kernel may be invoked. We found that compiling the kernel to a shared

object and then invoking the function dynamically provided the best stability in

our experiments.

termination queries . At the heart of our problem formulation is the

challenge that a legacy string kernel does not admit a direct means for answering

termination queries. A recent survey of model learning indicates that testing for

equivalence queries [225]; however, our initial efforts found testing alone to be

unsuitable for termination queries in this domain. Our insight is that verification

strategies from software model checking may be used to test for equivalence

between the kernel and a candidate automaton. Traditionally in verification,

equivalence would be proven using bisimulation or interleaving of the automaton

and the source kernel. However, this formulation presupposes that the “state

transitions” are directly encoded in the source code and can be aligned with the

state transitions in the candidate automaton. We do not make this assumption in

our problem definition in Section 3.1.2, and we prefer an approach that does not
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require manual annotation. Indeed, we do not even assume that the states of the

equivalent automaton are visited “in order” during the execution of the legacy

kernel.

We verify an alternate reachability property that places additional constraints

on the input string. In particular, we observe that a counterexample t ∈ Σ+ is

in either L(kernel) or L(M) but not in both, and thus will always satisfy the

constraint t ∈ L(kernel)⊕ L(M), where ⊕ is the symmetric difference operator.

Therefore, we ask the software verifier to prove that there is no execution of

kernel on t where kernel returns true and t 6∈ L(M) or kernel returns false

and t ∈ L(M). To test this reachability property, we use a novel combination

of bounded model checking with incremental loop unrolling augmented with a

string constraint solver. We discuss the implementation of this verification task in

depth in Section 3.2.

Software verifiers are relatively complete (e.g., [22]), meaning that there are

certain programs that cannot be fully verified due to limitations in the underlying

SMT solvers. Verifiers often return an answer in three-valued logic: true in

our application means that the kernel and candidate automaton were proved

equivalent, allowing for termination; false in our application means that the

property was not satisfied, and there is a counterexample to provide to the L*

algorithm; and unknown in our application means that the verifier was unable to

prove equivalence, but also does not provide a counterexample. In the case of

an unknown answer from the verifier, we halt our algorithm and warn the user
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that the resulting automaton is approximate; there may be inputs for which the

automaton returns an incorrect answer.

3.1.4 Synthesizing Hardware Descriptions from Automata

Once a state machine has been learned using the L* algorithm with our custom

MAT, the kernel is now amenable to acceleration. There has been a significant

effort to accelerate automata using FPGAs [252] and other custom ASICs (e.g.,

GPUs [231, 261] and Micron’s AP [75]). We convert the learned automaton to a

hardware description and synthesize the design for loading onto an FPGA. Other

execution platforms are possible [12], but we focus on FPGAs in this work due to

their widespread deployment.

3.1.5 System Architecture

Figure 3.1 depicts the high-level system architecture of our framework. The L*

learner (shown to the left) queries a MAT (shown to the right) consisting of the

legacy source code, software model checker, SMT solver, and string decision proce-

dure. The legacy string kernel is used by the MAT to answer membership queries.

Termination queries are transformed by a mapper into a software verification

problem that searches for string that distinguish the language of a candidate

automaton from the target language implemented in the kernel. The output of the
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Figure 3.1: AutomataSynth system architecture. The Minimally Adequate Teacher uses
the legacy kernel to answer membership queries. The kernel is combined
with a candidate automaton in the mapper to produce a software verification
problem. Using bounded software model checking combined with string
decision procedures, we search for a counterexample that distinguishes the
target language from the language of the candidate automaton. Finally, we
synthesize the learned automaton for execution on an FPGA.

Learner is a DFA that encodes the same computation as the Kernel. We use this

DFA to synthesize a hardware design for execution on an FPGA.
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3.2 implementation and correctness

In this section we lay out formal properties of our implementation, first demon-

strating that iterative, bounded software model checking conforms to the required

properties for MAT termination queries. We then prove correctness and termina-

tion for AutomataSynth. Because AutomataSynth operates on arbitrary source

code and employs theorem proving techniques, correctness and termination are

relative.

3.2.1 Bounded Model Checking

There are several SMT-based model checking algorithms that have been employed

to verify properties of software. We use bounded model checking, an algorithm

best-suited for the queries currently supported by string constraint solvers. In

particular, string solvers do not currently support most interpolation queries

(e.g., [66]), which are used heavily by counterexample-guided [60] algorithms

such as SLAM and BLAST [23, 35]. Developing interpolation algorithms that

support string constraints is beyond the scope of this work.

Bounded model checking enumerates all program paths up to a certain bound that

reach a target error state (e.g., an error label in the source code) [37]. For each path,

the algorithm generates a set of constraints over the program’s variables, and the

disjunction of these constraints is passed to an SMT solver to determine if the

constraints for at least one path are satisfiable. If so, the set of variable assignments
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represents a configuration of the program that would result in an error condition

at runtime. In this approach, loops are unrolled a fixed number of times (the

“bound”). We follow the standard practice of incremental unrolling (cf. [43]),

which iteratively applies bounded model checking for increasing unrolling depths.

For programs with unbounded loops this strategy results in a semi-algorithm;

however, we demonstrate in Section 3.2.4 that there exists a finite unrolling that

fully verifies a kernel deciding a regular language for our property.

3.2.2 Reasoning about Strings

As described in Section 3.1.3, AutomataSynth must verify that there are no strings

in the symmetric difference of the legacy kernel and a candidate automaton. We

encode the language of the candidate automaton as a regular expression constraint

on the input string parameter of the kernel. We then solve the encoded problem

using a bounded model checker that reasons about strings. A suitable string

decision procedure must support (at minimum):

• Unbounded string length,

• Regular expression-based constraints over strings,

• Access to individual characters of strings,

• Comparison of individual characters and strings,

• Reasoning about the length of strings, and
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• The ability to generate strings that satisfy a set of constraints.

Additional features supported by string decision procedures can be helpful for

representing standard library string functions. Recent decision procedures, such

as Z3str3 [31] or S3 [222], support these required properties.

To combine bounded model checking with string decision procedures, we ex-

tend the CPAChecker extensible program analysis framework [33] to generate and

solve string constraints. We modify CPAChecker’s predicate analysis algorithm to

generate “String” sort constraints for string-like types in C programs (e.g., char

and char* types [163]). We produce a character extraction constraint for each

occurrence of indexing of (and dereferencing) string variables. Additionally, we

add support for functions such as strlen.

The C language specification does not directly support regular expressions. To

embed these constraints in a program’s source code, we also add an additional

function for checking if a string variable conforms to a regular expression.

3.2.3 Verification for Termination Queries

Listing 3.1 demonstrates our formulation of termination queries using bounded

model checking with incremental loop unrolling and string decision procedures.

We construct a wrapper around the source code for the kernel that adds additional

assertions to the path constraints used by the software verifier. When the kernel

returns true, we add the constraint that the input string cannot be represented by

the regular expression representing the candidate automaton. We add a similar
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1 // KERNEL is the legacy kernel function

2 // REGEX is the language of the candidate automaton

3 int termination_query(char* input) {

4

5 // call the kernel and record result

6 int ret = KERNEL(input);

7

8 if (ret) {

9 // if kernel accepts, candidate DFA must reject

10
__VERIFIER_assume(

11 !__VERIFIER_inregex(input, REGEX)

12 );

13 goto ERROR;

14 } else {

15 // if kernel rejects, candidate DFA must accept

16
__VERIFIER_assume(

17
__VERIFIER_inregex(input, REGEX)

18 );

19 goto ERROR;

20 }

21

22 // Error state to prove unreachable

23 ERROR:

24 return ret;

25 }

Listing 3.1: Formulating termination queries as software verification problems. We
embed regular expression constraints to force the legacy kernel and
candidate automaton to disagree on the input string. If the return statement
is unreachable, the two representations are equivalent. Otherwise, there is
a string counterexample that can be used to continue the L* algorithm.
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constraint for the false case as well. Finally, we ask the verifier to prove that

the error label (line 23) is unreachable (note that assume constraints influence

reachability).

3.2.4 Correctness

In this subsection, we conclude our formal development of termination queries

based on the combination of bounded model checking with incremental loop

unrolling and string decision procedures. We demonstrate that this approach

satisfies the Angluin constraints for MAT termination queries (see Section 3.1.1).

In particular, we prove that this algorithm always halts with a counterexample or

proof of equivalence between the legacy string kernel and a candidate automa-

ton (assuming the underlying decision procedure is correct). While incremental

unrolling is a semi-algorithm in general, we demonstrate that a finite unrolling

is sufficient to prove equivalence for pure programs that decide a regular language

(i.e., programs that both recognize a regular language and halt on all inputs as

described in Section 3.1.2). We assume that the program is pure to avoid non-

deterministic behavior and side-effects (e.g., non-deterministic behavior resulting

from I/O) and that the program decides a regular language to leverage formal re-

sults from automata theory. While these assumptions restrict the class of programs

to which our formal result applies, we note that AutomataSynth can handle

more complex functions, but may produce approximate results. Ultimately, our

goal is to prove the following theorem:
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Theorem 3.2.1. Let K be a pure program that decides a regular language L(K). There

exists a finite unrolling K′ of K such that if M is the candidate DFA learned by L* from

K′, then K ≡ M.

We write (≡) to denote equality of accepted languages, i.e., K ≡ M if and only

if L(K) = L(M). We will prove this theorem using a sequence of lemmas as well

as theoretical results from the L* algorithm. First, we demonstrate that there exists

a finite unrolling of a program K that recognizes all strings in L(K) shorter than a

given length. The intuition is that the finite unrolling K′ corresponds to the use of

bounded model checking.

Lemma 3.2.2. Let p ∈N and K be a program that recognizes a subset of Σ∗. There exists

an n ∈ N such that the n-finitely-unrolled program K′ obtained from K (with all loops

replaced with the finite unrolling of the first n iterations and all subsequent iterations

removed) satisfies ∀s ∈ Σ∗, |s| < p =⇒ K′(s) = K(s).

Proof. Given p ∈ N, we construct the set of strings S = {s | s ∈ Σ∗ ∧ |s| < p},

on which K′ must agree with K. We let n be the maximum number of iterations

performed by K(s) for all s ∈ S. Because S is a finite set, its maximum value

is guaranteed to exist and be finite. We construct K′ by unrolling n times the

program K. By construction, the property ∀s ∈ Σ∗, |s| < p =⇒ K′(s) = K(s)

holds.

We also reason using the standard Pumping Lemma for regular languages.

For reference, we recall the Lemma here without proof as defined by Sipser [199,

Theorem 1.70].
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Lemma 3.2.3 (Pumping Lemma for Regular Languages). If A is a regular language,

then there is a number p such that for all s ∈ A, if |s| > p then s may be divided into three

pieces, s = xyz, satisfying the following conditions: for each i > 0, xyiz ∈ A, |y| > 0,

and |xy| 6 p.

The smallest such p is called the pumping length. We call out as a Lemma the

association between pumping lengths and minimality [199, Proof of 1.70]:

Lemma 3.2.4. The (smallest) pumping length of a regular language L is equal to the

number of states in the minimal DFA that recognizes L.

Additionally, our proof makes use of two theorems about the output of the

L* algorithm. We paraphrase these results here [10]. See Section 3.1.1 for L*

definitions, such as (S, E, T).

Theorem 3.2.5 (L* [10], Theorem 1). If (S, E, T) is a closed, consistent L* observation

table, then the DFA M constructed from (S, E, T) is consistent with the finite function T.

Any other DFA consistent with T but not equivalent to M must have more states.

We will use the following corollary of this result.

Corollary 3.2.5.1. Let p be the pumping length of the target language, L, and M be a

DFA constructed from a closed, consistent L* observation table. The pumping length of

L(M) does not exceed p.

Finally, we make use of the L* algorithm termination result. The property we

use in our proof has been emphasized.
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Theorem 3.2.6 (L* [10], Theorem 6). Given any MAT presenting a regular language

L, l* eventually terminates and outputs a dfa isomorphic to the

minimum dfa accepting l. Additionally, if n is the number of states in the mini-

mum DFA recognizing L and m is an upper bound on the length of any counterexample

provided by the MAT, then the total running time of L* is bounded by a polynomial in m

and n.

With these properties in hand, we are now ready to prove our original theorem.

Proof (Theorem 3.2.1). Given a pure program K, which decides a regular language,

and a candidate DFA M constructed from a closed, consistent L* observation table

(S, E, T), let p be the pumping length of L(K). By Theorem 3.2.4, the minimal DFA

that recognizes L(K) has p states. By Theorem 3.2.2, there exists a finite unrolling

K′ of program K such that ∀s ∈ Σ∗.|s| < p =⇒ K′(s) = K(s). We will show that

verifying K′ ≡ M is sufficient to verify K ≡ M using bounded model checking.

Verifying the property 6 ∃t ∈ Σ∗ such that t ∈ L(K′)⊕ L(M) (the symmetric dif-

ference, i.e., t ∈ L(K′) ∪ L(M) and t 6∈ L(K′) ∩ L(M)) with incremental bounded

model checking (recall K′ is a finite unrolling) can result in two outcomes:

Case 1: ∃t ∈ Σ∗ such that |t| < p ∧ K′(t) 6= M(t).

Case 2: ∀t ∈ Σ∗ such that |t| < p, K′(t) = M(t) holds.

In the first case, we return t as a counterexample, concluding K 6≡ M. In the

second case, we conclude that K′ ≡ M and any counterexample must be at least

as long as p; however, no such counterexample exists. The proof proceeds by

contradiction.
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Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that ∃t′ ∈ Σ∗ such that |t′| > p and

K(t′) 6= M(t′). Let n be the number of states in the candidate DFA M. We

now relate n to the number of states in the minimal DFA recognizing L(K). By

Theorem 3.2.4 and Corollary 3.2.5.1, n 6 p because the pumping length of L(M)

is at most p and the number of states in M is equal to the pumping length of

L(M). Additionally, because the finite unrolling K′ ≡ M, n > p by Theorem 3.2.5.

Therefore, the number of states in M is bounded above and below by the pumping

length of our target language, implying that n = p. Using our assumption about t′,

we note that K is consistent with T but not equivalent to M, and thus by another

application of Theorem 3.2.5 we conclude that the DFA recognizing L(K) must

have more than n = p states. This contradicts the fact, from Theorem 3.2.4, that

the minimal DFA recognizing L(K) has exactly p states. Therefore, no such t′

exists.

Because L* produces a minimal DFA (Theorem 3.2.6), and M was produced

from a closed, consistent observation table, we can conclude that M must be a DFA

isomorphic with the minimal DFA accepting the language L(K). Thus, K ≡ M.

This means that, using bounded model checking on the program K′ (recall that

K′ is a finite unrolling and thus admits bounded model checking), we either find a

counterexample or can conclude equivalence of K and M. Therefore, K′ ≡ M =⇒

K ≡ M.

From this result, we can establish the following corollary, which allows us to

conclude that our approach may be used in a MAT to answer termination queries.
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Corollary 3.2.6.1. For a given program K, there exists a finite number of iterations of

incremental unrolling needed for our approach to respond to a termination query with

either a counterexample or a proof of equivalence.

3.2.5 Implications.

In our formulation, termination queries return an answer if the bounded software

model checking with incremental loop unrolling and the string decision proce-

dures terminates. Our result is therefore relative to the completeness of the model

checker and underlying SMT theories (see Ball et al. for a discussion of relative

completeness in software model checking [22]). For pure kernels that decide a

regular language, we proved that there is a finite bound on the incremental un-

rolling that will determine equivalence of the kernel and a candidate automaton.

In practice, we make use of a timeout on the verification process to ensure timely

termination at the expense of correctness in some cases. This design decision

results in an approximate solution in cases where either the finite unrolling bound

has not yet been reached or the legacy kernel recognizes a non-regular program.

The approximate solution is correct for strings of length up to a particular bound

but may disagree on larger strings. Our empirical evaluation in Section 3.4 demon-

strates that AutomataSynth successfully learns an equivalent state machine for

thirteen of eighteen real-world string kernels mined from legacy source code.
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3.3 experimental methodology

In this section, we describe our process for selecting real-world, legacy string

kernels benchmarks as well as our experimental setup for the evaluation described

in Section 3.4.

3.3.1 Benchmark Selection

In our evaluation, we focus on measuring the extent to which AutomataSynth

learns models for real-world string functions using varied library methods. We

construct our benchmark suite by mining legacy string kernels from open-source

software projects on GitHub using the following protocol. First, we filter all

projects for those with C source code and ordered the resulting repositories

by number of stars (i.e., popular repositories first). Next, we use the Cil [163]

framework to iteratively parse each source file and extract all functions with an

appropriate type signature (see Section 3.1.2). We filter these functions to exclude

those that referenced functions or data outside the compilation unit. We allow the

use of common library function (e.g., strlen, strcmp, etc.). In total, we considered

26 repositories and mined 973 separate string kernel functions using this protocol.

After filtering for duplicates and a manual analysis to identify functions that

return Boolean values (we note that while C has the _Bool data type, many

functions still use integers of varying widths), we collected 18 meaningfully

distinct real-world benchmarks. Table 3.1 provides an overview of these string
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Table 3.1: Benchmark Suite of Real-World, Legacy String Kernels

function project loc support

git_offset_1st_component Git: Revision control system 6 3

is_encoding_utf8 38 8∗

checkerrormsg

jq: Command-line JSON processor
4 3

checkfail 14 3

skipline 17 3

end_line

Linux: OS kernel
11 3

start_line 11 3

is_mcounted_section_name 54 3

is_numeric_index MASSCAN: IP port scanner 17 3

is_comment 11 3

AMF_DecodeBoolean

OBS Studio: Live streaming and recording software

2 3

cf_is_comment 28 3

cf_is_splice 22 3

is_reserved_name 39 3

has_start_code 18 3

number_is_valid

openpilot: Open-source driving agent
72 8†

utf8_validate 72 8‡

stbtt__isfont 24 3

∗Requires strcasecmp support †Requires strtod support
‡Performs math on characters

kernels. We use the function name to refer to each benchmark and also indicate the

source project for each. Lines of code (LOC) provides a count of the total number

of non-comment lines in the post-processed version of the benchmark. Finally,

we also indicate whether the kernel is supported by our prototype system. Our

prototype implementation supports all but three of these legacy string kernels.

The unsupported kernels use computation that is difficult to capture with present

string decision procedures.
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The kernels in our benchmark suite interact with strings in various man-

ners. Some kernels, such as is_numeric_index, skipline, and cf_is_comment,

loop over all characters in the string checking various constraints. Several also

make heavy use of strcmp to check for the presence of specific strings (e.g.,

checkerrormsg, is_mcounted_section_name, and start_line). We also found ex-

amples of kernels (e.g., git_offset_1st_component and AMF_DecodeBoolean) that

perform single character comparisons. While a developer will likely not be inter-

ested in accelerating a single character comparison, these kernels remain indicative

of real-world code and allow us to demonstrate a proof-of-concept for synthesiz-

ing designs for accelerators such as FPGAs. An evaluation of benchmarks more

typical of kernels accelerated by FPGAs (e.g., long-running kernels with hundreds

or thousands of states) is left for future work.

3.3.2 Experimental Setup

Our AutomataSynth implementation produces MNRL, an open-source state

machine representation language intended for large-scale automata processing

applications [12]. We transform the learned DFA to be homogeneous, a property

that admits a simplified transition rule while maintaining expressive power and

that is amenable to hardware acceleration [13, 48, 75, 231]. We use Brzozowski’s

algorithm [46] for converting candidate DFAs to regular expressions as part of the

software verification step (see Section 3.2).
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Table 3.2: Experimental Results

benchmark
membership

queries

termination

queries

number

of states

total

runtime (s) correct

git_offset_1st_component 4,090 2 2 7 3

checkerrormsg 32,664 2 15 86,195 3∗

checkfail 189,013 3 35 86,308 3∗

skipline 7,663 3 3 294 3

end_line 510,623 4 44 29,531 3

start_line 206,613 2 46 4,813 Approx.

is_mcounted_section_name 672,041 7 57 86,399 Approx.

is_numeric_index 10,727 3 4 297 3

is_comment 4,090 2 2 14 3

AMF_DecodeBoolean 2,557 2 2 4 3

cf_is_comment 4,599 2 4 300 3

cf_is_splice 1,913 2 4 3 3

is_reserved_name 350,705 8 42 85,469 3

has_start_code 10,213 2 7 5 3

stbtt__isfont 79,598 5 19 13 3

∗AutomataSynth warned of a potential approximate solution due to timeout, but manual analysis confirmed
correctness

For termination queries, we add string constraint handling to CPAChecker

1.8 [33]. We also extend the JavaSMT framework [120] to support the draft SMT-LIB

strings theory interface [217]. We use Microsoft’s Z3 version 4.8.6 SMT solver [71]

with the Seq string solver [222] for all queries. All evaluations use an Ubuntu 16.04

Linux server with a 3.0 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2623-v3 with four physical cores and

16 GB of RAM and a maximum time budget of 24 hours.
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3.4 evaluation

In this section, we evaluate AutomataSynth on fifteen real-world, legacy string

kernels mined from open-source projects. We first evaluate the correctness of

the state machines generated by AutomataSynth and report runtime and query

counts. Second, we evaluated the suitability of the generated automata for hard-

ware acceleration. Our evaluation focuses on metrics related to legacy support and

performance. At a high level, we are guided by the following research questions:

1. How many of the real-world string kernels can AutomataSynth correctly

learn? With approximation?

2. Does AutomataSynth learn automata that fit within the design constraints

of modern, automata-derived, reconfigurable architectures?

3.4.1 State Machine Learning

Table 3.2 presents results from our empirical evaluation of AutomataSynth on a

benchmark suite of fifteen legacy string kernels. We do not report results for the

three benchmarks that are not supported. We report the number of membership

and termination queries executed for each kernel as well as the number of states

in the learned automaton and the total runtime in seconds. The final column

indicates if AutomataSynth correctly learned the kernel’s functionality. A check
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mark means that our tool learned a fully equivalent automaton. We also indicate

approximate results in which the maximum time limit was exceeded.

On average, it took seven hours to learn an automaton from the legacy string

kernel, with more than half of the benchmarks terminating in fewer than five

minutes. AutomataSynth correctly learned thirteen of the fifteen benchmarks.

The remaining two benchmarks yield approximate solutions, with many of these

approximations being extremely similar to the target kernel functionality. In our

evaluation this approximation was always the result of timeouts rather than the

relative completeness of the SMT solver used for termination queries. There were

no instances in our benchmark set for which the SMT solver returned an unknown

result due to a limitation in the string decision procedures.

We determined that there were two primary causes for AutomataSynth reach-

ing the timeout without learning a fully equivalent state machine. First, Brzo-

zowski’s algorithm for constructing a regular expressions can produce large

expressions that require simplification to remove redundant and superfluous

clauses. This was most relevant to kernels that compared string suffixes with a

string constant. We believe this performance limitation is an artifact of design

choices in our prototype, which could be solved with more careful construction of

regular expressions. Second, some SMT queries were significantly less performant

than others. We discuss this challenge in more detail in Section 3.5.

The relative utility of the membership and termination queries varies between

the benchmarks. For example, the function git_offset_1st_component checks a

string to see if the first character is a forward slash (/). Using membership queries,
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AutomataSynth learned that the first character of the string must be a slash and

that any number of characters may follow. The termination query provided a single

counterexample of a longer string that was initially misclassified. For this kernel,

the membership queries provided much of the “learning”. This is in contrast to

the stbtt__isfont kernel, which ultimately compares an input string against four

hard-coded strings. In this case, the membership queries only provided minimal

information. Instead, the termination queries discovered the string constants in the

kernel’s source code and provided much of the learned information. In general,

membership queries tended to provide more information when each character in

the input string was considered separately while termination queries helped to

discover string constants used for comparison by the kernels.

AutomataSynth successfully learned automata for fifteen of the eighteen

legacy kernels mined from open-source projects. Of these, thirteen were exactly

equivalent and two were near approximations.

3.4.2 Hardware Acceleration

In this work, we claim no novelty for accelerating automata using hardware

accelerators, such as FPGAs. Instead, we leverage existing work in the area of

high-performance automata processing. On FPGAs, Xie et al.’s REAPR framework

supports high-throughput processing of data with finite automata on FPGAs [252].

For spatially reconfigurable architectures akin to FPGAs, the dominant factor
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affecting performance is the number of hardware resources used by a design. For

ANMLZoo benchmarks, which contain tens of thousands of states [231], REAPR

successfully synthesized designs running in the range of 200–700 MHz. Because

the automata learned by AutomataSynth are significantly smaller, we expect

that similar throughputs could be achieved.

The finite automata learned by AutomataSynth fall withing the design con-

straints of FPGA-based automata accelerators, allowing for high-throughput

execution.

3.5 discussion

At a high level, AutomataSynth learns the behavior of a Boolean string kernel

through a combination of dynamic and static analyses and emits a functionally

equivalent state machine that is amenable to acceleration with FPGAs. We believe

that approaches such as AutomataSynth are very promising and could offer

solutions to limitations inherent to current HLS techniques. HLS relies heavily

on the structure of C-like source code to produce a hardware description, which

were designed for performance on—and as an abstraction of—von Neumann

architectures. As such, HLS is unlikely to produce performant FPGA designs

from legacy code that was heavily optimized for CPUs [223, 268]. This places a

heavy burden on developers tasked with porting code and represents a significant

barrier to adoption. Our approach decouples the implementation choices of the
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legacy program from the emitted hardware design. This allows us to produce a

design using a model of computation—state machines—that is performant on

FPGAs [231, 252].

This chapter represents an initial effort to understand the benefits and limita-

tions of using state machine learning algorithms to compile code for FPGAs. A

significant research effort remains for approaches akin to AutomataSynth to be

mature enough for industry adoption. In the remainder of this section we identify

four key research challenges whose solutions would lead to significant advances

in learning-based synthesis for FPGAs. Additionally, we describe candidate future

directions to tackle each of these.

3.5.1 Learning More Expressive Models

We present an approach for accelerating regular language Boolean string kernels

with FPGAs. Our prototype soundly transforms such kernels to functionally

equivalent hardware descriptions; Boolean functions with inputs that may be

transformed into a serial data stream are also applicable. However, legacy code

contains many other types of functions, and these remain an open challenge.

Supporting a new function type presents a two-fold challenge: (1) identifying

suitable computational models for acceleration and (2) designing or adapting

an algorithm suitable for learning these models. Finite automata, as formally

defined, produce a single bit of output for each string processed and are limited

to recognizing Regular Languages. Additional models, such as Mealy and Moore
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machines, support transforming an input value into an output value, while others,

such as pushdown automata, support more expressive classes of languages.

Several efforts are underway to extend learning algorithms to more expressive

computational models [41, 50, 157]. It may also be possible to leverage insights

from the architecture community and recent efforts to accelerate automata process-

ing, in which designs often support tagging output report signals with additional

metadata [75, 233]. Further, existing DFA learning algorithms may admit learning

functions that output an enumerated—or even a multi-bit—value.

An additional challenge is that determining program equivalence is, in the

limit, undecidable. For example, Angluin notes that termination queries are not

generally decidable for context-free languages [10]. However, existing software

verifiers suffer from this same challenge and provide relative completeness [22].

Further, this challenge may be addressed in some cases through careful use of

approximation.

3.5.2 Expressive Power and Performance of String Solvers

Our empirical evaluation of AutomataSynth demonstrated some limitations of

present string decision procedures. Certain string operations (e.g., case-insensitive

lexicographic comparisons and casting between characters and numbers to per-

form arithmetic operations) occur in real-world software but are difficult to

represent as constraints in String theories. Additionally, SMT queries generated

by bounded model checking algorithms can result in long-running computation.
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These challenges are not new: the formal methods community has been laboring

to improve string decision procedures for over a decade. Early efforts often focused

on the problem domain of identifying cross-site scripting and SQL code injection

vulnerabilities (e.g., [103]) and introduced new constraint types. These efforts often

reasoned about fixed-sized string variables (e.g., [127]). Subsequent efforts, such

as Z3str3, also focus on improving the performance of these decision procedures

and have extended support to unbounded strings [31].

AutomataSynth is one of the first efforts to combine bounded software model

checking with string decision procedures. This combination presents a novel

and compelling use case for string solvers that requires new constraint types

and optimizations. We make our tool and all of the SMT queries automatically

generated by our process available4 to the community to encourage renewed

interest in—and efforts to—improve the performance of string solvers.

3.5.3 Scaling Termination Queries

We found, in practice, that termination queries consumed an average of 66% of

the total runtime of AutomataSynth. As candidate state machines increase in

size, we expect the scalability of termination queries to dominate. This challenge

presents an opportunity for innovation. We presented an approach based on

the novel combination of bounded software model checking and string decision

4 See the AutomataSynth repository at https://github.com/kevinaangstadt/automata-synth
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procedures; however, alternate formulations of termination queries may provide

better performance while maintaining correctness.

Many applications of model learning focus on the use of testing to provide

answers to termination queries [225]. We have observed that the application of au-

tomated testing presents several challenges, such as producing a suitable quantity

and diversity of inputs to identify counterexamples. Test input generators, such

as Klee [47], may only support bounded length strings (rather than unbounded).

The application of other software verification techniques may also provide

performance gains. Counterexample-guided abstraction refinement verifiers can

abstract much of a program’s state to gain performance, but require support

for interpolation queries. These are not currently support by string solvers, but

present an additional area for research.

3.5.4 Characterizing and Taming Approximation

Because scalability and decidability of termination queries are challenges, approx-

imation may play an important role in improving the performance of learning-

based approaches to synthesizing FPGA designs. Indeed, there is already sig-

nificant interest in the architecture and software communities for producing

approximate programs [156, 160, 170, 178].

Approximation has been a key parameter in model learning algorithms from

the start [10, 225]. Results from learning theory often analyze approximation

using Valiant’s probably approximately correct (PAC) framework, which bounds the
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probability of the error being less than a fixed threshold for an approximately

learned model [226]. Such results can predict the number of queries necessary to

bound the error but do not characterize the locations or significance of the remaining

error. Anomalous results for frequently used inputs have a very different impact

than anomalous results for seldom-used inputs. Given the design of Angluin-style

algorithms, it may be possible to determine which inputs result in approximate

solutions. For example, pre-populating the observation table with rows pertaining

to known inputs (i.e., those taken from the test suite) ensures that the learned

state machine produces the correct output for those relevant values.

3.6 chapter summary

We present AutomataSynth, a framework for accelerating legacy regular lan-

guage Boolean string kernel functions using FPGAs. Our approach uses a novel

combination of state machine learning algorithms, software verification algo-

rithms, string decision procedures, and high-performance automata processing

architectures to learn the behavior of a program and construct a behaviorally

equivalent FPGA hardware description. We demonstrate a proof-of-concept of

this approach using a benchmark suite of eighteen string kernels mined from

open-source projects on GitHub. AutomataSynth successfully constructs equiva-

lent (or near equivalent) FPGA designs for more than 80% of these benchmarks.

We believe this approach shows promise for overcoming some of the limitations

of current HLS techniques.
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By leveraging automata abstractions, we are able to successful port certain

classes of legacy code to execute efficiently on hardware accelerators. Automata-

Synth thus meets the requirements of legacy support and performance as detailed

in Section 1.1. In the next chapter, we explore a custom programming language to

help developers write new applications for hardware accelerators.
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chapter 4

RAPID: A High-Level Language for Portable Automata Processing

H
aving demonstrated the utility of automata-based abstractions for

porting extant code, we next focus on leveraging automata for the

development of new software for hardware accelerators. Because

accelerator ecosystems can often be heterogeneous [5, 162, 175], we first evaluate

the extent to which automata processing enables the portability of applications

across CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs, which have all been considered for the execution

of automata applications [166, 231]. Then we develop a high-level programming

language, RAPID, for representing pattern search problems with respect to NFAs,

targeting Micron’s Automata Processor (AP), CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs. Together,

these two contributions provide a programming model that is portable, reduces

code size, and improves maintainability.

To evaluate the portability of the automata processing paradigm, we consider

two questions: 1) do design and optimization choices for finite automata port

across architectures? and 2) to what extent does automata processing support high

performance across architectures? In particular, we measure the stability of finite

automata designs across hardware platforms. We evaluate six implementation-
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and optimization-techniques and demonstrate that performance gains achieved by

these design choices are consistent across architectures. We contrast this result with

the OpenCL programming model, which frequently demonstrates performance

inversions across platforms. Further, we present a comparison of the performance

of automata processing (demonstrated to be performant on hardware accelerators)

with highly optimized, application-specific algorithms on CPUs. In total, our

results indicate that the performance of automata algorithms shows great promise

on the CPU platform. We argue that these stability and performance results

demonstrate the viability of automata processing as a portable computation

paradigm.

While automata processing provides a suitable abstraction for performance

portability, finite automata programming is tedious and error-prone. This chapter

presents RAPID, a high-level language that maintains the performance benefits of

pattern-recognition processors while also providing concise, clear, maintainable,

and efficient representations of pattern-identification algorithms. We introduce

three parallel control structures to facilitate common pattern-matching tasks. These

allow the concise specification of multiple, simultaneous comparisons against

a single data stream and provide high-level support for variable-offset sliding

window comparisons that are integral to many pattern-recognition problems. We

also demonstrate that RAPID maintains the performance and portability benefits

of automata processing across multiple architectures, including CPUs, GPUs,

FPGAs, and the Micron D480 AP. We present algorithms for converting RAPID
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programs into NFAs for execution via automata processing. We describe code

generation and tool pipelines that are efficient across all target architectures.

To evaluate the expressiveness of RAPID, we re-implement a benchmark suite, in

RAPID, of real-world automata-based applications that have significant speedups

when executed using specialized hardware accelerators. Then, we evaluate the

performance and scalability of these compiled RAPID programs against their hand-

crafted equivalents, measuring program size, resource utilization, and runtime

metrics. Our evaluation demonstrates that RAPID programs introduce little over-

head compared with applications written at a lower level of abstraction and

maintain the performance and functional portability provided by the automata

paradigm.

In summary, this chapter makes the following contributions:

• An empirical evaluation of the stability and performance of automata pro-

cessing optimizations and design choices across CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs.

• RAPID, a high-level language for programming automata processing appli-

cations.

• A set of algorithms for converting RAPID programs into non-deterministic

finite automata for execution with multiple automata processing engines.

• An experimental evaluation of the RAPID language against hand-crafted ap-

plications demonstrating improved density of generated NFAs as compared

with hand-optimized NFAs.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. section 4.1 presents our

empirical evaluation of automata processing stability with respect to state-of-the-

art algorithms. Section 4.2 describes the RAPID programming language. Next,

section 4.3 describes the algorithms for generating Finite Automata from a RAPID

program. Section 4.4 discusses the tool pipelines for compiling and executing

Finite Automata applications on CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs, and the D480 AP. Finally,

Section 4.5 evaluates the performance of the RAPID programming language.

4.1 automata processing stability

In this section, we evaluate the suitability of the automata processing paradigm

as a performant, portable programming abstraction across disparate computer

architectures. We consider both the stability of implementations across architectures

(whether design choices impact performance on platforms differently) as well as

average throughput of applications, as compared with state-of-the-art algorithms.

While a thorough evaluation of performance portability is out of scope, our initial

results demonstrate the potential of automata processing as a suitable abstraction.

4.1.1 Performance Stability

We first compare the stability of design choices in automata processing applica-

tions with the stability of those in OpenCL. OpenCL supports execution across a

variety of architectures [208]. However, code written for one processor may not
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Table 4.1: Performance stability of OpenCL programs

benchmark cpu gpu fpga stable

CFD ↓ ↓ ↑ 7

Hotspot ↓ ↓ ↑ 7

LUD ↑ ↑ ↓ 7

NW ↓ ↓ ↑ 7

Pathfinder ↓ ↓ ↑ 7

SRAD ↓ ↓ ↑ 7

↑ – Loop-based performs best ↓ – Thread-based performs best

compile for another target or may require significant re-writing to be performant

on the new architecture [268]. Given two implementations of the same application

and two hardware architectures, if one implementation outperforms the other on

the first architecture and the opposite is true for the second architecture, we say

that there is a performance inversion. Performance stability is the lack of observable

performance inversions.

The OpenCL language has many observable performance inversions and is

therefore not stable across architectures. We demonstrate such inversions using

applications in the Rodinia HPC benchmark suite, which were optimized for

multi-threaded execution [52]. Zohouri et al. have developed a second imple-

mentation based on an iterative approach [268]. For each benchmark, we time

both implementations on the CPU, GPU, and FPGA. Table 4.1 presents high-level

relative performance results for loop- and thread-based OpenCL Rodinia bench-

marks; performance is stable if arrows within a row do not reverse direction. We

find that all six benchmarks demonstrate performance inversions. That is, for all
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Table 4.2: Performance stability of Automata Processing optimizations

optimization cpu gpu fpga ap stable

Automata Folding ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ 3

Counters ↓ n/a ↓ ↑ 7

DRM — — — ↑ 3

Prefix Collapsing ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ 3

Race Logic ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ 3

Striding ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ 3

↑ – improved performance ↓ – reduced performance
— – no change

benchmarks we consider, the design decisions needed for performant code vary

with each architecture.

We next examine performance stability in automata processing applications,

focusing on six implementation and optimization techniques from recent literature:

• automata folding [221]: reducing automata states by combining non-

overlapping input comparisons.

• counters [75]: reducing states by rewriting automata to use saturating

counters.

• disjoint report merging (drm) [233]: reducing data transfer overheads

on spatial automata processors.

• prefix collapsing [28]: combining common automata states to form a

trie-like structure.
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• race logic [147]: providing general support for dynamic programming at

the cost of performance.

• striding [28]: transforming automata to support compressed input streams.

For each, we select an arbitrary application that supports the optimization1

from the ANMLZoo automata processing benchmark suite [231]. Using one

implementation with the optimization and one without, we measure relative

performance (i.e., relative time-to-solution) across CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs, and the

AP. These results are presented in Table 4.2. We observe only a single performance

inversion (counters) in our experiments and believe this inversion is an artifact of

current implementation support.2 These results provide initial evidence that the

automata processing abstraction provides stable performance across architectures

for many implementations and optimizations. Design decisions for performant

code in automata processing do not appear to vary as much across architectures

as they do with OpenCL.

4.1.2 Automata Processing Performance

In addition to stability, performant code across architectures is a desirable quality

of a portable programming model. Recent studies by Wadden et al. and Nourian

1 No support results in the optimization being a no-op and thus has no impact on stability.
2 Nourian et al. support counters on GPUs [166], but their software artifacts have not been made

public. Performance on the CPU and FPGA is degraded due to the complexity of circuit simulation
(CPU) and routing constraints (FPGA). AP counters are discussed in Section 4.5.
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Figure 4.1: Relative performance of automata processing vs. application-specific algo-
rithms on the CPU. Higher bars indicate better performance of the automata-
based algorithm. Note that the y-axis is log-scale.

et al. investigate (and demonstrate) the performance of automata processing

on several hardware accelerators, including GPUs, FPGAs, and the AP [166,

231]. Therefore, we restrict our attention in this section to CPU-based automata

processing. We compare the performance of applications mapped to the automata

processing paradigm with state-of-the-art CPU algorithms.

We evaluate all applications from the ANMLZoo benchmark suite [231] that

were adapted from state-of-the-art, non-automata-based algorithms. These appli-

cations are:

• brill [267], a rule-writing processor for part of speech tagging in natural

language processing.
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• entity resolution (er) [40], an algorithm for detecting duplicated (or

similar) names from a list.

• fermi [240], a path recognition algorithm for particle physics experiments.

• protomata [185], a protein motif signature classification application.

• random forest (rf) [221], a random forest ensemble classifier for hand-

writing recognition.

• spm [238], a sequential pattern mining application.

Each of these applications has been demonstrated to outperform a state-of-the-

art CPU implementation when executed on the AP. Here, we study whether the

algorithms designed for the AP outperform the state-of-the-art when executed on

CPUs using an automata processing engine.

For each experiment, we executed the state-of-the-art implementation ten times

and measured the average throughput of the core algorithm. Then, we averaged

ten runs of an automata engine running the same application. We executed the

benchmark automata using the Intel Hyperscan framework supplied as part of

MNCaRT [12]. Experiments were performed on an Intel Core i7-5820K (3.30 GHz)

processor with six physical cores and 32GB of RAM.

Figure 4.1 shows the relative speedup of automata engines over application-

specific algorithms on the CPU. For three applications (Brill, Protomata, and

SPM), the automata-based algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art in terms

of average throughput. By representing Brill and Protomata as automata, new
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opportunities for optimization are exposed, allowing for orders of magnitude

increased performance. For Fermi, the automata algorithm is within 3× of the

application-specific algorithm. Entity Resolution and Random Forest are an order

of magnitude slower primarily due to the increased accuracy and/or work [39] of

the automata implementations. When adapting a new application to the automata

paradigm, researchers should consider carefully how this might impact the work—

the time or steps needed for a serial processor to complete the task—performed

by the algorithm. Large increases in work may not be suitable for performant

automata processing algorithms across architectures.

4.1.3 Discussion

We observe that automata processing is more stable across disparate architectures

relative to design choices and optimizations than the OpenCL programming model.

We also observe that four of our six automata benchmarks perform within 3×

application-specific algorithms on the CPU, and two of these state machine-based

implementation are at least an order of magnitude faster than the state-of-the-

art. Additionally, automata processing is already a widely used computational

model in areas such as network security [184], computational finance [3], and

software engineering [7, 23]. There has been significant development of new

optimizations for state machine performance on CPUs [27], and we anticipate

continued improvement of automata processing performance on von Neumann

architectures.
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We conclude that automata processing provides stability (Section 4.1.1) and

performance (Section 4.1.2) across architectures and implementations, including

CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs, and the AP. That is, the performance of an automata-based

algorithm is stable across architectures and often similar to the performance of

an application-specific algorithm on the same hardware platform. Note that this

performance portability includes applications that go beyond traditional regular

expression-based algorithms, even on the CPU. We believe that portability across

these architectures is beneficial to both the research and end-user communities. In

particular, there is a lower overhead and risk incurred by developers who learn

a programming model that is usable on multiple architectures. We believe that

automata processing provides a suitable abstraction for representing and porting

computation across multiple, dissimilar computer architectures.

4.2 the rapid language

While automata processing provides a suitable abstraction for performance

portable execution of algorithms, current programming models for pattern searches

have significant drawbacks (see Section 2.3). In this section, we discuss a new

programming language, RAPID, which allows developers to write concise, clear,

and maintainable algorithms for use with automata engines. In particular, RAPID

supports searching a stream of data for many patterns in parallel. This sort of

execution model is often referred to as multiple instruction, single data (MISD) in

the architecture literature [83]. Programs are written in a combined imperative
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and declarative style using a C-like syntax. In this section, we present a high-

level overview of the control structures and data representations in the RAPID

programming language.

4.2.1 Program Structure

macros and networks . RAPID programs consist of one or more macros

and a network. The basic unit of computation in a RAPID program is a macro,

which defines a reusable pattern-matching algorithm. Macros in RAPID share

similarities with both C-style macros and ANML3 macros, allowing code to be

written once and then used as a “rubber stamp.” RAPID macros admit more

customized usage than their namesakes in C and ANML; the same macro can

generate all designs for a particular problem.

Statements within a macro are executed sequentially and define actions that

should be taken to identify a pattern. RAPID provides several control structures,

including if statements, while loops, and foreach loops. Unlike some languages,

we guarantee in-order traversal when iterating with a foreach loop. The language

also provides parallel control structures useful for pattern-matching, which we

describe later in this section.

Additionally, macros can instantiate other macros. When a macro is called,

control shifts to the called macro; all of its statements are executed, and then

control returns to the calling macro. While the macro code defines how to identify

3 ANML is the automata representation language for the AP. See Section 2.3.1
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1 macro hamming_distance (String s, int d) {

2 Counter cnt;

3 foreach (char c : s)

4 if(c != input()) cnt.count();

5 cnt <= d;

6 report;

7 }

8 network (String[] comparisons) {

9 some(String s : comparisons)

10 hamming_distance(s,5);

11 }

Listing 4.1: A RAPID program for computing Hamming distances

a pattern in the input stream, the macro parameters can specify the particular

characters to match, allowing for comparisons of varying lengths. Consider the

macro in Listing 4.1, which performs a Hamming distance computation between

a string parameter, s, and the input stream. Changing from comparison against a

string of length five to a string of length twelve only requires passing a different

string argument to the macro. As noted in Section 2.3.1, more than half of the

code in the corresponding ANML implementation must be modified to make an

identical change.

The network represents the highest level of pattern-matching within a RAPID

program, and statements within a network definition are executed in parallel.

The most common use of the network is to define a collection of macros for

instantiation, which are executed in parallel at runtime to identify patterns in the

input data stream. The network may also have parameters to specify certain values

at runtime. Listing 4.1 contains a RAPID program that computes the Hamming

distance for a number of given strings and reports on input within a distance
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of five. The network is parameterized on an array of strings, which is used at

runtime to specify the comparisons being made.

reporting . RAPID programs passively observe the input data stream; they

cannot modify the stream. Programs can indicate interesting regions within the

stream by using the report statement, which generates a report event. These

events provide the offset in the input data stream where the report occurred and

additional identifying meta data, such as the reporting macro. For the program in

Listing 4.1, reports indicate offsets where the input stream is within a Hamming

distance of five from the strings in comparisons.

boolean expressions as statements . Inspection of the input data

stream is central to the RAPID programming model. Often, pattern identifi-

cation algorithms only continue if a certain sequence of characters is detected.

RAPID provides concise support for this common domain idiom by allowing

Boolean expressions whenever full statements are allowed.4 These declarative

assertions terminate the thread of computation if the expression returns false.

Line 5 in Listing 4.1 illustrates this usage.

4 This is merely syntactic sugar; the same behavior may be implemented using a less compact if
statement.
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4.2.2 Types and Data in RAPID

There are six primary data types in RAPID: char, int, bool, String, Counter,

and ref. Both String and Counter are lightweight objects, while the remaining

four are primitive types. The ref type stores a reference to an instantiated macro.

Additionally, there is support for nested arrays of these types.

In RAPID, pattern-matching occurs in a stream of characters. Therefore, the

language provides the char primitive type for interacting with input data. The

input data stream, however, is a stream of bits and does not need to be interpreted

as characters. To support this, a char may also store escaped hexadecimal values.

RAPID also defines two character constants, which represent special symbols

in the input stream: ALL_INPUT and START_OF_INPUT. The former represents any

symbol within the input and the latter is a reserved symbol (character 0xFF) for

indicating the start of data. For example, if the input data stream consists of the

flattening of an array, the entries would be concatenated into a stream, separated

by the START_OF_INPUT symbol.

A Counter represents of a saturating up-counter. Upon instantiation, a counter is

initialized to zero. Counters provide two functions: reset() and count(), which

set the value to zero and increment by one, respectively. Although programs

cannot access the internal value of the counter, it is possible to check against a

threshold.

Listing 4.2 demonstrates the usage of counters and interacting with the input

stream. The foreach loop iterates over each character in the string “rapid” se-
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1 Counter cnt;

2 foreach(char c : "rapid") {

3 if( c == input() ) cnt.count();

4 }

5 if( cnt >= 3 ) report;

Listing 4.2: The above code counts the number of characters matched in “rapid” and
reports if the count is at least three

quentially. If that character matches the next character from the input stream,

the counter is incremented. After iterating over the entire string, the program

checks if the counter is at least three and reports if so. For example, if the stream

contained “tepid,” the count would be three, and there would be a report, but

“party” results in a count of one and no report.

The input data stream in RAPID is privileged and is accessed via the input()

function. A call to this function returns a single character from the head of the

data stream. Access to the input data is destructive—no peeking or insertion

is allowed during program execution. Calls to input() act as synchronization

points across active threads in a RAPID program. Similar to how active states

in an NFA process the same input symbol, all active threads execute up to an

input() statement and then receive the same character from the input stream. For

example, if the stream contains “abcd...,” input() would return ‘a’ to all active

threads of computation, and the stream would now contain “bcd....” There is no

required number of calls to input() across threads and also no communication

between threads. Threads with fewer calls to input() than another thread will

simply terminate earlier. This data model supports the heterogeneity of MISD

computations.
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RAPID’s design represents the input stream as a FIFO only accessible through

a special function, input(), rather than as a special indexed array. This is for

conceptual clarity: arrays afford a notion of random access into the stored data,

while pattern-recognition processors support sequential access to an ordered

sequential data stream. Global input access is intentionally similar to C’s “fgetc”

rather than “fread/fseek” or “mmap.”

4.2.3 Parallel Control Structures

In pattern-matching problems, it is often useful to explore multiple possibilities in

parallel. For example, a spam filter may wish to check for many black-listed subject

lines simultaneously, or a gene aligner may begin matching a sequence at any

point in the input stream. To facilitate such operations, RAPID provides both the

network environment and also parallel control structures. Networks, as described

previously, allow for parallelism at the macro level, which is useful for checking

several patterns in tandem. The parallel control structures (either/orelse, some,

and whenever) provide finer-grain control over parallel operations.

either/orelse statements . This structure provides basic support for

parallel exploration. An either/orelse statement consists of two or more blocks,

which allows for an arbitrary, static number of parallel computations. Computation

splits when an either/orelse statement is encountered during execution, and

each of the blocks is executed in parallel. When the end of a block is reached,
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1 either {

2 hamming_distance(s,d); //hamming distance

3 ’y’ == input(); //next input is ’y’

4 report; //report candidate

5 } orelse {

6 while(’y’ != input()); //consume until ’y’

7 }

Listing 4.3: An example usage of an either/orelse statement

computation continues with the next statement in the program. No blocking

or joining occurs, meaning that different paths in the either/orelse statement

may begin executing the following statement at different times. This behavior is

desirable because it allows for the matching of different length patterns containing

the same suffix.

As an example usage of the either/orelse statement, consider the code frag-

ment in Listing 4.3, adapted from the MOTOMATA benchmark [186] evaluated in

Section 4.5. Candidates in the input stream are separated by the control character

’y’. The computation should report the candidates within a Hamming distance of d

from the string stored in variable s. We use an either/orelse statement to ensure

that computation continues to the next candidate when the current candidate

does not fall within the threshold. The first block of the either/orelse statement

performs the Hamming distance comparison, while the second block consumes

input until the control character is reached, always preparing the program to

check the next candidate.
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some statements . In certain cases, for example instantiating macros based

on the content of an array, the ability to generate a dynamic number of parallel

paths is desirable. The some statement provides this functionality.

This statement is the parallel dual of a foreach loop. During execution, the

program iterates over a provided array or string and instantiates a parallel thread

of execution for each item. Similar to an either/orelse statement, the execution

of each parallel thread continues with the subsequent statement in the program;

different threads in the some statement may reach this next statement at disjoint

times. The some statement in Listing 4.1 instantiates a Hamming distance macro

for each string in the comparisons array. The number of parallel threads executed

depends on the number of entries in comparisons.

whenever statements . A common operation in pattern-matching algo-

rithms is a sliding window search, in which a pattern could begin on any character

within the input stream. The whenever statement consists of a Boolean guard and

an internal statement. The guard specifies a condition on the input stream that

must be true or a counter threshold that must be met before the internal statement

is executed. At any point in the data stream (potentially multiple times) where this

guard is satisfied, the internal statement will be executed in parallel with the rest

of the program. A whenever statement is the parallel dual of a while statement.

Whereas a while statement checks the guard condition before each iteration of

the internal statement, a whenever statement checks the guard in parallel with all

other computations, if any.
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1 whenever( ALL_INPUT == input() ) {

2 foreach(char c : "rapid")

3 c == input();

4 report;

5 }

Listing 4.4: Execution of a sliding window search over the entire input stream for the
string “rapid”

The code fragment in Listing 4.4 will perform a sliding window search for the

string “rapid.” The predicate within the guard will return true on any input,

and therefore the block of code will begin execution at every character in the

input stream. The whenever statement can also perform restricted sliding window

searches depending on the predicate in the guard. For example, an application

searching through HTTP transactions might use the predicate matching “GET”

before matching specific URLs.

Sliding window searches are fundamental to stream pattern recognition. All

RAPID programs perform a sliding window search on the START_OF_INPUT symbol.

In the common case, this sliding window search occurs at the topmost level of

a RAPID program, i.e. right within the network. To reduce verbosity, RAPID

infers this whenever statement, only requiring developers to specify a whenever

statement with non-default sliding window searches.
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4.3 code generation

In this section, we present techniques for converting RAPID programs into au-

tomata for execution with automata processing. Our technique takes two files as

input: the RAPID program and a file annotating properties of the network param-

eters (e.g., lengths of arrays and strings). Our tool converts the RAPID program

into two files: an ANML or MNRL5 specification and host driver code. The ANML

or MNRL file specifies the configuration of automata processing engine needed

to perform the given pattern-matching algorithm given by the RAPID program.

The driver code is executed on the CPU at runtime and handles execution of the

automata processing core and collecting report events. This section focuses on the

transformation of RAPID into the ANML or MNRL specification.

We employ a staged computation model to convert RAPID programs: compar-

isons with the input stream and counters occur at runtime, while all other values

are resolved at compile time. To aid in partitioning, we annotate expressions with

their return type during type checking. Allowable annotations include the five

types listed in Section 4.2.2 as well as an internal Automata type, which denote ex-

pressions interacting with the input stream. Expressions annotated with Automata

or Counter are converted into ANML or MNRL (allowing for runtime execution),

while the remaining expressions are evaluated during compilation.

Our conversion algorithm recursively transforms RAPID programs into finite

automata in much the same way that regular expressions can be transformed

5 MNRL is an open-source state machine representation language. See Appendix A.
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into NFAs. Comparisons with the input stream are transformed into STEs. The

statement in which the comparison occurs determines how the STEs attach to the

rest of the automaton. Rules for transforming automata expressions determine

the structure of the STEs within a given statement. We describe the conversion of

expressions, statements and counters in turn.

4.3.1 Converting Expressions

Expression transformation results in the formation of a chain of STEs. No cycles are

generated by expressions, but chains may include bifurcations. Figure 4.2 provides

examples of transformations from RAPID expressions to automata structures.

The most basic transformation is a comparison between a character and the

input stream, generating a single STE. AND expressions behave as concatenation

because reading from the input stream is destructive. The conversion of an OR

expression generates a bifurcation in the generated automaton. A special case

occurs when both sides of the OR expression contain input comparisons of length

one. In these instances, we take advantage of STE character classes to specify

multiple accepting symbols for a single STE.

Negations of expressions generate the most complex structures of all the ex-

pression types. Traditionally, an automaton is negated by swapping accepting and

non-accepting states. This construction, however, does not work for our use case

because RAPID programs consume the same number of symbols for an expression
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’a’ == input() ’a’ != input()

[a] [ˆa]

’a’ == input() && ’b’ == input()

[a] [b]

’a’ == input() || ’b’ == input()

[ab]

!(’a’ == input() && ’b’ == input() &&

’c’ == input())

[ˆa] ∗ ∗

[a] [b] [ˆc]

[a] [ˆb]

Figure 4.2: Transformations of RAPID expressions into automata
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and its negation. The traditional transformation does not maintain this property.

Instead, we transform the expression via De Morgan’s laws and generate STEs

for the resulting statement. After any mismatch in this negation, the remaining

symbols do not matter, but still must be consumed. We therefore use star states,

which match on any character.

4.3.2 Converting Statements

Statements in RAPID are transformed into the high-level automaton structures,

allowing for additional pipelining, feedback loops, and parallel exploration of

patterns. We present the overall structures in Figure 4.3.

During compilation, A foreach loop is unrolled into straight-line pattern-

matching. Parallel either/orelse and some statements are transformed by gen-

erating the code for each statement and connecting these structures in paral-

lel into the overall design. This mirrors the language semantics that the some

statement is the parallel dual of foreach. Note that some statements typically

depend on compile-time parameters (via input annotations on the network) while

either/orelse statements do not (see Section 4.2.3).

There is also a similarity between while loops and whenever statements. While

loops alternately perform predicate checks and execute the body code. This

generates a feedback loop structure in the automaton. In a whenever statement,

predicate checking begins on every character consumed. To support this, we gener-

ate a self-activating STE that accepts all symbols (see ∗ node in Section 4.3.2). This
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added STE maintains an active transition into the predicate, allowing matching

to begin on every symbol consumed. Once the predicate accepts, the body of the

whenever statement will begin to execute (although the predicate is still checked

again in parallel on subsequent input characters).

4.3.3 Converting Counters

Counters in RAPID are challenging to implement because the state of a hardware

counter on the AP cannot be directly accessed. Therefore, counter comparisons

in RAPID programs are transformed into a pattern-matching operation using a

combination of one or more saturating counters and Boolean gates. The basic

structure consists of a saturating counter set to latch (once the threshold is reached,

the output signal remains active) and an inverter, which allows for detection of

the counter target not being reached.

Physical counters on the AP have three connection ports: count enable, reset,

and output. Counter object function calls to count() and reset() in RAPID are

connected to their respective ports on the counter. Output signals then connect to

the next statement in the program.

We follow the set of rules for determining the threshold and outputs of a

Counter shown in Table 4.3. Equality checking with a Counter requires the use

of two physical counter elements. While traversing the program, we note which
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Statement 1

Statement 2

...

Statement n

•

•

(a) Foreach Loops

Statement 1

Statement 2
. . .

Statement n

• •

(b) Either/Orelse and Some statements

predicate

!predicate

While Body

•
•

(c) While Loops

*

predicate

Whenever
Body

••

(d) Whenever statement

Figure 4.3: Automaton designs for RAPID statements
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Table 4.3: Rules for thresholds and outputs on counters

comparison threshold true output

< x x inverted
<= x x+1 inverted
> x x+1 non-inverted
>= x x non-inverted

== x convert to <= x && >= x

!= x convert to < x || > x

Counter objects are used for equality checking and during code generation emit

two counter elements for each.

This technique only allows for one threshold to be checked per counter in the

RAPID program. An alternate solution would be to use positional encodings,

which duplicate an automaton for each value of a counter, encoding the count

in the position of states within an automaton. While this design allows for easy

checking of multiple thresholds, it also significantly increases the number of states

in the final automaton and does not support counter resetting. We chose not to

implement this technique in our initial compiler because it does not support full,

generic functionality.

We must also support the use of Counter variables as predicates in a whenever

statement. For the body of a whenever statement to execute, the Counter must

have reached its threshold, and the statement itself must have been reached within

the control flow of the RAPID program. We use a self-activating STE matching

all symbols to track when the statement is reached. An AND gate checks both of
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*

Counter

Whenever
Body

••

true

Figure 4.4: Structure of whenever statement with counters

these conditions before executing the body of the whenever statement. This design

is demonstrated in Figure 4.4.

Counter threshold checks are also used as assertions or as predicates in if

statements and while loops. Because NFAs do not have dynamic memory (beyond

the states themselves), we handle this case by both generating automata and also

pre-transforming the input stream. For each such Counter, we create a unique

reserved input symbol. This new symbol indicates that the threshold for that

particular Counter has been met. We add an STE matching the symbol to the

subsequent statement; whenever the symbol is encountered in the input data

stream, the appropriate subsequent statement begins execution. This symbol must

be injected into the input data stream before the RAPID program begins execution.

Actual injection is handled by the runtime code and can occur while data is being

streamed to the AP (but before execution of the RAPID program begins).

We attempt to automatically determine the pattern for inserting the count

threshold symbol into the input stream. An example pattern is “insert the symbol

after every 25 characters in the input stream.” Often, the compiler can infer the

pattern by counting the number of symbols consumed before the counter check

occurs. When certain while loops are included in the program, however, it may
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RAPID
Program

RAPID
Compiler ANML

Micron AP
Compiler

VASim NFA Flat
File

iNFAnt2 GPU Output

AP Binary

MNRL
Hyperscan
Compiler CPU Engine

Verilog Xilinx PAR FPGA Engine

Figure 4.5: Supported pipelines for executing RAPID programs. RAPID programs can
be executed on CPUs (using VASim or Hyperscan), GPUs (using iNFAnt2),
FPGAs, and Micron’s D480 AP. Rounded green boxes indicate the input
and output of the pipeline. Orange rectangles are software tools used to
generate intermediate and output files. Blue parallelograms are intermediate
files generated by our pipeline.

not be possible to determine where in the input stream to inject the symbols.

In these cases, we currently output a warning at compile time and rely on the

developer to provide the pattern for inserting the control character into the data

stream.

4.4 executing rapid programs

A primary goal of the RAPID programming language is to support cross-platform

portability of pattern searching applications. This allows an application to be

tested on a developer’s machine, which might not contain high-performance

hardware, and be easily deployed into a heterogeneous hardware environment.

Finite automata provide a portable, intermediate computation form that can be

ported to many hardware backends, including CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs, and Micron’s
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D480 AP. We achieve this by developing and adapting automata engines for each

platform.

As discussed in Section 4.1, automata processing provides a suitable abstraction

for efficient execution of applications across architectures. Such an approach effec-

tively decouples high-level application development from low-level optimizations.

Any advances in automata processing performance (e.g. new optimizations and

new computational approaches) can be beneficial for all high-level applications.

In the previous section, we described the process for compiling a high-level

RAPID program to finite automata. Now, we discuss workflows for executing

automata across common computer architectures. Figure 4.5 outlines our workflow

for targeting CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs, and the AP.

4.4.1 Targeting the Automata Processor

Micron provides a proprietary tool chain for converting ANML specifications into

a loadable binary image for the AP. This tool places and routes the NFAs onto the

hardware states and reconfigurable routing mesh of the processor. We use this

tool directly to synthesize ANML for the AP.

4.4.2 Targeting CPUs

We have developed and collected a set of algorithms for optimizing and trans-

forming finite automata. These algorithms are implemented in VASim, a tool we
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created to facilitate automata research and experimentation [235]. This framework

supports easy prototyping, debugging, simulation, and analysis of automata-based

applications and architectures. We use VASim to optimize the automaton from

the RAPID compiler using common prefix collapsing [28]. This process merges states

that match the same input symbols, beginning with the starting states, producing

a functionally equivalent NFA with fewer states. In our Brill tagging benchmark,

for example, prefix collapsing results in a 57% reduction in the number of states.

Additionally, VASim contains a multi-threaded simulation core, which is capable

of executing automata on an input stream. The simulator was designed specifically

to execute ANML files, making VASim an excellent candidate for a RAPID CPU

backend.

While VASim is currently 4×–694× faster than existing simulation tools for

Micron’s AP, regular expression processors, such as Hyperscan [111] outperform

VASim for pure NFA applications. When a compiled RAPID program contain

no counters, we choose to execute with Hyperscan, using the compilation and

runtime tools supplied as part of the MNCaRT ecosystem [12]. We instruct the

RAPID compiler to emit MNRL and then use the Hyperscan compiler to generate

a serialized pattern dictionary and perform Hyperscan-specific optimizations to the

automata. We then execute the pattern dictionary against a supplied input stream

using the hsrun tool provided with MNCaRT.
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4.4.3 Targeting GPUs

We support the execution of pure NFAs with a GPU backend. RAPID programs

that do not use counters can therefore be executed on GPUs. We use iNFAnt2, the

optimized GPU-based NFA engine used by Wadden et al. with the ANMLZoo

benchmark suite [231]. The iNFAnt2 engine reads in a transition table and uses

individual SIMD threads to compute possible transitions on a given input symbol.

We use VASim to convert the ANML produced by the RAPID compiler to

the transition tables needed by iNFAnt2. Similar to the CPU target, we optimize

the ANML using VASim’s optimization framework. Next, we output the NFA

transition table using the Becchi-style format [27]. To execute on the GPU, we

provide both this transition table and an input stream to iNFAnt2, which produces

reporting output.

4.4.4 Targeting FPGAs

When targeting an FPGA, we first optimize the compiled automata and then

convert to a hardware description using VASim. VASim transforms the optimized

NFA into a Verilog hardware description. Our tool generates a module with

inputs for clock, reset, and an 8-bit input symbol and outputs for report events.

Within the module, activations of states in the automaton are stored in registers,

which are updated on every clock cycle. A state becomes active if it is enabled

(a state with an incident edge to the current state is active) and the current
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input symbol matches. Using this update rule, it is possible to execute the NFA

directly in hardware. Finally, we target Xilinx FPGAs by synthesizing the hardware

description produced by VASim. Additional optimization of automata kernel

generation for FPGAs using this same technique has been explored by Xie et

al. [252].

4.5 evaluation

We evaluate RAPID against hand-crafted designs for five real-world benchmark

applications, which were selected based upon previous research demonstrating

significant acceleration using Micron’s AP [40, 186, 239, 267]. We predominantly

consider metrics related to expressive power, scalability, and performance. We consider

the following research questions:

1. Do RAPID constructs allow for the representation of regular languages?

2. Do RAPID constructs generalize to pattern search problems across multiple

problem domains?

3. Do RAPID programs require fewer lines of code than a functionally equiva-

lent ANML program to represent a given pattern search problem?

4. Are RAPID programs no less efficient at runtime and during synthesis than

hand-optimized ANML programs?
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4.5.1 Expressive Power

We begin our evaluation of the RAPID language by demonstrating that regular

expressions can be represented in our language. To do this, we will briefly sketch

the RAPID constructs necessary to implement each of the rules detailed in Sec-

tion 2.3.1. Because we consider a streaming model of computation, we do not

consider empty strings (i.e., we assume there is input).

RAPID programs for singleton matches and empty set matches are trivial: a

RAPID program with a single character comparison with input() followed by a

report and a program with no reports, respectively. A regular expression union

matches either one regular expression or another. In RAPID, this same behavior

is achieved using an either/orelse statement where the blocks of the statement

encode each expression in the union. Concatenation is similarly direct: statements

and expressions for matching both expressions are written in sequence within the

RAPID program.

Kleene closures are the most challenging to represent because they do not map

naturally to the looping constructs in our language. However, we can leverage a

macro reference to the body of the closure to provide the same semantics as a

Kleene closure. After calling this macro, we use an either/orelse statement to

both call the same instance of the macro or continue on to match the next portion

of the pattern. Finally, we use a surrounding either/orelse statement to allow for

zero matches of the body of the closure. We provide an example RAPID program

for matching b∗c in Listing 4.5. While this construction is neither intuitive nor
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1 macro b() {

2 b == input();

3 }

4

5 macro bstar_c() {

6 // create a reference to the body of the Kleene closure

7 ref b_inst = b();

8

9 either{

10 b_inst;

11

12 // this either/orelse creates the backwards loop to the

13 // body of the Kleene closure

14 either {

15 b_inst;

16 } orelse {

17 // this empty block allows us to transfer

18 // control past the Kleene closure

19 }

20 } orelse {

21 // this empty block lets us match 0 instances

22 }

23

24 c == input();

25 report;

26 }

27

28 network {

29 bstar_c();

30 }

Listing 4.5: Example implementation of the regular expression b∗c in RAPID.
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concise, we note that such a formulation never arose in our implementation of

real-world applications for our evaluation in Section 4.5.2. The control structures

in the RAPID language were designed to address pattern-matching paradigms

found in real-world applications.

We note that embedding of regular expression operators into the RAPID lan-

guage would provide a better solution in many cases; however, we have demon-

strated that this is not necessary with respect to the expressive power of the

language.

RAPID has sufficient expressive power to represent all regular expression

operations.

4.5.2 Empirical Evaluation

Next, we conduct an empirical evaluation of the RAPID language. Table 4.4

provides descriptions of the benchmarks used. For each benchmark, we chose

an instance size representative of a real-world problem. These sizes come either

directly from previous work or from conversations with the authors of the previous

work. The generation method column indicates the technique used to create

the handcrafted code, which ranged from custom Java or Python programs

for generating an ANML design to the use of a GUI design tool (Workbench)

for crafting automata by hand. The authors of the ARM [239] and Brill [267]

benchmarks provided us with their original code, including a collection of regular
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Table 4.4: Description of benchmarks

benchmark description
generation

method

sample

instance size

ARM/FIS [239] Association rule mining / Fre-
quent itemset

Python + ANML 24 Item-Set

Brill [267] Rule re-writing for Brill part of
speech tagging

Java 219 Rules

Exact [40] Exact match DNA sequence
search

Workbench 25 Base Pairs

Gappy [40] DNA string search with gaps be-
tween characters

Workbench 25-bp, Gaps 6 3

MOTOMATA [186] Fuzzy matching for bioinformat-
ics planted motif search

Workbench (17,6) Motifs

expressions for performing the Brill benchmark. We recreated the remaining

designs, using algorithms and specifications published in previous work.

RAPID constructs generalize to a range of application domains for pattern-

searching problems.

Table 4.5 lists design statistics for the benchmarks. We compare the lines of code

needed to generate ANML For ARM, the RAPID code requires six times fewer

lines to represent, and Brill requires about half of the lines of the hand-crafted

solution. The regular expression representation for Brill is more compact than

RAPID.

We created the Gappy, Exact, and MOTOMATA benchmarks using a GUI design

tool. For these, we present the lines of code in ANML, which is roughly equivalent

to the number of actions taken within the design tool. ANML file sizes are
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dependent on the specific instance of a problem, and the numbers we present are

for a single instance of the problem listed in Table 4.4. In all cases, the RAPID

program is significantly more compact than the ANML it generates.

RAPID programs are significantly more concise to write than hand-crafted

automata. Further, RAPID programs can also be more concise than automata-

generator scripts.

As an approximation for the size of the resulting automaton, we measure

the number of STEs generated and the number of STEs loaded to the AP after

placement and routing. The placement and routing tools modify the original

automaton to better match the architectural design of the AP. These optimizations

are similar to those applied by VASim for our CPU, GPU, and FPGA targets. For

most benchmarks, RAPID-generated automata contain fewer device STEs, taking

up less space on the device. Only the Gappy benchmark requires more device

STEs. Although we could optimize the RAPID code to reduce the size of the

generated automaton, we found that this more natural design, although larger,

has comparable placement and routing efficiency. For MOTOMATA, the RAPID

version requires approximately half the STEs of the hand-crafted version. The

compiled RAPID version makes use of a saturating counter, while the handcrafted

version uses positional encoding.

Due to the lock-step execution of automata on the AP, runtime performance of

loaded designs is linear in the length of a given input stream. Therefore, we focus

on evaluating the space efficiency of RAPID programs. In Table 4.6, we present
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Table 4.5: Comparison between RAPID and hand-crafted code with respect to lines of
code (LOC) and STE usage

anml device

benchmark loc loc stes stes

ARM H 118 301 79 58

R 18 214 58 56

Brill H 1,292 9,698 3,073 1,514

R 688 10,594 3,322 1,429

Re 218 –‡
4,075 1,501

Exact H –†
193 28 27

R 14 85 29 27

Gappy H –†
2,155 675 123

R 30 2,337 748 399

MOTOMATA H –†
587 150 149

R 34 207 53 72

R – RAPID H – Hand-coded Re – Regular Expression
† The GUI tool does not have a LOC equivalent metric.

‡ No ANML statistics are provided by the regular expression compiler.
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the performance of RAPID programs compared to hand-crafted ANML based

on placement and routing statistics for the AP, using version 1.4-11 of the AP

SDK to generate the placement and routing information. The total blocks column

measures the number of routing matrix blocks6 needed to accommodate the

design; lower numbers represent a more compact design. STE utilization indicates

the percent of used STEs within the routed blocks; high numbers indicate a design

with fewer unused STEs. Mean BR allocation (AP MBRA) is a metric provided

by the AP SDK that approximates the routing complexity of the design. Here,

a lower number is better, signifying lower congestion within the routing matrix.

The AP Clk column indicates whether the clock cycle of the AP must be reduced

to accommodate a design. In one instance (the RAPID MOTOMATA program),

the clock cycle must be halved due to a limitation in signal propagation between

counters and combinatorial elements in the current generation AP. However, the

RAPID version is four times more compact. Although this is a performance loss

for a single instance, it is a net performance gain for a full problem, which will fill

the AP board: four times as many instances execute in parallel at half the speed,

for a net improvement factor of two. Although RAPID provides a higher level of

abstraction than ANML, the final device binaries are more compact, using fewer

resources on the AP.

We also evaluate the space efficiency of the FPGA engines our tools produce.

We synthesize our designs for a Xilinx Kintex UltraScale XCKU060. Table 4.6

also lists the number of LUTs and registers needed to implement the hardware

6 blocks are a subunit of the hierarchical routing matrix found on the AP [75].
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Table 4.6: Space utilization on AP and FPGA targets. Lower values for AP States, FPGA
LUTs and FPGA Registers indicate a smaller footprint; lower values for AP
MBRA indicate less stress on the routing network.

ap ap ap fpga fpga

benchmark stes mbra clk luts reg

ARM H 58 20.8% 1 73 76

R 56 20.8% 1 83 65

Brill H 1,514 65.4% 1 201 1483

R 1,429 60.6% 1 358 1360

Exact H 27 4.2% 1 6 25

R 27 4.2% 1 28 27

Gappy H 123 77.1% 1 73 123

R 399 70.8% 1 52 399

MOTOMATA H 149 75.0% 0.5 114 148

R 72 75.0% 1 85 60

H – Handcrafted R – RAPID

description of the benchmark. Lower numbers indicate smaller footprints for the

circuits, which allows for more widgets to be run in parallel on the FPGA. As

with the AP results, RAPID programs do not incur significant space overheads on

the FPGA. A complete timing analysis and comparison with other FPGA engines

falls outside the scope of this work but is examined by Xie et al. [252].

Despite representing problems at significantly higher levels of abstraction than

hand-optimized automata, RAPID programs do not incur significant hardware

overheads once compiled.
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4.6 chapter summary

As data sets continue to grow in size, new hardware and software approaches are

needed to quickly process and analyze available data. This chapter explores the

viability of automata processing as an intermediate computational representation

to support high-throughput processing across computer architectures. We present

RAPID, a new language for defining pattern-matching algorithms. RAPID is

motivated by pattern-recognition processors, such as the Automata Processor,

which greatly accelerate pattern detection in streams of data, but lack easy-to-use

programming models.

Automata processing allows for a developer to write a single application and

execute on all common architectures. Further, our empirical evaluation demon-

strates that automata optimizations maintain performance stability across CPUs,

GPUs, FPGAs, and the AP.

RAPID raises the level of abstraction for programming pattern-recognition

applications, resulting in clear, concise, maintainable, and efficient programs. We

develop a notion of macros and networks, which we argue improve program main-

tainability. Additionally, RAPID provides parallel control structures to support

common tasks in pattern-matching algorithms, such as sliding window searches.

We present techniques for converting RAPID programs to finite automata that can

be executed on CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs, and Micron’s D480 AP. Although RAPID

programs are written at a higher level of abstraction than current hand-crafted

code, our evaluation indicates that RAPID programs have similar, if not better,
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device utilization. RAPID therefore meets the requirements of scalability and

performance.

Thus, in addition to supporting extant code (see Chapter 3), our programming

model also allows developers to write new applications for hardware accelerators.

Next, we will develop software maintenance tools, built atop our RAPID language,

to help developers identify and fix bugs in their code.
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chapter 5

Interactive Debugging for High-Level Languages and Accelerators

T
he introduction of new domain-specific languages (DSLs), such as the

RAPID language presented in Chapter 4, and the adoption of new accel-

erators both create challenges from a software maintenance standpoint.

Developers may wish to port existing code to these new languages or rewrite

algorithms to be better-suited for these new accelerators, tasks which can intro-

duce new faults [264, 266]. For automata processing applications, these faults

can be particularly difficult to localize. Developers may not observe abnormal

behavior until processing large quantities of data (i.e., testing samples may not

exhibit high coverage of corner cases). Extracting a smaller input for analysis

from the large data set can be challenging or costly, since many pattern-matching

algorithms perform a sliding-window comparison where the relevant piece of data

is not known a priori. It is therefore desirable to support high-throughput data

processing with the ability to interrupt accelerated program execution and transfer

control to a debugging environment. As described in Section 1.2.3, CPUs are too

slow for effective debugging of many automata-based applications and debugging

on accelerators is currently conducted at extremely low levels of abstraction.
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Therefore, we present an approach for building an interactive, source-level de-

bugger using low-level signal inspection on hardware accelerators. Our debugging

system includes support for breakpoints and data inspection. We demonstrate

prototype implementations for both the AP and Xilinx FPGAs; no modifications

to the underlying accelerators are needed. While we focus our presentation on

one indicative DSL, the techniques we present for exposing state from low-level

accelerators to provide debugging support lay out a general path for providing

such capabilities for other accelerators and languages. Our approach leverages

four key insights:

• A co-designed hardware accelerator and CPU-software simulation system

design allows for both high-speed data processing as well as interactive

debugging.

• Micron’s AP contains context-switching hardware resources, which are often

left unused, for processing multiple input streams in parallel. Additionally,

FPGA manufacturers provide logic analyzer APIs to inspect the values of

signals during data processing. We repurpose these hardware features to

transfer control from the execution context on the accelerator to an interactive

debugger on the host system.

• Runtime state for automata processing applications is compact, consisting

only of the set of active states. We lift this state to the semantics of the source-

level program through a series of mappings generated at compile time.

The mapping from source-level expressions to architecture-level automata
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states is traceable within the RAPID compiler; our approach is applicable

to any high-level programming language for which such a mapping from

expressions to hardware resources may be inferred.

• Setting breakpoints on expressions in a program is not directly supported by

the automata processing paradigm. Instead, we set and trigger breakpoints

on input data, pausing execution after processing N bytes. We can leverage

these pauses to provide the abstraction of more traditional breakpoints set

on lines of code.

We also extend our basic design to support low-latency time-travel debugging

near breakpoints by stopping accelerated computation early and recording execu-

tion traces with a software-based automata simulator. The addition of software

simulation allows our system to support logical backward steps in the subject

program near breakpoints without incurring significant delays while data is

re-processed.

Capturing the state information from each automaton state on FPGAs incurs

a hardware, performance, and power overhead, in contrast to the AP (where

support is built into the architecture). We evaluate the scalability of our debugging

approach on the ANMLZoo benchmarks [231] using the REAPR automata-to-

FPGA tool [252] and a server-class FPGA. We were able to achieve an average of

81.70% of the baseline clock frequencies. We also discuss the trade-off between

resource overheads and support for debugging.

We evaluate the ease of use of our debugging approach using an IRB-approved

human study to understand how our technique affects developers’ abilities to
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localize faults in pattern-matching applications. During the study, we collected

data using a set of ten programs indicative of real-world applications with a

total of twenty seeded defects. Our human study included 61 participants with a

wide range of programming experience, including a mix of undergraduate and

graduate students at our home institution, as well as a professional developer. We

found a statistically significant 22% increase (p = 0.013) in localization accuracy

when participants were provided with debugging information generated by our

system.

This chapter, therefore, makes the following contributions:

• A technique for interactive debugging of automata processing applications

written in a high-level DSL. We leverage an accelerator to quickly process

input data and repurpose existing hardware mechanisms to transfer control

and initiate a debugging session.

• A characterization of breakpoint types for the automata processing domain.

We differentiate between breakpoints set on input data and on expressions.

• An empirical evaluation of our debugging system on a Xilinx FPGA. We

achieve an average of 81.70% of the baseline clock frequencies for the ANM-

LZoo benchmarks.

• A human study of 61 participants using our debugging tool on real-world

applications. We observe a statistically significant (p = 0.013) increase in

fault localization accuracy when using our tool.
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In the remainder of the chapter, we first introduce our debugging system

in Section 5.1. Then, we evaluate scalability on FPGAs in Section 5.2, and

present the statistical analysis of our human subjects study in Section 5.3.

5.1 hardware-supported debugging

In this section, we present a novel technique for accelerating debugging tasks

for sequential pattern-matching applications using a hardware-based automata

processor. Our technique bridges the semantic gap between the underlying com-

putation and the source-level RAPID program and can be extended to other

languages whose compilers map program expressions and state to hardware

resources. We consider two varieties of breakpoints (line and input) and describe

how input-based breakpoints can be used in our system to implement traditional

line-based breakpoints. We also extend our debugging system to support low-

latency time-travel debugging by using a software-based automata simulator.

While the technique generalizes to various automata processing architectures

(including CPUs), we present the approach with respect to Xilinx FPGAs and

Micron’s D480 AP.

5.1.1 Example Program

Listing 5.1 provides an example RAPID program, which we will consider at

various points in this chapter. The program matches the string “hello world”.
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1 macro helloWorld() {

2 // match "Hello world" anywhere in the input stream

3 whenever( ALL_INPUT == input() ) {

4 // match the word "Hello" in the input data stream

5 foreach(char c : "Hello") {

6 // match each character in turn

7 // computation stops if a character doesn’t match

8 c == input();

9 }

10

11 // match with a space (’ ’) between the two words

12 input() == ’ ’;

13

14 // match with the word "world" in the input data stream

15 foreach(char c : "world") {

16 c == input();

17 }

18

19 // if we successfully matched everything, report

20 report;

21 }

22 }

23

24 network() {

25 // instantiate a single search using the helloWorld macro

26 helloWorld();

27 }

Listing 5.1: An example RAPID program that matches “hello world” anywhere in an
input string
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To do this, we instantiate a single instance of the helloWorld macro. This macro

continually attempts to match our target string (line 3). To match the “hello world”

string, we iterate over the characters in “hello”, matching each in turn (lines 5–9).

Then, we match a space (line 12), iterate over the characters in “world” (lines

15–17). If these characters are successfully matched, a report event is generated

(line 20). For a detailed description of the keywords and operators in the RAPID

language, please refer to Section 4.2.

5.1.2 Breakpoints

Breakpoints allow a developer to begin interacting with a debugger [124]. The

subject program executes until a breakpoint is reached, and then control is trans-

ferred into an interactive session, allowing the user to inspect program state [149].

Watchpoints, or conditional breakpoints, are another common tool developers use

to debug programs. Unlike breakpoints, a watchpoint only transfers control when

the value of a variable changes or an assertion becomes true. Because watchpoints

may be implemented as breakpoints [190], we focus solely on breakpoints in this

work.

line breakpoints . Traditionally, breakpoints are set on lines of code, state-

ments, or expressions in a program. Execution stops every time control reaches

the corresponding program point. We refer to this type of breakpoint as a line

breakpoint. In the example RAPID program in Listing 5.1, a line breakpoint could
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be set on line 16 to halt execution for each match of a character in the sequence

“world”.

input breakpoints . Automata-based pattern-recognition programs often

process large quantities of data, and spurious or incorrect reports1 may only

appear after a significant portion of the input stream has been consumed. To

debug these defects, a developer may wish to pause program execution after a

given number of input symbols have been processed by all parallel searches. In

other words, the developer might wish to set a breakpoint on the input stream

given to an application. We refer to this type of breakpoint as an input breakpoint.

This abstraction provides functionality similar to several automata simulators that

support “jumping” to a given offset in input data.

5.1.3 Hardware Abstractions for Debugging

Unlike traditional (non-parallel) CPU debugging, we explicitly target a setting with

a particular kind of parallelism, one where multiple pattern-matching searches and

multiple automata states can be active simultaneously. Central to our technique

is the ability to inspect the active set, or currently active states, in the executing

automata. On both the AP and FPGA, this information is tracked using the

activation bit stored within each STE (see Section 2.2), and we refer to this

collection of data as the state vector. The state vector provides a complete and

1 False negatives (missing reports) remain an open challenge.
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compact snapshot of machine execution after processing a given number of input

symbols (in NFAs, there is no other notion of “memory” such as a stack or tape).

5.1.4 Accessing the State Vector

To support our debugging system, a target hardware platform must provide access

to the state vector of the executing automata. We describe accessing this vector

on both the AP and Xilinx FPGAs; no modifications or additions to the hardware

platform are needed to support these techniques.

micron’s ap. Off-chip access to the state vector is provided through the

context switching cache on the AP [75]. This cache was developed to allow

automata executing on the AP to switch between—and process in parallel—

several input streams. Additionally, the AP runtime allows the host system to

inspect the contents of the context switching cache. We repurpose this hardware

to transfer control to the interactive debugging session: when a breakpoint is

reached, our debugger captures the state vector from the executing automata and

copies the values back to the host system.

xilinx fpga . We consider two approaches to accessing the state vector on

Xilinx FPGAs: integrated logic analyzers (ILAs) [109] and virtual IOs (VIOs) [229].

Both of these Xilinx IP (Intellectual Property) blocks are used for runtime debug-

ging the FPGA and come with different design trade-offs [230].
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The ILA is a signal-probing core that can be used to monitor a hardware design’s

internal signals by attaching logical probes to these signals. It supports advanced,

dynamically configurable triggering conditions that specify when the ILA captures

data. This functionality allows the developer to trigger data capture on complex

hardware events represented by a combination of signals. ILAs use block RAM to

probe the internal design signals at the clock speed of the design under test but

have a fairly high hardware utilization cost. For our application, ILAs allow us to

dynamically specify breakpoint triggering conditions while having a negligible

impact on the data throughput of automata being debugged.

VIOs are similar to the ILAs, allowing logical probes to sample data within a

target design but without the advanced triggering functionality. Consequently,

VIOs are more compact than ILAs while still providing the needed access to data

in automata state vectors. Because they are instantiated within the design and are

synchronous with the design, VIOs can result in reduced design clock speeds.

While ILAs provide a richer set of features with little impact on clock frequency,

we found that the space requirements needed to interface with automata process-

ing designs frequently exceeded the capacity of FPGAs for indicative applications.

In particular, ILAs for our debugging system require more BRAM resources than

our server-class FPGA made available. Therefore, we choose to implement our

debugging system using VIOs, which require fewer hardware resources, but may

reduce clock frequencies. Our empirical evaluation (see Section 5.2) demonstrates

that these reductions are less than 20% for most automata applications.
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We extend Xie et al.’s REAPR (see Section 2.2.3) to automatically generate VIOs

or ILAs attached to the activation bits of STEs for a given automaton. Applications

built with automata often consist of tens of thousands of states (see Table 5.1), but

the current VIO implementation provided by Xilinx only supports 256 individual

probes, and ILAs are limited to 1024. To address this dichotomy in scale, we

increase the width of each VIO probe, treating a set of N STEs as a single, multi-bit

value. Once the state vector data is transferred to the host system, we disambiguate

the individual STEs. For a probe width of 256 (the maximum supported width),

our technique is able to monitor a total of 256× 256 = 65, 536 STEs with a single

VIO; multiple VIOs may be used for larger designs. We greedily assign STEs to

VIO probes in the order STEs are encountered in an input automaton. A more

sophisticated graph analysis (e.g., calculating connectivity of states) could result

in probe assignments that reduce final placement and routing overheads. We leave

exploration of such optimizations to future work.

other processors . Other processors may be used in place of the AP in

our debugging system as long as the state vector abstraction is exposed. For

example, inspection of the state vector for some CPU-based automata processors

(e.g., VASim [235]) requires iterating through all states in the automaton to capture

the active set. Other custom accelerators for automata processing, such as the

Cache Automaton [209], also provide direct support for accessing the state vector.
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standard program execution

debugging execution

Accelerator processes data

Accelerator processes data

Abnormal behavior observed

N

User-defined breakpoint
System-calculated breakpoint

Accelerator
state vector

Simulator
state vector

Simulator
processes

data

Mapping

Interactive debugging session

Figure 5.1: An example debugging scenario. While executing the RAPID program, abnor-
mal behavior is observed deep into processing data. The user sets an input
breakpoint, and the debugging system sets an input breakpoint N symbols
prior for low-latency time-travel support. Data is processed on the hardware
accelerator until the input breakpoint is reached, the state vector is exported,
and the final N symbols are processed using a software automata simulator.
The resulting state vector is then lifted to the semantics of the user-level RAPID
program and control is transferred to the interactive debugging session.

5.1.5 Hardware Support for Breakpoints

A typical use case for our debugging system begins with developers observing

abnormal behavior during the execution of a RAPID program. They then set

a breakpoint that triggers near the abnormal behavior and re-execute the pro-

gram. When the breakpoint is reached, runtime state is transferred to the host

system, lifted to the semantics of the source-level RAPID program, and control

is transferred to an interactive debugger. An overview of this process is given in

Figure 5.1. In this subsection, we describe the steps needed to trigger a breakpoint
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on an automata processing engine. We first consider input breakpoints, and then

we describe how line breakpoints may be transformed into input breakpoints.

Input breakpoints are implemented through partitioning of the input data

stream. We split the data such that the input stops at the offset of the desired

breakpoint and process this using the AP. When processing completes, we export

the state vector of the executing automata to the host system.

Line breakpoints in source-level RAPID programs cannot be directly imple-

mented in the underlying AP or VIO-based FPGA hardware platforms. The

automata processing paradigm only generates reports; there is no notion of a

program counter or printf -like behavior that we can leverage.

We thus use reports to map line breakpoints to input breakpoints by recording

the offsets at which the NFA states associated with a RAPID statement or expres-

sion (determined during compilation) are active while processing the input data.

This is achieved by compiling two distinct sets of automata from an input RAPID

program. One set of automata (machine A) perform computation as normal. The

second set (machine B) report whenever selected lines of code execute. We modify

the RAPID compiler to emit machine B. Given a set of line numbers, the modified

compiler removes all previous reporting states and instead configures STEs as-

sociated with the given lines to report. By processing data with machine B, we

identify the input stream offsets at which breakpoints are triggered. Processing the

input data a second time with machine A allows our system to capture relevant

hardware state and trigger input breakpoints at offsets discovered with machine
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macro helloWorld() {
  whenever(  ALL_INPUT == input() ) {
    foreach(char c : "Hello") {
      c == input();
    }
    input() == ' '; 
    foreach(char c : "world") { 
      c == input();
    } 
    report;
  }
}

network() {
  helloWorld(); 
}

RAPID Program

RAPID
Compiler

Machine
A

Machine
B

Accelerator processes data with Machine B

Accelerator processes data with Machine A

Reports occur when
line is executed

Input breakpoints
inserted at reports

Figure 5.2: Transformation of a line breakpoint to an input breakpoint. Reports generated
by STEs mapped to RAPID expressions determine input breakpoints.

B. Updating or selecting new line breakpoints requires regenerating machine B.

This transformation is illustrated in Figure 5.2.

While the double compilation and execution steps do incur a minimum of a

2× overhead2 for line breakpoints over execution containing no line breakpoints,

we note that current hardware supports this approach. A more efficient approach

would be to support hardware-based debugging signals. On a straightforward

modification of the AP, these could be implemented similar to reporting events,

serving a similar role as a hardware break- or watch-point in a general-purpose

CPU [190]. Breakpoint signals are supported on FPGA-based automata processing

engines using ILAs to capture the state vector; however, space overheads are

currently too significant for use with most real-world applications.

2 Naively, processing of the input stream twice approximately doubles the execution time. However,
this does not consider the additional time needed to compile a second automaton, reconfigure the
AP or FPGA, or process reporting events.
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5.1.6 Debugging of RAPID Programs

After capturing of the state vector, our system lifts the underlying state to the

semantics of the input RAPID program. Our approach is similar to traditional

CPU debugging, in which processor state is mapped to expressions in the input

program using lookup tables generated at compile time [190].

We augment the RAPID compiler to produce a debugging automaton, (Q, Σ, δ, S, F, id, d).

The additional term, d, is a mapping from NFA states to RAPID source locations

and known program variable state. RAPID employs a staged computation model

(Section 4.3); the values of some variables are resolved at compile time and are

known at the time of NFA state generation. These are stored in the mapping.

Compilation for the AP transforms an input automaton to a configuration for the

processor’s memory array and routing matrix (see Section 2.2), and compilation

for the FPGA maps an automaton to LUTs and FFs. These compilation processes

may result in multiple states being mapped to a single hardware location (state

merging) or a single state being mapped to multiple hardware locations (state

duplication) as a result of optimizations to better utilize available hardware

resources (cf. debugging with optimizations [101]). The compiler also produces a

mapping, loc, from hardware locations to automaton state IDs. This debugging

technique can be directly extended to any underlying automata processing engine

that can provide this location mapping.
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When an STE-level breakpoint is triggered, we determine the corresponding

location(s) in the original RAPID program by calculating

⋃
q∈Qactive

d(id(loc(q)))

where Qactive is the set of active states extracted from the state vector. Due to

the inherent parallelism in RAPID programs, the locus of control may be on

several statements in the program simultaneously. Our technique for lifting the

underlying program state of the automata processing core to the semantics of the

RAPID program therefore returns a minimal set of the currently executing RAPID

statements.

5.1.7 Time-Travel Debugging

Many debuggers provide the ability to step backward in a program, a functionality

often referred to as time-travel debugging [126]. This feature is beneficial for

automata-based applications to find the start of a spuriously matched sequence.

To step backward in the source-level RAPID program or data stream, our debugger

would have to reprocess the input data, leading to high latency when breakpoints

are set deep in the data stream. We now describe a modification to our system

that significantly reduces this overhead.

When triggering input breakpoints, our debugging system splits the input

stream N bytes (symbols) before the user-specified location (rather than splitting
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the data at the specified input offset). Once the input has been processed, we

export the current state vector like before and have access to the state vector N

bytes before the user’s breakpoint.

We then load the automata into a modified version of VASim [235], a CPU-

based automata execution engine. We have modified VASim to record and output

state vectors similar to those produced by the AP and FPGA.3 We then execute

the final N bytes before the breakpoint using VASim and save the state vector.

For the N bytes before the breakpoint, our system has low-latency access to the

execution state that is lifted to the semantics of the source-level RAPID program.

This allows a developer to step forward and backward near a breakpoint with

minimal processing delay.

In our initial implementation, we choose to stop processing on the accelerator

50 bytes (symbols) before the actual breakpoint. We find that this provides suit-

able time travel without incurring significant slow-downs; however, a complete

sensitivity analysis is beyond the scope of this work.

5.2 fpga evaluation

In this section, we present the results of an empirical evaluation of our FPGA-

based debugging system. Our evaluation focuses on the overheads of debugging

support. We repurpose existing hardware on the AP for debugging, and therefore

do not introduce additional overhead. Thus, we focus our evaluation on the space

3 Modified version available at https://github.com/kevinaangstadt/VASim/tree/statevec.
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and time overheads incurred for the additional FPGA hardware needed in our

system. Our goal is to characterize the performance and scalability of our framework.

We consider the following research questions:

1. What percent of baseline (standard execution) clock frequency can applica-

tions achieve when synthesized with our debugging hardware?

2. Are applications synthesized with debugging hardware able to fit within

the resource constraints of server-class FPGAs? How many passes over the

data are needed when an application cannot fit?

5.2.1 Experimental Methodology

We evaluate our prototype automata debugging system on a server-grade Xilinx

FPGA using the ANMLZoo automata benchmark suite, which consists of fourteen

real-world-scale finite automata applications and associated input data [231]. The

benchmarks are varied, including both regular expression-based and hand-crafted

automata. We present a summary of the applications in Table 5.1, including the

number of states in each benchmark as well as the average degree (number of

incoming and outgoing transitions) for each state. The higher the degree, the more

challenging the benchmark is to map efficiently to the FPGA’s underlying routing

network.

For each benchmark, we generate an FPGA configuration using our modified

version of REAPR [252], producing Verilog including both VIOs (for capturing
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Table 5.1: ANMLZoo benchmark overview

benchmark family states avg . node degree

Brill Regex 42,658 1.03287

ClamAV Regex 49,538 1.00396

Dotstar Regex 96,438 0.97396

PowerEN Regex 40,513 0.97601

Protamata Regex 42,009 0.99110

Snort Regex 69,029 1.08831

Hamming Mesh 11,346 1.69672

Levenshtein Mesh 2,784 3.26724

Entity Resolution (ER) Widget 95,136 2.28372

Fermi Widget 40,783 1.41176

Random Forest (RF) Widget 33,220 1.00000

SPM Widget 100,500 1.70000

BlockRings Synthetic 44,352 1.00000

CoreRings Synthetic 48,002 1.00000

state) and also Wadden et al.’s reporting architecture [233] for efficient transfer of

reports to the host system. We also use REAPR to generate a baseline configuration

that does not include the VIOs.

We synthesize and place-and-route each application for an Alphadata board rev

1.0 with a Xilinx Kintex-Ultrascale xcku060-ffva1156-2-e FPGA using Vivado 2017.2

on an Ubuntu 14.04.5 LTS Linux server with a 3.70GHz 4-core Intel Core i7-4820K

CPU and 32GB of RAM. As of 2019, this configuration represents a high-end

FPGA on a mid-range server. For both the baseline and our version supporting
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debugging, we measure the hardware resources required, the maximum clock

frequency and the total power utilized. We present these results next.

5.2.2 FPGA Results

Performance results for FPGA-based debugging are presented in Table 5.2. We

were able to successfully place and route thirteen of the fourteen benchmarks—the

Xilinx toolchain fails with a segmentation fault for one of the synthetic benchmarks.

We limit our discussion to these thirteen benchmarks.

Entity Resolution, Snort, and SPM require two VIOs due to the number of

states in the automata. Nonetheless, all but Entity Resolution and SPM—our

two largest benchmarks—fit within the hardware constraints when synthesized

with debugging hardware. We support these two benchmarks by partitioning the

automata. Most applications in ANMLZoo, including these two, are collections of

many small automata or rules. By splitting the applications into two pieces, we

still support debugging on an FPGA, but throughput is halved if run serially on a

single FPGA. The numbers presented in Table 5.2 include this overhead.

Our additional debugging hardware has average LUT and FF overheads of

2.82× and 6.09×, respectively. The overheads vary significantly between applica-

tions, and we suspect that this is due to aggressive optimization during synthesis.

The area overhead of state capture is unknown in the AP (area details for struc-

tures are not published), but since it is provided for context switching, using it

for debugging incurs no extra hardware cost. For FPGAs, the area overhead of
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our approach is 2–3× for LUTs (except for Hamming) and 5–10× for FFs. This

area overhead is high. For complex programs, the compiled automata may need

to be partitioned, which is straightforward and supported by our infrastructure.

However, partitioning requires either running multiple passes over the input

(end-to-end latency increases as passes are added) or using multiple FPGAs

(increasing hardware costs, but as of August 2018 cloud computing providers

offer instances with up to eight FPGAs4 for $13.20 an hour5). We believe this is a

small price to pay for debugging support: any extra costs (e.g., FPGA overheads)

are small compared to the value of a programmer’s time, and the presence and

quality of debugging support can increase accuracy (see Section 5.3) and reduce

maintenance time (e.g., [171, Sec. 5.1]). Lowering the area cost, either via more

selective state monitoring or more optimized synthesis, remains future work.

Adding VIOs to a design can reduce operating clock frequencies (see Sec-

tion 5.1.4) and increase power usage. For our benchmarks, the average power

overhead is 1.76×, and we are able to achieve an average of 81.70% of the baseline

clock frequencies. Even with the partitioned automata, the throughput of our

prototype remains at least an order of magnitude greater than the throughput

reported by Wadden et al. for a CPU-based automata processing engine [231].

Therefore, we expect our FPGA-accelerated system to provide better performance

than a CPU-only approach.

4 https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/f1/
5 https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/on-demand/
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Despite high resource overheads, our debugging system achieves an average of

81.70% of the baseline clock frequencies for all benchmarks. Our system remains

an order of magnitude faster than a CPU-based automata processing engine.

5.3 human study evaluation

In this section we evaluate our debugging system using a human study by

presenting participants with code snippets and asking them to localize seeded

defects. We measure their accuracy and the time taken to answer questions. This

section characterizes our study protocol and participant selection and presents a

statistical analysis of our results.

5.3.1 Experimental Methodology

Our IRB-approved human study6 was formulated as an online survey that pre-

sented participants with a sequence of fault localization tasks. Participants were

provided with a written tutorial on the RAPID programming language and sam-

ple programs. These resources were made available to the participants for the

duration of the survey. We presented each participant with ten randomly selected

and ordered fault localization tasks from a pool of twenty. For each task, partici-

pants were asked to identify faulty lines in the code and justify their answer. We

6 University of Virginia IRB for Social and Behavioral Sciences #2016-0358-00.
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recorded the participants’ responses and the total time taken for each question.

Participants were given the opportunity to receive extra credit (for students) and

enter a raffle for a $50 gift certificate.

Each fault localization task consisted of a description of the program and fault,

the code for the program with a seeded defect, and an input data stream. On

half of the tasks, our debugging information was also displayed. The description

of the program detailed the purpose of the presented code and also provided

the expected output. Code for each task ranged from 15–30 lines and was based

on real-world use cases [231]. Similar to GPGPU programs, RAPID programs

accelerate a kernel computation within a larger program. While our selected

programs are relatively small in terms of line count, they are both complete and

also indicative: we adapted automata processing kernels to RAPID programs

from various published applications, such as Brill tagging [267], frequent subset

mining [239], and string alignment for DNA/Protein sequencing [40, 186]. We

seeded a variety of defects into the code for our fault localization tasks, based on

RAPID developer mistakes discovered by our initial study of RAPID in Chapter 4.

When provided, the debugging information included buttons to step forward

and backward in the data stream. For a given offset in the input stream, our tool

highlights lines of code corresponding to the current locus of control. We also

provided variable state information for each of the loci. Figure 5.3 provides an

example fault localization task presented to survey participants.

Participants were all voluntary and predominantly from the University of

Virginia. We advertised in Data Structures, Theory of Computation, and Program-
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Figure 5.3: A question from the human study including generated debugging information.
Task text and program state information are elided for space.

ming Language undergraduate CS courses, in a graduate software engineering

seminar, and to members of the D480 AP professional development team. Partici-

pants are enumerated in Table 5.3.

5.3.2 Statistical Analysis

Next, we present statistical analyses of the responses to our human study with

an eye toward understanding the ease of use of our debugger. We address the

following research questions:

1. Does our technique improve fault localization accuracy?
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Table 5.3: Participant subsets and average accuracies. The study involved n = 61 partici-
pants. Average completion times are for individual fault localization tasks.

average average

subset time (min.) accuracy participants

All 8.17 50.3% 61

Intermediate Undergraduate Students 7.3 49.2% 37

Advanced Undergraduate Students 10.14 50.0% 21

Grad Students and Prof. Developers 5.07 66.7% 3

2. Is there an interaction between programming experience and ability to

interpret RAPID debugging information?

In total, 61 users participated in our survey each completing ten fault localization

tasks, resulting in over 600 individual data points. Table 5.3 provides average

accuracy rates and task completion times for subpopulations in our study.

Does our debugging information improve fault localization in RAPID programs?

To measure the effect of debugging information on programmer performance,

we used the following metrics: accuracy and time taken. We defined accuracy

as the number of correctly identified faults. We manually assessed correctness

after the completion of the survey, taking into account both the marked fault

location and justification text provided. Using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, we did

not observe a statistically significant difference in time taken to localize faults

(p = 0.55); however, we determined that there is a statistically significant increase

in accuracy when participants were given debugging information (p = 0.013).
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Mean accuracy increased from 45.1% to 55.1%, meaning participants were 22%

more accurate when using our tool.

Fault localization improvements can be difficult to evaluate: researchers must be

careful to avoid simply reporting the fraction of lines implicated [171, Sec. 6.2.1]

rather than the actual impact on developers. Independent of time, accuracy is

important because even in mature, commercial projects, 15–25% of bug fixes are

incorrect and impact end users [260]. The improvement in accuracy provided by

our information is modest but significant and is orthogonal to other approaches.

Our debugging tool improves a user’s fault localization accuracy for RAPID

programs in a statistically significant manner (p = 0.013).

Is there an interaction between programmer experience and our tool?

Previous studies (cf. Parnin and Orso [171]) have found that the effectiveness

of debugging tools can vary with programmer experience. We examined our

data for similar trends. Following an established practice from previous software

engineering human studies (e.g., Fry and Weimer [86]), we partitioned our data

between experienced (students in final-year undergraduate electives or above) and

inexperienced (students not yet in final-year undergraduate classes) programmers.

Such a partitioning likens final-year undergraduates to entry-level developers.

To measure the interaction between programmer experience and our debugging

tool, we used Aligned Rank Transform (ART) analyses. This technique allows

us to perform factorial nonparametric analyses with repeated measures (such
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as the interaction between experience and debugging information in our study)

using only ANOVA procedures after transformation [249]. We found that there

was no statistically significant interaction between experience and our debugging

tool with respect to either accuracy (p = 0.92) or time (p = 0.38). This suggests

that novices and experts alike benefit from our tool. Due to the limited number

of professional developers in our initial study, we leave investigation of further

partitions for future work.

There is no statistically significant interaction between experience and the

ability to interpret our debugging information: both novices and relative experts

benefit.

5.3.3 Threats to Validity

Our results may not generalize to industrial practices. In particular, our selection

of benchmarks may not be indicative of applications written by developers in in-

dustry. We attempt to mitigate this threat by selecting a diverse set of applications

from common automata processing tasks [231].

One threat to construct validity relates to our analysis of expertise. A different

partitioning of participants into inexperienced and experienced programmers

(i.e., a different definition of expertise) could yield different results; however,

testing multiple partitions requires adjustment for multiple analyses. Additionally,

our study recruited predominantly undergraduate students. A more balanced
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participant pool may also provide additional insight into the interaction between

expertise and debugging information in automata processing applications. We

leave a larger-scale study including more professional developers for future work.

5.4 chapter summary

Debuggers aid developers in quickly localizing and analyzing defects in source

code. We present a technique for extending interactive debugging, including

breakpoints and variable inspection, to the domain of automata processing. We

describe the mappings needed to bridge the gap between the state of the executing

finite automata and the semantics of a high-level programming language. We

focus on the RAPID DSL, but our approach to exposing state from low-level

accelerators lays the groundwork for more general support. Our system provides

high-throughput data processing before transferring control to a debugger at

breakpoints by executing automata on either Micron’s D480 AP or a server-class

FPGA. Only one bit of information per automata state at a given breakpoint

must be copied to the host to support an interactive debugger. For FPGAs, we

automatically generate custom logic, leveraging virtual IO ports, and capture state

information from the executing automata. On the AP, we leverage built-in context

switching hardware.

We achieve an average of 81.70% of the original clock frequency across 13 bench-

marks while supporting interactive debugging. Despite high resource overheads,

our system provides a valuable tool for debugging at a level of abstraction higher
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than hardware signals. Reducing these overheads with, for example, static or

dynamic analyses and innovative hardware, remain open challenges for future

work.

To analyze the utility of our debugging system, we conducted a human study

of 61 programmers tasked with localizing faults in RAPID programs. We observed

a statistically significant 22% increase (p = 0.013) in accuracy from our tool’s

debugging information and found that our tool helps both novices and experts

alike.

In summary, our debugging framework provides the performance and scalability

afforded by hardware accelerators while improving ease of use by aiding developers

in locating the source of bugs programs written for these accelerators. This

concludes our development of front-end programming tools. In the next chapter,

we consider architectural back-ends to support additional high-level applications.
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chapter 6

Architectural Support for Automata-Based Computation

W
e now shift away from the development of software tools and

instead focus on building out additional architectural support

for automata-based computation. Current architectures have been

demonstrated to be suitable for a plethora of application domains [183, 184,

186, 220, 221, 232, 238, 240, 267]; however, these architectures do not support all

applications. In this chapter, we consider two case studies—detection of security

attacks and parsing of data—to develop both new system integrations of automata

architectures as well as expanding the expressive power of this hardware.

As described in Section 2.5, two trends point to the need for robust, low-

overhead detection of novel attacks: (1) the advent of attacks that exploit ar-

chitectural vulnerabilities, such as Spectre [130] or Meltdown [142], and (2)

the widespread use of embedded systems intended to run a set of authorized

programs but vulnerable to the injection of unauthorized code [63, 65]. These

problems, especially architectural vulnerabilities, are not easily and efficiently

mitigated with software patches. Thus, there is a need for solutions that can

be deployed with minimal modification to existing hardware, that impose min-
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imal overhead on running software (cf. disabling hardware features to defeat

attacks [150, 237]), and that generalize to detect novel attacks.

In addition to considering security applications that are integral to most com-

puting platforms, we also address processing of tree-structured or recursively

nested data, which is intrinsic to many computational applications. Data serial-

ization formats such as XML and JSON are inherently nested (with opening and

closing tags or braces, respectively), and structures in programming languages,

such as arithmetic expressions, form trees of operations. Further, the grammatical

structure of English text is tree-like in nature [56]. Studies on data processing

and analytics in industry demonstrate both increased rates of data collection and

also increased demand for real-time analyses [62, 67, 211]. Therefore, scalable and

high-performance techniques for parsing and processing data are needed to keep

up with industrial demand. Unfortunately, parsing is an extremely challenging

task to accelerate and falls within the “thirteenth dwarf” in the Berkeley parallel

computation taxonomy, which characterizes important classes of computation [20].

Software parsing solutions often exhibit irregular data access patterns and branch

mispredictions, resulting in poor performance (see Section 2.5.1). Custom acceler-

ators exist for particular parsing applications (e.g., for parsing XML [68]), but do

not generalize to multiple important problems.

To tackle these two challenges, we develop two new automata-based architec-

tures. We choose to implement both of these architectures in the Last Level Cache

(LLC) of a CPU, which has two primary advantages. First, we are able to reuse

and repurpose existing hardware elements in the CPU, and second, embedding
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these architectures in the CPU enable low-latency, tightly coupled execution with

other CPU-based processing. We briefly describe each architecture in turn.

First, we present Martini,1 a low-overhead, hardware-assisted anomaly-based

intrusion detection framework that detects anomalous and malicious program

execution at the memory access level, including cache side-channel attacks (Sec-

tion 6.1). Martini extends earlier behavior-based IDSs that typically operate

at the software level by focusing on memory access patterns (cf. system calls),

representing them in a way that is implementable in hardware with negligible

run-time overhead. In Martini, authorized behavior is modeled with dictionaries

that represent an n-gram, or sliding window, of short sequences of memory ac-

cesses, where each memory access is compressed into eight bits of information.

Because Martini uses n-grams rather than complex pattern matching, once the

dictionary is trained on indicative, authorized behavior, subsequent queries can be

formulated in terms of finite automata inputs. Thus, Martini can be deployed in

hardware with low overhead and latency by leveraging near-memory processing

and in-cache computation (Section 6.3). We develop a new functional unit with a

custom data path that can be deployed in the processor core or Last Level Cache

of modern CPUs, which admits real-time monitoring of memory accesses.

Next, we present ASPEN,2 for efficient parsing of data (Section 6.4). Our key

insight is that many parsing applications can be modeled using deterministic

pushdown automata (DPDA) as defined in Section 2.1.2. ASPEN implements a

DPDA processing engine in LLC, and our design is based on the insight that

1 Martini = Memory Address Representation To INfer Intrusions.
2 ASPEN = Accelerated in-SRAM Pushdown ENgine
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much of the DPDA processing can be architected as LLC SRAM array lookups

without involving the CPU. By performing DPDA computation in-cache, ASPEN

avoids conventional CPU overheads such as random memory accesses and branch

mispredictions. Execution of a DPDA with ASPEN is divided into five stages:

(1) input symbol match, (2) stack symbol match, (3) state transition, (4) stack

action lookup, and (5) stack update, with each stage making use of SRAM arrays

to encode matching and transition operations. To support direct adaptation of

a large class of legacy parsing applications, we implement a compiler for con-

verting existing grammars for common parser generators to DPDAs executable

by ASPEN (Section 6.2). We develop two key optimizations for improving the

runtime of parsers on ASPEN, which work together to reduce stalls in input

symbol processing (Section 6.2.2.3).

Our evaluations of Martini and ASPEN measure the expressive power, scala-

bility, and performance of each design. We evaluate Martini with respect to two

benchmark suites and four recent exploits, finding an overall false positive rate

of 4.4% with a true positive rate of 100% (area-under-curve = 0.9954). In total,

we consider more than 2,400 program traces and more than 13 billion individual

memory accesses. We evaluate the expressive power of ASPEN by compiling

parsers for four different languages to demonstrate that our architecture supports

common data formats and that the resulting pushdown automata fit within the

hardware resources of the architecture. We evaluate the performance of ASPEN

on a benchmark suite of 23 XML files, observing that our approach is 14× faster

than a state-of-the-art software-based XML parser.
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In summary, this chapter presents the following scientific contributions:

• Martini, an approach for detecting unauthorized program behavior, in-

cluding architectural side-channel attacks, using dictionaries of n-grams of

memory accesses. We develop a system integration of an automata process-

ing architecture to provide per-cycle monitoring of memory accesses.

• ASPEN, a scalable execution engine which re-purposes LLC slices for DPDA

acceleration. We design a custom data path for DPDA processing using

SRAM array lookups. ASPEN implements state matches, state transition,

stack updates, includes efficient multipop support, and can parse one token

per cycle.

• An optimizing compiler for transforming existing language grammars into

DPDAs. Our compiler optimizations reduce the number of stalled cycles

during execution. We demonstrate this compilation on four different lan-

guages: Cool (object-oriented programming), DOT (graph visualization),

JSON, and XML.

• An empirical evaluation of ASPEN on a tightly coupled XML tokenizer

and parser pipeline. Our results demonstrate an average of 704.5 ns per KB

parsing XML compared to 9983 ns per KB in a state-of-the-art XML parser

across 23 XML benchmarks.

• An empirical evaluation of Martini’s classification accuracy on over 2,400

program traces from two large benchmark suites and four exploits, including
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Spectre and Meltdown proofs-of-concept. We find that Martini is able to

classify intrusive activity with high accuracy and precision (AUC 0.9954)

while requiring a very small chip area. Moreover, deploying Martini in

hardware would enable classification without runtime overhead.

We organize the remainder of this chapter as follows. In Section 6.1, we describe

our approach for detecting malicious program behavior by monitoring memory

accesses. Then, we describe the process of transforming parsing applications

into pushdown automata computation in Section 6.2. Next, we describe the

architectural designs of Martini and ASPEN in Section 6.3 and Section 6.4,

respectively. We then describe our unified experimental methodology in Section 6.5

and perform architectural evaluations in Section 6.6. Following the architectural

evaluation, we present application-specific evaluations of Martini in Section 6.7

and of ASPEN in Section 6.8.

6.1 detecting attacks with memory accesses

In this section, we present an application-level design and implementation of the

Martini framework. We present the micro-architectural design in Section 6.3.
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6.1.1 The Memory Access Pattern Abstraction

Many abstractions have been proposed to compactly characterize program be-

havior, including the cadence of cache misses [254], program counters [192], taint

tracking in I/O inputs [210], and hardware performance counters [69, 197]. Despite

demonstrating their ability to accurately identify anomalous behavior, these mod-

els often require intrusive instrumentation that degrades system performance. We

aim for an abstraction of memory access patterns that is suitable for low-overhead,

high-accuracy real-time monitoring.

Programs are represented as data stored in memory, and program execution

proceeds by reading, modifying, and storing data in memory. Program behavior

therefore partially manifests as a sequence of memory accesses produced during

execution. These sequences are inherent to the underlying execution path and

structure of program code. That is, alterations to the way in which a program

processes information are revealed by its memory access patterns. For example,

a calculator program that parses and interprets expression strings will generate

distinct memory traces when multiplying vs. adding operands due to variations

in the execution’s control flow. By contrast, changing the operands (i.e., the

numerical data) will typically not result in a change in the trace of memory

addresses. The Martini design leverages this insight to characterize program

execution as either benign or malicious (i.e., either authorized or unauthorized by

the system operator) in a way that, ideally, generalizes to subsequent inputs.
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0x17 0xB2 0xC3 0xC4 0xDF 0xC8
...Window 1

Sliding Window
−→

0xB2 0xC3 0xC4 0xDF 0xC8
...Window 2

0xC3 0xC4 0xDF 0xC8
...

Window 3

Figure 6.1: Example of a four-address, fixed-width window. Here, an executing program
accesses addresses 0x17, 0xB2, 0xC3, etc. Each window (n-gram) thus represents
a local snapshot of accessed memory locations as the window slides across all
memory accesses.

Instead of considering a program’s unique sequence of memory accesses as

a whole, we present a stream-based approach that can scale to arbitrary-size

programs, observing a fixed-width window of the n most recently accessed

memory addresses. This window acts as a shift register, allowing Martini to

observe a sliding window of memory addresses as program execution proceeds.

This provides a localized, contextual view of a program’s recent memory behavior

that can be monitored during the execution of the program. Figure 6.1 provides an

example of the construction of windows of width four from a stream of memory

addresses.

While individual n-grams are likely shared across the execution of different

programs, we hypothesize that the set of all windows for a given program pro-
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cal dmesg

Figure 6.2: Visualization of n-gram representation for two programs. Sets of windows
of size three are shown for memory accesses of cal and dmesg. Each point
(a0, a1, a2) in three-dimensional space represents a unique window recorded
during the execution of the program, where an represents the nth address in
the window. The plots are structurally different between the two programs
indicating significant differences in their behavior. We consider such windows
in 8 dimensions.

vides a unique signature that is difficult to spoof. This is the intuition behind

our approach—programs are characterized by the pattern of memory addresses

accessed during execution. As an example, consider three-address windows: Fig-

ure 6.2 plots windows for the Linux utilities cal and dmesg in three-dimensional

space, where each dimension represents one bit of the address. Each point repre-

sents a unique sequence of three memory addresses recorded during the execution

of the program. The two plots are structurally dissimilar (e.g., the dense behavior

on the “center-left,” a0–a2 region, for cal), which suggests that simply compar-

ing fixed-width memory access window sets will differentiate the execution of

individual programs. We rigorously evaluate this hypothesis in Section 6.7.
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6.1.2 Dictionaries of Program Behavior

Next, we extend the notion of memory access windows to (1) allow a system

operator to define a collection of authorized programs and (2) compactly represent

sets of valid windows.

Statically determining the exact execution path of a program is undecidable.

Instead, we sample many indicative memory traces from each authorized program.

We next construct a dictionary with all of the windows generated by this training

set. The dictionary is an abstract model of authorized program behavior. New

programs and traces can be added to a dictionary without retraining from scratch.

Similar to other IDS approaches, the quality of the model is determined by the

extent to which the training set generalizes to all normal behaviors. However, pre-

vious experience has shown that most programs have highly conserved execution

patterns under benign inputs.

Two related challenges in offline learning of labeled training data include over-

fitting and model size [54, 100]. We require a solution that avoids overfitting (so

that it will generalize to untrained benign program input data for high-assurance

whitelisting) and that admits a compact representation (so that it can be efficiently

deployed in hardware, such as in a compact, automata-derived functional unit).

To address these challenges, we introduce three additional refinements:
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31 30 ... 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00

1 1 ... 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0Address Delta
1 0 ... 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1Truncation Mask
0 0 ... 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0Truncated Delta

Figure 6.3: Example of address truncation. Memory address deltas are bitwise AND’d
with a truncation mask and packed into 8-bit values. In practice, a sign bit and
the seven least significant bits produce accurate results.

6.1.2.1 ∆-Windows

Defensive techniques such as address space layout randomization (ASLR) random-

ize important memory locations of processes to harden systems against classes of

exploits [193]. For Martini, the execution of identical processes could produce

significantly different absolute memory traces. We generalize otherwise identical

memory traces by storing the distance between consecutively accessed memory

addresses rather than absolute locations. While absolute addresses can vary across

executions, we hypothesize that these distances, or deltas, likely remain constant

and generalize. We refer to windows of address deltas as ∆-windows.

6.1.2.2 Truncation

∆-windows mitigate some of the risk of overfitting due to address randomization,

but differences between physical and virtual addresses remain. We mitigate this by

truncating the address delta values to b bits, excluding bits in the delta that may be

specific to the physical page selected at runtime. This also significantly reduces the

address space represented by our model, helping generalize the model and reduce
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overfitting. Martini supports general masking of the address deltas. Although a

full parameter sweep falls outside the scope of this work, our experimentation

showed that storing a sign bit and the seven least significant bits of the address

deltas produces good results. An example of address delta truncation is given in

Figure 6.3.

6.1.2.3 Compression

Simply truncating deltas (e.g., to 8 bits) improves the model, but is still insufficient

for our needs. For example, for ∆-windows of length 8 containing 8-bit truncated

deltas, there are 28·8 = 264 unique values that could be stored in a dictionary. Even

when storing fewer than half of these values, we found that a dictionary trained on

a subset of Linux Coreutils contained approximately 40 million windows, which

is several orders of magnitude larger than what Martini can efficiently support

(Section 6.3).

To address this scalability challenge, we compress dictionaries using a method

similar to earlier work on system calls [84]. In this scheme, the first element

of a window is stored exactly, but each subsequent position is represented by

the unordered set of all observed values at that offset from that starting element.

For example, if the windows 〈c, a, t〉, 〈c, o, w〉, and 〈d, o, g〉 were observed, the

compressed dictionary would store 〈c, {a, o}, {t, w}〉 and 〈d, {o}, {g}〉. Note that

this compressed dictionary accepts the original three windows as well as “caw”

and “cot”; the compression is not lossless. Additionally, “dog” is stored separately

in the compressed dictionary because its first element is distinct. Thus, while the
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compression generalizes a dictionary, it also reduces the size, admitting efficient

hardware implementation.

For windows of length k consisting of b-bit deltas, the number of possible values

stored in the compressed dictionary reduces from 2k·b to k · 2b. Our empirical eval-

uation in Section 6.7 demonstrates that compressed dictionaries retain sufficient

fidelity to detect unauthorized program execution, including difficult-to-observe

hardware side-channel attacks.

6.1.3 Detecting Anomalous Program Execution

During the training phase, Martini records all of the memory traces associ-

ated with runs of authorized programs on indicative workloads. We consider

fixed-width sliding windows of addresses from those traces, convert adjacent ad-

dresses to ∆-windows, truncate each delta to a smaller number of bits, and finally

generate a compressed dictionary to store (an over-approximation of) the set of

truncated ∆-windows associated with those program and runs. Our experimental

results show that such sets of abstracted memory addresses characterize program

behavior in a way that is sensitive to the classes of anomalies in which we are

interested.

After training, we determine whether a new sequence of memory accesses

matches the model by converting incoming accesses to a truncated ∆-window and

querying the dictionary for membership. If observations fall outside the dictionary,

Martini flags the sequence as anomalous (and possibly malicious). We refer to
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these anomalous sequences as mismatches. A mismatch counter c, initialized to zero,

increments by one whenever Martini detects a mismatch. The mismatch counter

is multiplied by a decay coefficient d (0 6 d < 1) every N windows to retain local

context and eventually forgive past mismatches. The mismatch rate r (0 6 r < 1) is

defined as r = (1− d)c/N. An alarm triggers when the mismatch rate exceeds

a predefined threshold t. Briefly, the mismatch rate reflects the concentration

of mismatches at any point in time. This allows the system to tolerate some

false positives, while still responding to legitimate deviations. t controls the

sensitivity of the system and allows Martini to be configured to optimize the

trade-off between false- and true-positives in different settings. Proper tuning

of thresholds has been demonstrated to mitigate many false positives [202]. We

evaluate mismatch rate thresholds in Section 6.7.

This work focuses on detecting anomalies. Responses to anomalies could be

incorporated in various ways: (1) alarm signals could be used by the OS to

terminate the process or (2) the memory system could delay completion of the

memory transaction. Termination would require careful implementation to avoid

denial of service and livelock. Delay-based approaches are effective in some OS

settings because users can often tolerate an occasional, slight delay [202]. For some

versions of Spectre and Meltdown, delays would explicitly defeat relevant timing-

based calculations. We leave the development of robust response mechanisms for

future work.
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6.2 compiling grammars to pushdown automata

In this section, we describe context-free grammars, our algorithms to compile

such grammars to pushdown automata, and our prototype implementation.

6.2.1 Context-Free Grammars

While DPDAs provide a functional definition of computation, it can often be

helpful to use a higher-level representation that generates the underlying machine.

Just as regular expressions can be used to generate finite automata, context-

free grammars (CFGs) can be used to generate pushdown automata. We briefly

review relevant properties of these grammars (the interested reader is referred to

references such as [87, 93, 99, 199] for additional details).

CFGs allow for the definition of recursive, tree-like structures using a collection

of substitution rules or productions. A production defines how a symbol in the

input may be legally rewritten as another sequence of symbols (i.e., the right-hand

side of a production may be substituted for the symbol given in the left-hand

side). Symbols that appear on the left-hand side of productions are referred to as

non-terminals while symbols that do not are referred to as terminals. The language of

a CFG is the set of all strings produced by recursively applying the productions to

a starting symbol until only terminal symbols remain. The sequential application
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S→ Exp a
Exp→ Term + Exp

| Term
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Figure 6.4: An example CFG (a) and parse tree (b). The grammar represents a subset of
arithmetic expressions. We use a to signify the endmarker for a given token
stream, which is needed for transformation to a DPDA. The parse tree given in
(b) is for the expression 3 ∗ (4 + 5). Note that integer numbers are transformed
to int tokens prior to deriving the parse tree.

of these productions to an input produces a derivation or parse tree, where all

internal nodes are non-terminals and all leaf nodes are terminals.

An example CFG for a subset of arithmetic operations is given in Figure 6.4 (a).

This particular grammar demonstrates recursive nesting (balanced parentheses),

operator precedence (multiplication is more tightly bound than addition), and

associativity (multiplication and addition are left-associative in this grammar).

Figure 6.4 (b) depicts the parse tree given by the grammar for the equation

3 ∗ (4 + 5).
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6.2.2 Compiling Grammars to DPDAs

Next, we consider the process of compiling an input CFG to a DPDA. As noted

in Section 2.1.2, PDAs and DPDAs do not have equal representative power.

Therefore, there are CFGs that cannot be recognized by a DPDA. We focus on

support for a strict subset of CFGs known as LR(1) grammars, which are of

practical importance and supported by DPDAs. Most programming language

grammars have a deterministic representation [199], and many common parser

generator tools focus on supporting LR(1) grammars [26, 108, 138]. By targeting

this class of grammars, we can therefore support parsing common languages such

as XML, JSON, and ANSI C.

Existing parser generators (e.g., YACC or PLY) are unsuitable for compiling to

ASPEN because these tools do not produce hDPDAs (or even DPDAs!). Instead,

they generate source code that makes use of the richer set of operations supported

by CPUs. We do, however, demonstrate how existing tools may be leveraged for a

portion of our compilation process.

This transformation from grammar to hDPDA is broken down into three stages:

(1) parsing automaton generation, (2) hDPDA generation, and (3) optimization.

6.2.2.1 Parsing Automaton Generation

Parsing of input according to an LR(1) grammar makes use of a DFA known as a

parsing automaton,3 a state machine that processes input symbols and determines

3 Also referred to as DK in the literature after its creator, Donald Knuth [199].
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the next production to apply. This machine encodes shift and reduce operations.

Shifts occur when another input token is needed to determine the next production

and are encoded as transitions between states in the parsing automaton. Reduce

operations (the reverse applications of productions) occur when the machine has

seen enough input to determine which substitution rule in the grammar to apply

and are encoded as accepting states in the DFA. Each accepting state represents

a different production. Determining the correct shift or reduce operation may

require inspecting the current input symbol and also a subsequent lookahead

symbol.

We leverage off-the-shelf tools to generate parsing automata. Concretely, we

support parsing automata generated by the GNU Bison4 and PLY5 parser generator

tools. These two tools produce CPU-based parsers and generate parsing automata

as an intermediate output.

Conceptually, parsing proceeds by processing input symbols using the parsing

automaton and pushing symbols to the stack until an accepting state is reached.

The input string is rewritten by popping symbols from the stack. The most

recently pushed symbols are replaced by the left-hand-side of the discovered

substitution rule. Processing is then restarted from the beginning of the rewritten

input, repeating until only the starting non-terminal symbol remains. With this

classical approach, parsing requires multiple iterations over (and transformations

to) the input symbols.

4 https://www.gnu.org/software/bison/
5 http://www.dabeaz.com/ply/
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6.2.2.2 hDPDA Generation

To improve the efficiency of parsing, we simulate the execution of the parsing

automaton using a DPDA [199, Lemmas 2.58, 2.67] to process input tokens in

a single pass with no transformations to the input. With this approach, input

symbols are not pushed to the stack. Instead, the stack of the hDPDA is used to

track the sequence of states visited in the parsing automaton. Shift operations

push the destination parsing automaton state to the stack (shifts are transitions

to other states in the parsing automaton). When a reduce operation rewriting n

symbols to a single non-terminal symbol is performed by the parsing automaton,

the hDPDA pops n symbols off the stack. The symbol at the top of the hDPDA

stack is the state of the parsing automaton that immediately preceded the shift

of the first token from the reduced rule. In other words, popping the stack for a

reduction “runs the parsing automaton in reverse” to undo shifting the symbols

from the matched rule. The hDPDA then continues simulation of the parsing

automaton from this restored state.

Our prototype compiler generates an hDPDA by first reading in the textual

description of the parsing automaton generated by Bison or PLY. Next, for each

state in the parsing automaton, we generate hDPDA states for each terminal and

non-terminal in the grammar. A separate state is needed for each terminal and

non-terminal symbol because the homogeneity property only supports a single

pushdown automata operation per state, as defined in Equation (2.1):
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• For each terminal symbol, we generate two states: one state matches the

lookahead symbol (i.e., lookahead symbols are stored in “positional” mem-

ory) and one state encodes the relevant shift or reduce operation. A shift

operation pushes parsing automaton states on the stack, while a reduce

operation pops a symbol from the stack and generates an output signal.

• For each non-terminal symbol, only one state is generated: the state perform-

ing the shift/reduce operation. In addition, this state must also match the

top of the stack to validate undoing shift operations.

Then, we add additional states to perform stack pop operations for the reduce

operations, one pop for each symbol reduced from the right-hand side of a

production. Finally, we connect the states with transitions according to transition

rules from the parsing automaton.

The final hDPDA is emitted in the MNRL file format. MNRL is an open-

source JSON-based state machine serialization format that is used within the

MNCaRT automata processing and research ecosystem [16]. We extend the MNRL

schema to support hDPDA states, encoding the stack operations with each state.

Using MNRL admits the reuse of many analyses from MNCaRT with minimal

modification.

6.2.2.3 Optimization

While our algorithm to transform the parsing automaton to a DPDA is direct, the

resulting DPDA contains a large number of ε-transitions and extraneous states.
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Figure 6.5: Two compiler optimizations for reducing the number stalls incurred by ε-
transitions. Epsilon merging (a) attempts to combine states to perform non-
overlapping operations. Multipop (b) allows for the stack pointer to be moved
a configurable distance in one operation.

First, we remove all unreachable states (states with no incoming transitions). Then,

we perform optimizations to reduce the total number of ε-transitions within the

hDPDA. Recall that ε-transitions occur when stack operations take place without

reading additional input (e.g., when popping the stack during a reduce operation

and transitioning to another state). We make two observations about the hDPDA

produced by our compilation algorithm.

First, the algorithm produces separate states to “read in” input symbols and

to perform stack operations. In many cases, these states may be combined, or
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merged, to match the input and perform stack operations simultaneously. After

producing the initial hDPDA, we perform a post-order depth-first traversal of the

machine and merge such connected states when possible. We call this optimization

epsilon merging and apply it conservatively: only states that occur on a linear chain

are merged. Figure 6.5 (a) shows an example in which a state performing input

matching on capital letters and a state (with no input comparison) performing a

pop and a push are merged.

Second, our basic algorithm assumes a computational model that only supports

popping one symbol at a time. On reduction operations for productions containing

several symbols on the right-hand side, this results in long-duration stalls. Note,

however, that no comparisons are made with these intermediate stack symbols.

If our architecture can support moving the stack pointer by a variable amount,

then a reduction may be performed in one step. We refer to this as multipop.

Figure 6.5 (b) demonstrates a reduction of four states to one state with multipop.

6.2.3 Compilation Summary

We presented an overview of CFGs, a high-level language representation that

may be used to generate pushdown automata. Then, we described an algorithm

for compiling an important subset of CFGs (LR(1) grammars) to hDPDAs. We

leverage existing tools to produce an intermediate parser representation (the

parsing automaton), which we then encode in an hDPDA for execution with

ASPEN. We also introduce two optimizations, epsilon merging and multipop,
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to reduce stalls while processing input. Our approach supports and accelerates

existing parser specifications without modification. This means that parsers do

not have to be redesigned to take advantage of ASPEN’s increased parsing

performance.

6.3 martini architectural design

Having detailed both Martini’s and ASPEN’s application-level design, we now

describe the microarchitectural design and efficient implementation of Martini.

We describe the design of ASPEN in the following section. First, we present the

homogeneous finite automaton compressed dictionary representation. Then, we

describe our architecture for monitoring memory accesses, which is embedded in

the Last Level Cache (LLC) of the CPU.

6.3.1 From Dictionaries to Automata

We represent compressed dictionaries as homogeneous NFAs (as defined in

Section 2.1.1) to facilitate hardware implementation and execution. A separate

automaton, or connected component [209], is created for each ∆-window in the

trained dictionary. Because there is a single entry in the compressed dictionary for
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Figure 6.6: Homogeneous NFA representation of a dictionary. The NFA consists of 256

connected components, each containing a chain of eight STEs. The initial STE
for each component matches a unique value; all subsequent STEs match a set
of possible values. Training determines the values within.

each unique address delta that begins a window, b-bit deltas result in 2b connected

components.

Within a given automaton, we allocate one STE for each window offset, which

forms a linear chain. The symbol match conditions are taken directly from the

compressed dictionary. Additionally, each initial STE contains a self-loop to

account for the sliding window comparison. The last state in each chain (equivalent

to the final position in the window) generates a report signal if activated. In

Martini Figure 6.6 illustrates the automata layout. When a new dictionary is

trained, the overall automata topology is unchanged; only the symbols within

individual STEs change. This insight allows us to simplify hardware-level routing

to save space in silicon.
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Figure 6.7: High-level architectural design of Martini. An 8-core Xeon processor, each
with private L1 and L2 caches and shared 2.5MB Last Level Cache (LLC)
slice with embedded Martini processor, and a block diagram of the Martini

processor (shown in pink). Note that regions are not to scale.

The automata input is the sequence of truncated memory address deltas gen-

erated by the execution of a program. The automata generate a report for every

input ∆-window that matches the encoded dictionary.

6.3.2 Martini Address Monitor

To support real-time monitoring of memory accesses, we embed Martini in the

Last Level Cache (LLC) region of the CPU. Figure 6.7 shows an enterprise 8-core

Intel Xeon-E5 processor. The Xeon family of processors typically includes 8–16

slices of LLC (one slice per core) [42, 53, 105]. In our prototype, each processor

core is allocated a dedicated Martini unit (the pink rectangles within each private

cache in the Figure). Our Martini unit consists of three components: the Address

Delta Unit, Automata Processing (AP) Core, and Trigger Arbitration Unit.
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The Address Delta Unit snoops the memory address lines of the core and

calculates the truncated delta between two consecutive addresses (as described in

Section 6.1.2). In its simplest form, this unit performs two’s complement arithmetic

on 8-bit values; however, a more sophisticated unit could support dynamically

masking and truncating address deltas.

The generated address deltas are then fed into the AP core, described in the

next subsection. This core executes the automata computation, producing triggers

when a window of address deltas is not found in the loaded dictionary.

The Trigger Arbitration Unit tracks triggers and generates an alarm signal when

a pre-defined threshold is exceeded. Our prototype implementation consists of

two counters. The first counter tracks the number of windows processed, while the

second counter tracks the number of triggers produced by the AP core. Whenever

the window counter reaches its threshold, the trigger counter is shifted to decay

the value and favor local context. If the trigger counter reaches its threshold (i.e.,

the mismatch rate from Section 6.1.3), the Trigger Arbitration Unit produces a

hardware signal indicating an anomaly, which is handled by the OS or memory

system.

6.3.3 Automata Processing Core

The AP Core is responsible for taking an input ∆-window and determining

whether it is present in the dictionary. We next describe our prototype design for
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implementing Martini in a current-generation Intel Xeon CPU, which represents

a novel, system-level integration of automata processing.

Our AP Core follows much of the implementation of the Cache Automaton [209];

however, we make several application-specific modifications to reduce space over-

head and improve performance. Each 2.5 MB slice of LLC in the Xeon processor

is organized into 20 ways, each of which is subdivided into five 32 kB banks.

Four of these banks constitute data arrays, while the fifth is used for storing

cache state [42, 53, 105]. Internally, the banks used for data arrays are made
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up of four 8 kB (256× 256) SRAM arrays. We repurpose these SRAM arrays to

perform automata computation. A single SRAM array can accommodate 256 STEs,

meaning that to accommodate all 2048 STEs of the compressed dictionary, eight

arrays—two banks—are repurposed for the AP Core.

Figure 6.8 depicts the repurposed SRAM array. As described in Section 2.2, each

column encodes the input matching rule for an STE following the state-match

design of previous memory-centric AP models [75, 209]. The row decoder converts

the current address delta to a 256-bit one-hot encoding. The homogeneity property

of the automata ensures that STEs can be represented by a single column of SRAM.

Each STE also has a corresponding activation bit. An STE must both match the

input symbol and also be active to generate a transition signal. One exception is

the initial STE in each connected component: this STE is always active (every cycle

is also the start of a new sliding window).

In general-purpose automata processing, a second SRAM array is used to

support a reconfigurable routing matrix for transition signals. For Martini, this

is not needed; the topology of the automata is fixed, consisting of chains of

eight STEs. This allows for static routing in which the transition signal from the

previous STE feeds into the activation bit register of the next STE, resulting in a

more compact design. The transition signal out of the last STE in each connected

component chain feeds into a NOR gate, which aggregates signals from all of the

connected components and produces a trigger for the Trigger Arbitration Unit.
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6.3.4 System Integration

Compressed automata dictionaries are (1) placed and routed for hardware re-

sources and (2) stored as a bitmap containing STE input match symbols and the

thresholds for the Trigger Arbitration Unit. At runtime, the OS loads the bitmap

into the monitoring unit using standard load instructions and Intel Cache Allo-

cation Technology [110]. Anomaly alarms trigger a hardware interrupt, allowing

the OS to implement custom mitigation strategies. The configuration overheads

are small (roughly equivalent to loading 2 kB of data into the LLC) and typically

only occur once. The unit only needs to be reconfigured when loading a new

dictionary.

6.4 aspen architectural design

Having described the architectural design of Martini, we now focus on describ-

ing the ASPEN architecture that augments LLC slices with support for DPDA

processing. We also discuss the design of a DPDA processing pipeline based on

ASPEN and the trade-offs involved.
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6.4.1 Cache Slice Design

The ASPEN architecture augments the Last Level Cache slices of a general purpose

processor to support in-situ DPDA processing. Figure 6.9 (a) shows an 8-core

enterprise Xeon-E5 processor with LLC slices connected using a ring interconnect

(not shown in figure). Typically, the Intel Xeon family includes 8-16 such slices [42,

53, 105]. Each Last Level Cache slice macro is 2.5 MB and consists of a centralized

cache control box (C-BOX). A slice is organized into 20 ways, with each way

further organized as five 32 kB banks, four of which constitute data arrays, while

the fifth one is used to store the tag, valid and LRU state (Figure 6.9 (b)). All

the ways of the cache are interconnected using a hierarchical bus supporting a

bandwidth of 32 bytes per cycle. Internally, each bank consists of four 8 kB SRAM

arrays (256× 256).
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A bank can accommodate up to 256 states and a DPDA can span several banks.

We repurpose two of the four arrays in each bank to perform the different stages

of DPDA processing. The remaining two arrays (addressed by the PA[16] bit) can

be used to store regular cache data. State-transitions are encoded in a hierarchical

memory-based interconnect, consisting of local and global crossbar switches (L-

switch, G-switch). A 256-bit register is used to track the active states in each cycle

(Active State Vector in Figure 6.9 (c)). We provision input buffers in the C-BOX

to broadcast input symbols or tokens to different banks. Output buffers are also

provided to track the report events generated every processing cycle.

6.4.2 Operation

This subsection provides the details of DPDA processing. Recall that, in a DPDA,

only a single state is active in every processing cycle, and initially, only the start

state is active. Each input symbol from the DPDA input buffer is processed in five

phases. In the input match and stack match phases, we identify the active DPDA

state which has the same label as that of the input symbol and the top of stack

(TOS) symbol respectively. In the stack action lookup phase, the stack action defined

for that state is determined (i.e., push symbol or number of symbols to pop from

the stack). The stack is updated in the following phase (stack update). Finally, in

the state-transition phase, a hierarchical transition interconnect matrix determines

the next active state.
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Cycles in which states with an ε-transition are active require special handling.

These states do not consume an input symbol but perform a stack action in that

cycle (i.e., push or pop). A 256-bit ε-mask register tracks the ε-states in each bank.

A logical AND of the ε-mask register and Active State Vector is used to determine

if an ε-state is active in the next processing cycle. If an ε-state is active, a 1-bit

ε-stall signal is sent to the C-BOX to stall the input for the next processing cycle.

While a single stack action per cycle is sufficient to support DPDA functionality,

reducing stalls to the input stream can significantly improve performance. The mul-

tipop optimization, discussed in Section 6.2.2.3, reduces stalls due to ε-transitions

and is supported in hardware by manipulating the stack pointer and encoding

the number of popped symbols in the stack action lookup phase. We now proceed

to discuss the different stages involved in DPDA processing.

(1) input-match (im): We adapt the state-match design of memory-centric

automata processing models [75, 209] for the input-match phase. Each state is

mapped to a column of an SRAM array as shown in Figure 6.9 (c). A state is given

a 256-bit input symbol label which is the one-hot encoding of the ASCII symbol

that it matches against. The homogeneous representation of DPDA states ensures

that each state matches a single input symbol and each state can be represented

using a single SRAM column. The input symbol is broadcast as the row address

to the SRAM arrays using 8-bits of global wires. By reading out the contents of

the row into the Input Match Vector, the set of states with the same label as the

input symbol can be determined in parallel.
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(2) stack-match (sm): In contrast to NFAs, where all active states that match

the input symbol are candidates for state-transition, DPDA states have valid

transitions defined only for those states that match both the input symbol and

the symbol on the top of the stack (8-bit TOS in Figure 6.9). We re-purpose an

SRAM array in each bank to determine the set of DPDA states that match the top

of stack (TOS) symbol. Similar to Input-Match, we provision 8 bits of global wires

to broadcast the TOS symbol as the row address to SRAM arrays. By reading out

the contents of the row into the TOS Match Vector and performing a logical AND

with the Input Match Vector and the Active State Vector, the candidate states for

state-transition are determined. We refer to these candidate states simply as active

states.

We leverage sense-amplifier cycling techniques [209] to accelerate the IM and

SM stages.

(3) stack action lookup (al): Each DPDA state is also associated with

a corresponding stack action. The supported stack actions are push, pop and

multipop. The stack action is encoded with 16 bits. Each push action uses 8 bits to

indicate the symbol to be pushed onto the stack. The remaining 8 bits are used by

the pop action to indicate the number of symbols to be popped from the stack (>

1 for multipop).

The stack action corresponding to each state is packed along with the IM SRAM

array in each bank. However, in the AL stage, we lookup this SRAM array using

the 256-bit result vector obtained after logical AND in the previous step (see

Figure 6.9). This removes the decoding overhead from the array access time. We
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reserve 16 bits of global wires to communicate the stack action results from each

bank to the stack control logic in the C-BOX.

(4) state transition (st): The state-transition phase determines the set of

states to be activated in the next cycle. We observe that the state transition function

can be compactly encoded using a hierarchy of local and global memory-based

crossbar switches. The state transition interconnect is designed to be flexible

and scales to several thousand states. The L-switches provide dense connectivity

between states mapped to the same bank while the G-switch provides sparse

connectivity between states mapped to multiple banks. A graph partitioning based

algorithm [121] is used to satisfy the local and global connectivity constraints

while maximizing space utilization.

The crossbar switches consisting of N input and output ports and N×N cross-

points are implemented using regular 6-T SRAM arrays (e.g., L-switch in Figure 6.9

(c)). The 6-T bitcell holds the state of each cross-point. A flip-flop or register can

also be used for this purpose, but these are typically implemented using 24

transistors making them area inefficient. A ‘1’ is stored in bitcell (i, j) if there is a

valid transition defined from state i to state j. All the cross-points are programmed

once during initialization and used for processing several MBs to GBs of input

symbols. The set of active states from the previous phase serve as inputs to the

crossbar switch. For DPDAs, only a single state can be active every cycle and we

can use 6-T SRAM arrays for state transition, since only a single row is activated.

(5) stack update (su): To allow for parallel processing of small DPDAs,

(e.g., in non-parsing applications, such as subtree mining), we provide a local
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stack in each bank. We repurpose 8 columns of the SM array to accommodate the

local stack. Larger DPDAs (e.g., in XML parsing) make use of a global stack to

keep track of parsing state. The global stack is implemented in the C-BOX using

a 256×8 register file and is shared by all the DPDAs mapped to two adjacent

ways. Providing a stack depth of 256 is sufficient for our parsing applications

(see Section 6.8). Note that only one sort of stack (local or global) is enabled at

configuration time based on the DPDA size. The stack pointer is stored in an

8-bit register and is used to address the stack. We also store the symbols at stack

positions TOS and TOS+1 in separate 8-bit registers. This optimization saves a

write and read access to the larger stack register file and ensures early availability

of the top-of-stack symbol for the next processing cycle. The push operation writes

the stack symbol to TOS+1. A lazy mechanism is used to update the stack with the

contents of TOS. Similarly, the pop operation copies TOS to TOS+1, while lazily

reading the stack register file to update TOS.

6.4.3 Critical Path

ASPEN’s performance depends on two critical factors: (1) the time taken to process

each symbol in the input stream (i.e., clock period) and (2) the time spent stalling

due to ε-transitions. The multipop optimization reduces stalls due to ε-transitions.

We now consider the clock period.
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In a naïve approach, each input symbol would be processed sequentially in five

phases, leading to a significant increase in the clock period. However, not all phases

are dependent on each other and need to be performed sequentially. Figure 6.10

(a) shows the dependency graph for the DPDA processing stages. The intra-

symbol dependencies are shown in black, while the inter-symbol dependencies

are marked in red. Using the dependency graph, each of the five stages can

be scheduled as shown in Figure 6.10 (b), where the propagation through the

interconnect (wire and switches) for state-transition is overlapped with stack

action lookup and stack update. Since the top of stack cannot be determined until

the stack has been updated based on the previous input symbol, DPDA processing

is serial. We contrast this with NFA processing, which has two independent stages

(input-match and state-transition) that can be overlapped to design a two-stage

pipeline [209]. We find that the critical path delay (clock period) of ASPEN is

the time spent for input/stack-match and the time taken for stack action lookup

and update. The time spent in state-transition is fully overlapped with stack
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related operations. Section 6.6.3 discusses the pipeline stage delays and operating

frequency.

6.4.4 Support for Lexical Analysis

Two critical steps in parsing are lexical analysis, which partitions the input character

stream to generate a token stream, and parsing, where different grammar rules

are applied to verify the well-formedness of the input tokens (see Section 2.5.1).

ASPEN can accelerate both these phases. We leverage the NFA-computing capabil-

ities of the Cache Automaton architecture [209] for lexical analysis. To identify the

longest matching token, we run each NFA until there are no active states. When

the Active State Vector is zero, a state exhaustion signal is sent to the lexer control

logic in the C-BOX. The symbol cycle and reporting state ID of the most recent

report are tracked in a 64-bit report register in the C-BOX. A 256-bit reporting

mask register is used to mask out certain reports based on lexer state. On receiving

the state exhaustion signal from all banks, the lexer control logic resets the reporting

mask, reloads the NFA input buffer for the next token and generates a token

stream to be written into the DPDA input buffer (using a lookup table to convert

report codes to tokens).
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6.4.5 System Integration

ASPEN shares the Last Level Cache with other CPU processes. By restricting

DPDA computation to only 8 ways of an LLC slice, we allow for regular operation

in other ways. Furthermore, the cache ways dedicated to ASPEN may be used as

regular cache ways for non-parsing workloads. Cache access latency is unaffected

since DPDA-related routing logic uses additional wires in the global metal layers.

DPDAs are (1) placed and routed for ASPEN’s hardware resources, and (2)

stored as a bitmap containing states and stack actions. At runtime, the driver loads

these binaries into cache arrays and memory mapped switches using standard

load instructions and Intel Cache Allocation Technology [110]. The input/output

buffers for ASPEN are also memory-mapped to facilitate input streaming and

output reporting, and ISA extensions are used to start/stop DPDA functions. We

disable LLC slice hashing at configuration time. The configuration overheads are

small, especially when processing MBs or GBs of input, but are included in our

reported results. To support automata-based applications that require counting,

we provision four 16-bit counters per way of the LLC.

Post-processing of output reports takes place on the CPU. For XML parsing

pipelines, a DOM tree representation (see Section 2.5.1) can be constructed by

performing a linear pass over the DPDA reports. Richer analyses (such as verifying

opening and closing tags match for XML parsing supporting arbitrary tags) may

be implemented as part of tree construction. Although the CPU-ASPEN pipeline

can support this, we leave evaluation of DOM tree construction for future work.
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6.5 experimental methodology

In this section, we describe our methodology for evaluating both Martini and

ASPEN. Although we have not fabricated the custom data paths described in

Section 6.3 or in Section 6.3, we evaluate both using cycle-accurate simulation. We

first describe our methodology for collecting data for our evaluation of Martini.

Then, we describe the benchmark suites used in each of our evaluations.

6.5.1 Recording Memory Traces to Evaluate Martini

We built two helper tools to collect memory access traces of target programs.

First, we leverage an extension to QEMU [30] called PANDA (the Platform for

Architecture-Neutral Dynamic Analysis) [76]. Since QEMU is a full-system emu-

lator, this approach has the advantage that we can instrument every instruction

executed by the guest system without perturbing its behavior. Second, we used

Intel’s Pin tool [144] to collect memory traces of userspace programs. In contrast

to the QEMU-based approach, Pin can collect memory traces much more quickly,

where faithful modeling of the cache hierarchy is necessary. However, the primary

disadvantage to Pin is the need to statically modify a target binary, potentially

changing memory addresses that are accessed at runtime.

These PANDA and Pin instrumentations are used only in our simulation evalu-

ation to establish a ground truth; they are not part of our proposed deployment.

We use both approaches to collect memory traces of a suite of benchmark pro-
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grams. While Pin instrumentation modifies the software under test, we observed

a difference of less than 1%.

6.5.2 Building and Testing Dictionaries

We next construct a dictionary from the recorded memory traces by applying the

refinements described in Section 6.1.2. First, we calculate the differences between

consecutive memory accesses in the traces. Next, we slide a fixed-width window

across this data to form 8-delta-long ∆-windows while simultaneously truncating

each value to 8 bits. Finally, we construct a dictionary by creating sets of address

deltas for each window offset.

We use MNRL to generate automata from a compressed dictionary. MNRL is an

open-source state machine representation language and language API intended

for large-scale automata processing applications [12, 16]. To simulate the execution

of our accelerator architecture, we use VASim, a cycle-accurate simulator for

automata processing architectures [235]. We extend the simulation to support the

operations of the Address Delta and Trigger Arbitration units. In our evaluation,

we load memory traces from the testing set into VASim and process the data using

the compressed dictionary NFA, producing a list of generated alarms.
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6.5.3 Benchmarks

We next describe the benchmarks we use to evaluate the performance of both

Martini and ASPEN. Because these two architectures are designed to perform

disjoint tasks, we consider different workloads for each.

martini benchmarks . We use multiple software benchmarks as indicative

examples of both benign and malicious behavior. Table 6.1 shows these programs

aggregated into one of three benchmark suites based on general behavior. In total,

we collect and test on over 2,400 program traces and over 13 billion memory

accesses.

The Coreutils Subset features a subset of 16 of the Linux coreutils programs,

commonly used as benchmarks (e.g., [158, 250]). Programs in this suite repre-

sent a wide range of benign applications; we executed each with a variety of

command-line arguments to gather memory access traces. The PARSEC bench-

mark [36] is composed of larger multithreaded programs that are designed to

simulate a diverse set of highly parallelizable programs (e.g., ray tracing, fluid

simulation, video compression, etc.). We use these programs as a test set for eval-

uating whether our technique can successfully detect execution that is not part of

a trained dictionary. The Security benchmarks include representative malicious

behavior: Spectre, Meltdown and two recent CVEs associated with Linux pro-

grams: dnstracer and objdump. The additional “Detect” column indicates whether
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Table 6.1: Summary of benchmarks used to evaluate Martini

Coreutils Subset Suite

Program Version Traces Avg. Trace
Length

cal N/A 269 307,994

cat coreutils 8.25 227 133,667

cp coreutils 8.25 175 274,652

date coreutils 8.25 29 102,393

diff coreutils 3.3 50 266,856

dmesg util-linux 2.27.1 50 7,077,967

dnstracer 1.8.1 100 107,111

du coreutils 8.25 257 6,498,869

grep 2.25 266 429,125

ls coreutils 8.25 260 884,068

objdump Binutils 2.26.1 150 1,066,007

ps procps-ng 3.3.10 30 2,112,550

readelf Binutils 2.26.1 50 8,911,505

sed 4.2.2 50 370,897

tar 1.28 232 458,187

uname coreutils 8.25 57 93,281

PARSEC Suite

Program Version Traces Avg. Trace
Length

blackscholes 3.0 1 233,020,782

bodytrack 3.0 1 614,815,076

canneal 3.0 1 946,425,872

dedup 3.0 1 1,005,640,971

facesim 3.0 1 232,921,684

ferret 3.0 1 766,278,169

fluidanimate 3.0 1 640,500,257

freqmine 3.0 1 1,287,177,742

raytrace 3.0 1 1,005,358,609

streamcluster 3.0 1 473,597,488

swaptions 3.0 1 786,879,131

vips 3.0 1 1,596,912,331

x264 3.0 1 233,132,151

Security Suite

Program Version CVE Traces Avg. Trace Length Detect

Meltdown N/A N/A 64 13,361,880 3

Spectre N/A N/A 52 3,614,351 3

dnstracer 1.8.1 2017-9430 52 227,616 3

objdump Binutils 2.26 2018-6323 50 814,034 3

Martini can successfully detect the execution of these CVEs using a dictionary of

indicative benign programs (see Section 6.7).

We trained dictionaries in our evaluation using a random 60% of the corre-

sponding program’s traces. For example, a dictionary containing diff would be

trained using 30 of its traces, randomly selected.
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aspen benchmarks . We evaluate ASPEN against the widely used open-

source XML tools Expat (v.2.0.1) [58], a non-validating parser, and Xerces-C

(v.3.1.1) [18], a validating parser and part of the Apache project. The validation

application used is SAXCount, which verifies the syntactic correctness of the input

XML document and returns a count of the number of elements, attributes and

content bytes. We restrict our analysis to the SAX interface and WFXML scanner

of Xerces-C and filter out all non-ASCII characters in the input document. We do

not include DOM tree generation in our evaluation. This is consistent with prior

work and evaluations (e.g., Parabix, Xerces SAX, and Expat). We assume that input

data is already loaded into main memory. Our XML benchmark dataset is derived

from Parabix [141], Ximpleware [253] and the UW XML repository [251]. We only

evaluate XML files larger than 512 kB in size, as we were unable to obtain reliable

energy estimations when baseline benchmark execution time was under 1 ms. To

evaluate the lexing-parsing pipeline, we extend the open-source, cycle-accurate

virtual automata simulator, VASim [235], to support DPDA computation and

derive per-cycle statistics. The tight integration of the lexer and parser in the LLC

enables ASPEN to largely overlap the parsing time. Each lexing report can be

processed and used to generate the token stream for the DPDA in 2 cycles.

All CPU-based evaluations use a 2.6 GHz dual-socket Intel Xeon E5-2697-v3

with 28 cores in total. We used PAPI [214] and Intel’s RAPL tool [70] to obtain

performance and power measurements. We utilize the METIS graph partitioning

framework [121] to map DPDA states to cache arrays.
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Table 6.3: Runtime overhead of reducing LLC capacity

full cache reduced cache

program Runtime (ms) Std. Dev. Runtime (ms) Std. Dev. change

blackscholes 152.7 4.7 154.8 3.7 1.42%
bodytrack 457.2 25.5 455.2 30.1 -0.43%
canneal 2774.9 24.3 2809.4 26.1 1.24%
dedup 3236.1 25.3 3242.9 33.8 0.21%
facesim 11.4 0.6 11.5 0.5 0.92%
ferret 467.9 18.4 463.2 12.2 -1.02%
fluidanimate 3.1 0.3 3.1 0.3 -2.00%
freqmine 1053.8 78.5 1042.6 71.5 -1.07%
raytrace 2798.6 10.8 2794.5 11.2 -0.15%
streamcluster 35375.0 8428.7 32491.0 8015.4 -8.15%
swaptions 3.7 0.5 3.8 0.4 0.45%
vips 259.0 10.1 259.7 10.1 0.27%
x264 718.9 8.9 717.2 9.8 -0.23%

6.6 architectural evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the runtime performance, chip area, and energy

consumption of our hardware units.

6.6.1 System Performance Impact

Because computation in Martini is decoupled from cache operations, perfor-

mance impacts are predominantly the result of reduced LLC capacity. ASPEN does

couple tightly with CPU operations but does also reduce LLC capacity in a similar

fashion. We therefore evaluate the performance impact incurred by repurposing
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part of the LLC for the hardware address monitor using the PARSEC benchmark

suite. We collected runtime performance metrics using a server running Ubuntu

16.04 with 192 GB of RAM and two Intel Xeon Platinum 8275CL CPUs, each

with 36 cores running at 3 GHz. Each processor has 36 MB of LLC, subdivided

into eleven cache ways. We execute each benchmark twenty times, recording wall

clock execution time. Then, using Intel Cache Allocation Technology [110], we

reduce the number of cache ways from eleven to ten and execute each benchmark

an additional twenty times. We note that one cache way exceeds the resources

required by our design of Martini for each processor core; the results here present

an upper bound for the runtime overhead. ASPEN will generally consume more

cache ways and may thus incur a larger overhead. Aggregate results are presented

in Table 6.3.

In general, we find that the runtime overhead of our hardware is negligible. In

the worst case (blackscholes), we observed a 1.42% increase. The largest change

in performance (streamcluster) actually ran 8.15% faster with the reduced cache

size. We hypothesize that this performance gain is caused by improved cache

data alignment. However, any observed performance gain or loss is negligible:

using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, we are unable to find a significant difference

in the average execution times for the full and reduced cache configurations

(p = 0.1536).
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6.6.2 Martini Parameters

Next, we study the feasibility of deploying Martini in real silicon by considering

a current-generation Intel Xeon CPU. The 256× 256 SRAM arrays in the Xeon

LLC can operate at 4GHz [53, 105]. We estimate the area overhead for in-memory

automata processing accelerators [17, 209]. We model the area overhead of the AP

core with IBM’s 45 nm soi12s0 cell library and Synopsys Design Compiler. The

total area is 0.016mm2. For comparison, an 8-core Intel Xeon E5 processor has a

die size of 354mm2 [42] in a 22nm manufacturing process. Thus, our architectural

changes would increase the overall die size by less than 0.04%. The synthesis

results also shows that all the additional circuits achieve a 4GHz frequency after

technology scaling to 22nm, thus maintaining existing frequencies.

Our AP core is built by adapting an SRAM array, which we use to estimate

energy consumption. In the absence of publicly available data on array area and

energy, we use the standard foundry memory compiler at 0.9 V in the 28nm

technology node to estimate the power and area of a 256× 256 6-T SRAM array.

The energy to read out all 256 bits was calculated as 22 pJ. Since Martini is based

on a Xeon-E5 processor modeled at 22nm, we scale down the energy per access to

13.6 pJ. As there are eight arrays used in an AP Core, the peak power of our AP

Core is estimated at 0.435W. The peripherals of AP Core, the Address Delta Unit,

and the Trigger Arbitration Unit together consumes 0.035W of power based on

the synthesis results with IBM’s 45nm cell library. In total, these sum to 0.470W,
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Table 6.4: Stage delays and operating frequencies in ASPEN

design im/sm st al su max freq . freq oper .

ASPEN 438 ps 573 ps 349 ps 349 ps 880 MHz 850 MHz
CA 250 ps 250 ps - - 4 GHz 3.4 GHz

which is far below the TDP of the Xeon E5 processor core (160 W). Therefore, the

architecture does not incur any significant power overhead to the system.

6.6.3 ASPEN Parameters

We use the same 13.6 pJ calculation to estimate the energy to read out all 256

bits from the SRAM arrays in ASPEN. The area of each array and 6-T crossbar

switch were estimated to be 0.015 mm2 and 0.017 mm2 respectively. Each LLC

slice contains 32 L-switches and 4 G-switches to support DPDA computation

in up to 8 ways. These switches can leverage standard 6-T SRAM push-rules to

achieve a compact layout and have low area overhead (∼6.4% of LLC slice area).

Being 6-T SRAM based, these switches can also be used to store regular data when

not performing DPDA computation. Similar to the Cache Automaton [209], we

use global wires to broadcast input/stack symbols and propagate state transition

signals. These global wires with repeaters have a 66ps/mm delay and an energy

consumption of 0.07pJ/mm/bit.

Table 6.4 shows the stage delays for DPDA processing on ASPEN. The IM/TM

phases leverage sense-amplifier cycling [209] and take 438 ps. The ST stage requires

573 ps, composed of 198 ps wire delay and 375 ps due to local and global switch
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traversal. AL and SU each take 349 ps, composed of 99 ps wire delay and 250 ps

for array access. Thus, when evaluating ASPEN in Section 6.8, we consider a CA

running at 3.4GHz feeding tokens to our DPDA engine executing at 850MHz.

6.7 attack detection evaluation

In this section, we present an empirical evaluation of the Martini framework

for detecting anomalous and malicious program execution at the memory access

level. We focus primarily on expressive power and performance. In particular, we

consider the following four research questions to validate design assumptions

and investigate system-level hypotheses:

1. Can Martini identify program executions and differentiate between them?

2. What are the effects of compressing dictionaries?

3. Can Martini tell malicious from benign inputs?

4. Can Martini detect anomalous/malicious programs?

6.7.1 Differentiating Programs

We collected traces of memory accesses for each program in the Coreutils Subset

(Table 6.1) and constructed a dictionary for each utility using 8-access windows

from the traces (see Section 6.1.2). Then, we used execution traces from the other
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of memory traces between pairs of Linux utilities. We train a
dictionary using each utility, then measure the ratio of similarities between
additional traces of that utility and traces of the other utilities. Each red bar
shows the result of comparing the trained utility to a subsequent execution
of that same utility. Note that the red bar is approximately one for all utilities
while all blue bars are less than one, demonstrating that memory traces can
effectively identify programs.

utilities and measured the fraction of tested 8-access windows that are found in

the trained dictionary. This experiment measures sequences of memory accesses

that are the same between a trained dictionary and some subsequent test program

execution. For example, we expect that a dictionary constructed from ls will

match a high number of memory accesses in a subsequent run of ls on different
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arguments, but will match a low number of accesses from a trace of cat, an

entirely different program.

Figure 6.11 summarizes our findings, showing a different bar graph for each

utility (the remainder show similar results and are elided for space). For each

bar graph, the x-axis shows the testing program and the y-axis shows the “hit

rate,” or fraction of 8-access sequences in the testing program trace that matches

the dictionary. We gain confidence in our assumptions if (1) testing and training

on the same program shows a high hit rate (i.e., the red bar is near 1.0), and (2)

testing and training on separate programs shows a low hit rate. The figure shows

clear separation between these two measurements, which establishes that we can

set a threshold to distinguish between different programs, based only on 8-access

sequences of memory accesses.

Martini is able to differentiate programs from each other by observing

sequences of abstracted memory accesses.

6.7.2 Effects of Dictionary Compression

Next, we evaluate the effectiveness of dictionary compression (Section 6.1.2.3).

Recall that (1) the primary goal for the compression is minimizing the chip area

required for implementation, and (2) we hypothesize that we can compress the

model without significantly increasing collisions of ∆-windows, which would

cause false negatives. To study this question, we compare Martini’s accuracy at
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classifying authorized vs. unauthorized program behavior, both for uncompressed

and compressed dictionaries.

We built compressed and uncompressed dictionaries from traces of 12 of the

Coreutils Subset programs. We then used traces from the four CVE proofs-of-

concept and the four held-out Coreutils Subset to determine whether those pro-

grams would trigger alarms. In this setup, traces from the in-dictionary programs

should not trigger alarms, while traces from the out-of-dictionary programs should.

We measured true- and false-positive and -negative data (these results are detailed

in Section 6.7.4). We found that the uncompressed dictionary yielded an AUC

of 0.9995, while the compressed dictionary yielded an AUC of 0.9928, a trivial

decrease in performance. Thus, we conclude that compressing dictionaries does

not significantly influence classification performance.

Dictionary compression introduces minimal error in program classification,

while allowing a dictionary to fit within the resource constraints of the Martini

data path.

6.7.3 Distinguishing Malicious from Benign Inputs

Having established that Martini separates benign from anomalous behavior

(e.g., cal from objdump) and validated that compression is effective, we consider

malicious program inputs (e.g., objdump normal operation vs. an objdump exploit).

CVE-2018-6323 describes an unsigned integer overflow in the elf_object_p func-
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Figure 6.12: Martini performance on objdump CVE-2018-6263, as a function of threshold
for benign and malicious inputs. The dictionary was trained on traces from
objdump running on benign inputs; the vulnerability was exploited using the
malicious input, and Martini classified the runs as benign or malicious. True
negatives are shown in solid blue and false negatives in dashed red. Note that
thresholds of 0.01–0.05 allow all benign runs to pass, while raising alarms on
100% of malicious runs.

tion of objdump that can be triggered when it reads a specially crafted ELF file.

We generated a training dictionary by running objdump over 34 different ELF files.

We evaluated with respect to three traces each of 16 benign ELF inputs and traces

of the malicious ELF.

We used these to evaluate the detector’s performance as a function of the

threshold t chosen (see Section 6.1.3). We say that a trace passes if it does not trigger

any alerts. Figure 6.12 plots the pass rate of the held-out benign objdump dictionary

(i.e., true negatives, shown in solid blue) and the held-out malicious CVE (i.e.,

false negatives, shown in dashed red), both as a function of threshold. Note that
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interval size and decay are configurable parameters discussed in Section 6.1.3.

Thresholds from 0.01 to 0.05 catch all malicious behavior with no false positives.

Martini distinguishes malicious from benign program behavior resulting

from input given to the program with accuracy and precision.

6.7.4 Detecting Anomalous and Malicious Programs

We also investigate Martini’s ability to detect anomalous and malicious programs,

such as novel (unauthorized) programs or multiple exploits and attacks.

In this evaluation, we train a dictionary with 60% of all traces of 12 of our

Coreutils Subset programs. The resulting model is then simultaneously subjected

to four types of testing traces: (1) trained programs, (2) untrained Linux utilities

(i.e., the remaining held-out Coreutils), (3) exploits of trained programs, and (4)

Spectre and Meltdown proofs-of-concept. In our use case, only trained programs

are considered normal; all the others are anomalous and should cause Martini

to raise an alarm. We find that we can detect anomalous behaviors with a high

true positive rate and a low false positive rate.

Figure 6.13 shows the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve of the results.

The curve plots the true positive rate and false positive rate parametrically as a

function of the threshold: each point on the curve represents a different threshold

that can be chosen and thus a different trade-off in the space. A common metric

to evaluate such figures is the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC); an effective
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Figure 6.13: Experimental Martini results for tested anomalies. The ROC curve reports
data for all our benchmarks (they are combined as they share identical
shape). Martini’s dictionary was trained using 60% of traces collected from
12 Coreutils programs, then evaluated against the held-out traces of those
programs, all traces of held-out Coreutils programs, and traces from Spectre,
Meltdown, and the two CVE traces. The blue line reports the average detection
rate across all data points using the 12 Coreutils dictionary with 2400 program
traces. AUC=0.9954.

classifier that admits many true positives and few false positives has a high

AUC. Our results demonstrate that when trained on Linux utilities, Martini

distinguishes them from other utilities, and all of our other benchmark security

exploits and side-channel attacks powerfully, with an area-under-curve (AUC) of

0.9954. At 100% true positive rate, our smallest false positive rate was 4.4%.

We also collected PARSEC traces to act as indicative long-running processes

that could be considered anomalous with respect to our Coreutils dictionary.

We test if Martini detects anomalous behavior early, regardless of the trace

size (i.e., detection soon after an attack, rather than minutes later). For this
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Figure 6.14: Detection of anomalous, out-of-dictionary program execution. We trained a
dictionary using our Coreutils subset of 16 Linux utilities. Then, we ran each
of the PARSEC benchmarks to determine if our approach would correctly
identify such execution as anomalous. Because the PARSEC benchmarks
are long-running, we broke their traces into blocks of 250 million memory
accesses each. On each graph, the x-axis represents execution time in terms
of these blocks, and the y-axis shows the mismatch rate, or the fraction
of blocks that were not contained in the trained dictionary. The horizontal
line represents a configurable threshold (set to 0.00068 in the figure). These
plots suggest that we can use our approach along with a simple counter for
mismatches between memory access sequences and the trained dictionary to
determine when behavior is anomalous. In particular, across all benchmarks,
we detect the anomalous execution within an average of 85,000 memory
references. Using this simple thresholding approach, we can correctly identify
all benchmarks as anomalous very early in their execution.

experiment, PARSEC traces are split into blocks with 2.5 million memory accesses

each and assigned a reasonable threshold. The result is shown in Figure 6.14. The

x-axis of each graph shows execution time (in block index units) and the y-axis

shows the mismatch rate. The programs generally fall into two categories. Some,

like bodytrack or vips, consistently trigger alarms. Others, like fluidanimate or

streamcluster, trigger alarms sporadically, likely due to coincidental overlap with

address sequences in the dictionary. For example, blackscholes and facesim show

identical behavior because these benchmarks shared a common helper binary that
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produced very similar memory access traces. Across all benchmarks, we correctly

identified anomalous execution within an average of 85,000 memory references

(minimum 20,000, maximum 360,000, stdev 48,400).

For this benchmark suite, we first note that in each case, anomalous behavior is

detected almost immediately (i.e., the blue bar crosses the red line very far to the

left on each subgraph). Second, the overall performance is quite high: 91.87% true

positive rate and 2.39% false positive rate.

Martini is able to distinguish anomalous and malicious program execution—

including Spectre and Meltdown—with high accuracy. Further, Martini is

capable of detecting abnormal behavior early in program execution.

6.7.5 Martini Evaluation Summary

In this section, we evaluated the Martini framework with respect to expressive

power and performance. Our experiments provide evidence that our dictionary-

based approach of modeling abstracted memory accesses provides sufficient

expressiveness to differentiate programs. Further, Martini is able to quickly and

accurately detect both malicious inputs to trained programs as well as unseen,

malicious programs. Next, we evaluate our architecture for in-memory processing

of DPDA.
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Table 6.5: Description of grammars

token grammar parsing aut.
language description types productions states

Cool Programming language 42 61 147

DOT Graph visualization 22 53 81

JSON Data interchange 13 19 29

XML Data interchange 13 31 64

6.8 dpda processing engine evaluation

In this section, we evaluate ASPEN on real-world applications with indicative

workloads. We focus on a study of parsing (one of our motivating applications

from Section 2.5.1) to evaluate ASPEN with respect to expressive power, scalability,

and performance. In particular, we are guided by the following research questions:

1. Does the underlying hDPDA computational model of ASPEN generalize to

real-world parsers?

2. Do the multipop and epsilon merging optimizations improve performance?

3. What is the end-to-end performance improvement of ASPEN of state-of-the-

art parsers?
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Table 6.6: Grammar compilation results. Our optimizations reduce the number of epsilon
states by an average of 65%.

hdpda epsilon average compilation

language optimizations states states time (sec)

Cool None 3505 2733 0.88

Mutlipop + Eps 1666 894 2.75

DOT None 1690 1494 0.34

Mutlipop + Eps 1062 866 0.98

JSON None 764 619 0.16

Mutlipop + Eps 461 316 0.5

XML None 2068 1653 0.36

Mutlipop + Eps 865 450 0.88

6.8.1 Parsing Generality

We first demonstrate compilation of four different languages: Cool, an object-

oriented programming language6; DOT, the language used by the GraphViz

graph visualization tool [78]; JSON; and XML. We selected these benchmarks

because grammar specifications (for either PLY or Bison) were readily available. Im-

portantly, no modification to existing legacy grammars was necessary to support

compilation to ASPEN. The architecture is general-purpose enough to support

these diverse applications, and our prototype compiler supports a large class of

existing parsers. Details for each of these languages, including number of token

types, number of grammar rules, and the size of the parsing automaton, are

provided in Table 6.5. Higher numbers of parsing automata states (see Section 6.2)

6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cool_(programming_language)
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indicate more complex computation for determining which grammar production

rule to apply. This complexity is related both to the number of token types as well

as the total number of productions in the grammar.

In Table 6.6, we present compilation statistics using our prototype compiler.

We report the average time across ten runs of our compiler and optimizations.

Compilation of all grammars, including optimization, is well below 5 seconds,

meaning that compilation of grammars is not a significant bottleneck with ASPEN.

With both our multipop and epsilon reduction optimizations enabled, we observe

a 47%, on average, decrease in the number of states. The number of epsilon states

is reduced by 65% on average. As noted in Section 6.2, reducing epsilon states

reduces input stalls. Note that the numbers reported here are prior to placement

and routing of the design for ASPEN. The final hDPDA may contain more states

to reduce fan-in or fan-out complexity; however, the length of epsilon chains will

neither increase nor decrease.

Next, we evaluate the performance of XML parsing using our compiled XML

grammar. While we expect performance results to generalize, for space considera-

tions, we do not evaluate the other parsers in detail.

The hDPDA computational model is sufficiently rich to support parsing of

common serialization formats, such as JSON and XML. Further, our multipop

and epsilon merging optimizations reduce the number of epsilon states in

compiled hDPDA by an average of 65%.
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Figure 6.15: Performance and energy evaluation of ASPEN.

6.8.2 XML Parsing Performance

Using the graph partitioning framework METIS, we find that the XML parser

hDPDA (with optimizations) maps to 8 cache arrays and results in an LLC cache

occupancy of 128KB.

Figure 6.15 compares ASPEN’s performance and energy against Expat and

Xerces on the SAXCount application (lower is better). We evaluate two DPDA

configurations: (1) ASPEN-MP has both multipop and epsilon merging optimiza-

tions enabled and (2) ASPEN, which only enables epsilon merging. We group our

XML datasets based on markup density which is an indirect measure of XML

document complexity. Performance of Expat and Xerces drops as the markup

density of the input XML document increases, because complex documents tend

to produce a large number of tokens for verification. ASPEN also sees a slight

increase in runtime with increase in markup density, but the dependence is less
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pronounced. There is a noticeable trend in performance and energy benefits of

ASPEN-MP over ASPEN as markup density increases. As the density increases,

tokens are generated more frequently, and ε-transition stalls are less likely to be

masked by the tokenization stage of the pipeline. ASPEN-MP reduces the number

of stalling cycles during parsing, thus improving performance with high markup

density. ASPEN-MP achieves 30% improvement in both performance and energy

over ASPEN.

Overall, averaged across the datasets evaluated, ASPEN-MP takes 704.5 ns/kB

and consumes 20.9 µJ/kB energy. When compared with Expat, a 14.1× speedup

and 13.7× energy saving is achieved. ASPEN-MP also achieves 18.5× speedup and

consumes 16.9× lower energy than Xerces for SAXCount. Even after considering

the idle power of the CPU core, XML parsing on ASPEN takes 20.15 W, which

is well within the TDP of the Xeon-E5 processor core (160 W). The low power

consumed can be attributed to: (1) removal of data movement and instruction

processing overheads present in a conventional core, and (2) only a single bank of

the cache being active in any processing cycle, due to the deterministic nature of

the automaton, resulting in energy savings.

ASPEN achieves a 14.1× speedup and 13.7× energy savings over Expat, a

state-of-the-art XML parser. Further, our multipop optimization results in a 30%

improvement in performance and energy over a baseline design of ASPEN.
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6.8.3 ASPEN Evaluation Summary

In this section, we evaluated ASPEN, an architecture that repurposes a portion of

LLC to support high-performance processing of DPDA. Our evaluation demon-

strates that ASPEN provides sufficient expressive power to support parsing of

popular data formats such as JSON and XML. Further, we demonstrate that our

DPDA optimizations reduce the required hardware resources and improve run-

time performance by at least 30%. Finally, ASPEN outperforms state-of-the-art

XML parsers on representative workloads by a factor of at least 14×.

6.9 chapter summary

In this chapter, we provide additional architectural support for automata-based

computation. As part of our hardware/software co-design approach to addressing

the challenges of programming hardware accelerators, we strive to ensure that the

underlying architectures support common applications. In particular, we focus on

case studies of detecting security attacks and parsing data, which are two common

and wide-reaching application domains that benefit from hardware acceleration.

Architectural side-channel attacks such as Spectre and Meltdown potentially

impact billions of devices. There is a need for techniques that efficiently and

precisely identify when such attacks occur. In this chapter, we present Martini,

an algorithmic approach for leveraging memory accesses of programs to classify

behavior as authorized or anomalous. We also describe an implementation strategy
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using NFAs appropriate for in-cache computation and demonstrate that Martini

accurately and precisely classifies benign and malicious program execution using

a suite of Coreutils programs, PARSEC benchmarks, and four CVEs.

We also present ASPEN, a general-purpose, scalable, and reconfigurable memory-

centric architecture that supports rich push-down automata processing for tree-like

data. We design a custom data path that performs state matching, stack update,

and transition routing using memory arrays. We also develop a compiler for trans-

forming large classes of existing grammars to pushdown automata executable

on ASPEN. Our evaluation against state-of-the-art CPU tools shows that our

approach is general (supporting multiple languages and serialization formats),

highly performant (up to 18.5× faster for parsing), and energy efficient (up to

16.9× lower for parsing). By providing hardware support for DPDA, ASPEN

brings the efficiency of recent automata acceleration approaches to a new class of

applications.

Martini and ASPEN provide architectural support for the key application

areas of security and data parsing, achieving improvements over the current

state of the art. These architectures provide sufficient expressive power, performance,

and scalability to support new applications. We successfully leverage automata

abstractions in both architectures to bridge the gap between these high-level

applications and the underlying hardware resources available in LLCs of modern

CPUs.
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chapter 7

Conclusions

D
ata is being collected and analyzed at ever increasing rates, and

hardware component scaling trends have resulted in a shift toward

adoption of hardware accelerators in data processing pipelines. The

state of support for these devices, however, is such that programming and debug-

ging are difficult. In this dissertation, we leverage hardware/software co-design

principles to develop a programming model that leverages automata abstractions

to ease the adoption of hardware accelerators. We consider the thesis that:

Finite automata provide a suitable abstraction for bridging the gap be-

tween high-level programming models and maintenance tools familiar

to developers and the low-level representations that execute efficiently

on hardware accelerators.

We provide evidence in support of this thesis by evaluating prototype tools lever-

aging the following insights. First, finite automata computation applies to a broad

class of applications, including: natural language processing [267], network secu-

rity [184], graph analytics [183], high-energy physics [240], bioinformatics [185, 186,

220], pseudo-random number generation and simulation [232], data-mining [238,
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239], and machine learning [221]. Second, the compact state of finite automata

enables efficient inspection and capture of relevant program state on hardware

accelerators for debugging tasks. Third, finite automata map naturally, and are

performant on, reconfigurable architectures [75, 209, 252]. Finally, techniques from

machine learning [10], software engineering [33, 37], and formal methods [31, 222]

can be combined to aid in the design of automata that bridge the gap between

high-level languages and low-level hardware.

7.1 summary of contributions

This dissertation makes five primary contributions: two front-end programming

interfaces, an interactive debugger, and two automata-derived architectures. We

briefly summarize each.

In Chapter 3 we develop AutomataSynth, a framework for porting certain

classes of legacy source code to execute on hardware accelerators, with a focus

on FPGAs. AutomataSynth is a fundamentally new approach to solving this

problem and overcomes some of the von Neumann-centric limitations of cur-

rent high-level synthesis techniques. We develop a novel combination of state

machine learning algorithms, software verification algorithms, string decision

procedures, and high-performance automata processing architectures to learn

behaviorally equivalent FPGA hardware descriptions of functions deciding regular

expressions. For functions with more expressive power, AutomataSynth will

produce an approximate solution that is correct for all inputs shorter than some
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fixed bound. Using a benchmark suite of real-world string functions mined from

open-source repositories, we find that AutomataSynth constructs equivalent (or

near-equivalent) hardware descriptions for more than 80% of benchmarks.

Next, we consider the problem of writing new software for hardware accelera-

tors in Chapter 4. We develop a new, high-level programming language, RAPID,

which allows developers to concisely write pattern searches over streams of input

data. RAPID extends standard syntax of an imperative programming language

with three domain-specific control structures. RAPID programs compile to a set

of finite automata, which can then be executed efficiently across a plethora of

hardware platforms. We describe mechanisms for executing RAPID programs

on FPGAs, Micron’s D480 AP, CPUs, and GPUs. We also provide empirical evi-

dence that automata enable portable programming, producing fewer performance

inversions across architectures than OpenCL. Using a suite of real-world appli-

cations taken from recent publications, we demonstrate that RAPID programs

are significantly more compact than hand-crafted and optimized automata while

maintaining similar performance and hardware resource characteristics.

We then tackle the challenge of debugging applications executing on hardware

accelerators in Chapter 5. For this dissertation, we restrict attention to RAPID pro-

grams executing on Micron’s AP and FPGAs. By leveraging the automata-based

intermediate representation of the RAPID language, we develop (1) a compila-

tion strategy that constructs a mapping from automata states to statements and

expressions in the RAPID program, (2) mechanisms to automatically generate

logic on FPGAs and repurpose hardware on the AP to extract the set of currently
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active automata states on any given clock cycle, and (3) an interactive debugger

that combines the previous two developments, thereby allowing a developer to

set breakpoints in RAPID programs, pause and single-step RAPID programs,

and inspect program variables. Using a suite of common automata processing

applications, we find that our debugging hardware requires significant additional

hardware resources, but maintains around 80% of clock frequencies, thus support-

ing high-performance processing during debugging tasks. Additionally, a human

subjects study of 61 programmers each debugging ten RAPID applications found

a statistically significant improvement in fault localization accuracy when using

our debugger (p = 0.013).

Finally, in Chapter 6, we develop two new automata-based architectures to

support computer security and data parsing applications. Recent discovery of

hardware bugs in Intel CPUs leave millions of computers vulnerable to attacks that

can leak critical system- and user-information. We design Martini, a novel system

integration of an automata processing core to monitor memory accesses to detect

such hardware attacks. We demonstrate that the automata abstraction enables

real-time monitoring with sufficient fidelity to detect recent hardware attacks

as well as traditional, software-based attacks. In addition to security concerns,

recent trends in data processing mean that significant quantities of structured data

must be parsed and analyzed. We design ASPEN, a new in-memory automata

accelerator that supports parsing of recursively nested and tree-structured data.

We observe that deterministic pushdown automata (DPDA) provide a suitable

abstraction for representing many common serialization formats. We develop a
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new, five-stage data path for executing DPDA in a tightly coupled data processing

loop with a cache automaton (for tokenization) and CPU cores (for later stages of

the processing pipeline). Our evaluations of Martini and ASPEN demonstrate

that our new architectures (1) can detect attacks with high accuracy and (2) can

parse serialized data an average of 14× more quickly than the current state of

the art. We also find that reduction in cache capacity needed to implement these

architectures has a statistically negligible impact on runtime performance.

Taken collectively, these contributions represent a programming model that

can help ease the adoption and use of hardware accelerators for data analysis

applications, while also supporting high-performance computation. We argue that

the work presented in this dissertation satisfies the requirements for a suitable

programming model laid out in Section 1.1:

• performance and scalability. Programs written in RAPID as well

as hardware descriptions produced by AutomataSynth maintain the per-

formance of hardware accelerators by introducing minimal overhead. Addi-

tionally, our proposed languages, tools, and architectures scale to support

real-world applications.

• ease of use . The RAPID debugger improves developers’ accuracy in

localizing common bugs. Further, RAPID extends a familiar programming

language with constructs that are natural for pattern-matching applications.

Critically, our model allows developers to reuse and port existing code with

AutomataSynth.
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• expressive power . Both AutomataSynth and RAPID provide the full

expressive power of the underlying automata abstraction, which has been

demonstrated to be sufficient for many applications. We also develop a

hardware data path to support parsing of tree-structured data, a more

expressive computational model.

• legacy support. AutomataSynth explicitly supports porting legacy

applications to hardware accelerators, such as FPGAs. Additionally, the

compiler we develop for ASPEN allows developers to use existing parser

grammar descriptions.

7.2 a look to the future

While the work presented in this dissertation provides improved programming

support for hardware accelerators, significant room remains for understanding

and characterizing the design space as well as supporting even broader classes of

applications. Throughout this thesis, we have noted open challenges and future

directions; we provide a high-level summary here.

We believe that programming techniques that compile or transform programs

written in existing languages to current commodity hardware accelerators (e.g., FP-

GAs) can have high impact. For techniques that adopt a model learning approach,

such as AutomataSynth in Chapter 3, we identified several open challenges. In

this dissertation, we chose to learn models represented as finite automata, but

there is significant opportunity to study more expressive models as well as the
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principled application of approximation to this problem. Further, we exposed

new opportunities for string solver optimizations and richer constraint languages.

Improvements to the tooling that supports our approach can result in significantly

improved performance, applicability, and scalability.

While developing debugging support for FPGAs in Chapter 5, we observed that

hardware resource overheads can be nontrivial. This presents new opportunities

for optimized logic design as well as potential for new FPGA architectures. Open

challenges on the hardware side include dynamic selection of signals to monitor,

decoupling of clocks between debugging and runtime hardware, and dedicated

signal monitoring hardware to reduce overheads. On the software side, efforts to

analyze programs to minimize capture and inspection of program state as well as

building out support for more sophisticated debugging features (e.g., watchpoints)

can further improve support for debugging on hardware accelerators. There is

a need for additional scientific understanding of human factors associated with

debugging on these new platforms. Better understanding of how developers use

and perceive tools can help guide the development and design of future iterations

of programming support.

Automata-derived architectures have been the subject of significant study in

recent years. In particular, there has been interest in embedding such architectures

in the memory of a system, and we presented two such architectures in Chapter 6.

The work presented in this dissertation represents only an initial foray into

understanding the implications of such a system design. There may be many

applications that this design approach renders tractable or accelerates. Further, this
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Table 7.1: Major Publications Supporting This Dissertation

venue title

ASPLOS ’16 RAPID Programming of Pattern- Recognition Processors [15]

ASPLOS ’19 Debugging Support for Pattern-Matching Languages and Accelerators [49]

ASPLOS ’20 Accelerating Legacy String Kernels via Bounded Automata Learning [14]

CAL ’18 MNCaRT: An Open-Source, Multi-Architecture Automata-Processing Research and Execution Ecosys-
tem [12]

MICRO 51 ASPEN: A Scalable In-SRAM Architecture for Pushdown Automata [17]

TPDS ’19 Portable Programming with RAPID [13]

In Preparation Martini: Memory Access Traces to Detect Attacks

dissertation presented an initial analysis of the whole system performance impact

of reducing cache capacity to embed an automata processing core. However, a

systematic exploration of the design space—including prototyping—could reveal

key performance trade-offs, improvements, and impacts.

7.3 final remarks

As the adoption of hardware accelerators into data processing pipelines continues

to grow, we believe that the work in this dissertation represents only a subset of

the exciting area of programming support for emerging technologies. The primary

findings of our work have been (or are currently being) published in prominent

computer architecture, programming languages, and parallel and distributed

systems research venues and journals. Table 7.1 provides a summary of these

manuscripts in chronological order. As we consider the results of our research

efforts, it is quite phenomenal that the lowly finite automaton—often overlooked

due to its perceived limited expressive power—has such a profound and broadly
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applicable benefit for bridging the gap between high-level programming languages

and the low-level resources of many hardware accelerators. Researchers are only

just beginning to understand how we might leverage such abstractions to ease the

adoption of accelerators, and we believe there is a bright and bountiful future in

their continued study.
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appendix a

MNCaRT: An Open-Source, Multi-Architecture Automata-Processing Research

and Execution Ecosystem

Y
ears of research and development have resulted in high-throughput

automata processing architectures and software engines [75, 79, 111, 133,

204, 218, 235, 241]. This has led to the discovery of new use-cases and

application domains for finite automata, such as natural language processing [267],

network security [184], graph analytics [183], high-energy physics [240], bioinfor-

matics [185, 186, 220], pseudo-random number generation and simulation [232],

data-mining [238, 239], and machine learning [221].

Unfortunately, the software frameworks for the construction, manipulation, and

translation of automata are frustratingly fractured (e.g. have inconsistent serial-

ization formats) and restrictively licensed (e.g., Micron licenses a comprehensive

SDK, but it is closed-source and specifically targets their D480 Automata Processor,

or AP [75]). While these tools are useful for developing applications for the AP,

the tools do not allow researchers to easily evaluate designs across hardware plat-

forms, such as CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs. The tools also cannot be easily extended

to support new architectures and automata paradigms. Instead, a general and ex-
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tensible framework is needed to enable the development of platform-independent

applications and to support experimental automata designs.

Therefore, we have developed a suite of tools for creating, manipulating, and

executing finite automata, which we refer to as MNCaRT (the MNRL Network

Computation and Research Testbed, pronounced “minecart”).1 MNCaRT collects

a diverse set of automata processing tools and algorithms into a central location

and will grow as new tools are developed. We currently provide support for

compiling state machines from Perl compatible regular expressions (PCRE) to

automata, high-speed execution of NFAs and DFAs using Intel Hyperscan [111],

and optimization and simulation of experimental automata designs with the

Virtual Automata Simulator (VASim) [235]. Further, we provide back-ends for

executing on GPUs [231], FPGAs [252], and the AP [75]. Finally, we allow users to

explore routing constraints for experimental spatial architectures via the Automata-

to-Routing (ATR) tool [234].

To support our ecosystem, we have created MNRL, the MNRL Network Repre-

sentation Language (pronounced “mineral”), a JSON-based, open-source language

to support the development of, and experimentation with, new automata-based

applications and architectures. MNRL allows a user to define a network (or col-

lection) of MNRL nodes, which represent the states within automata. Each node

stores configuration information (such as node type, name, etc.) and connections

to other nodes within the network. The language specification is general, allowing

state machines other than finite automata to be represented. We provide initial

1 https://github.com/kevinaangstadt/mncart
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definitions for traditional finite automata states, homogeneous states, up-counters,

and Boolean logic in the MNRL specification; additional node types may be de-

fined by the user for specific applications. Both MNRL and the tools in MNCaRT

are publicly available (typically under BSD licenses), allowing both academics

and industry experts to contribute to, and use, the ecosystem.

In summary, this appendix presents the following:

• MNCaRT, an comprehensive repository of compatible tools for developing

and experimenting with automata processing on CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs.

• MNRL, an extensible, open-source JSON specification for representing state

machines.

• Python and C++ APIs for reading, creating, manipulating, and writing

MNRL files.

• Extensions to Intel’s Hyperscan PCRE engine, supporting compilation to

and execution of MNRL files.

• An extended version of VASim, which supports reading and writing of

MNRL files.

a.1 mnrl : a new automata language

We have developed MNRL, an extensible, open-source automata representation

language, which allows for the topological specification of a collection of finite
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state machines using JSON syntax. While JSON is supported by most common

general-purpose programming languages, we provide C++ and Python bindings

to support additional validation checks.

It is important to note that the MNRL format specifies the layout of a machine

but does not specify how elements behave, allowing many types of state machines

to be represented, including traditional NFAs [199] and homogeneous NFAs [48].2

Behavior is left for the execution engine to specify and implement (allowing

MNRL to be an extremely flexible file format). Therefore, MNRL is similar in

intent to the Unified Modeling Language (UML), in which developers describe

and design software systems while eliding implementation details [85].

a.1.1 MNRL Format

A MNRL file contains a single MNRL network—a collection of one or more state

machines that are executed in parallel using the same input. The file contains an

array of MNRL nodes, which define each element in the network. A node consists

of:

• A unique identifier

• A node type (state, homogeneous state, up counter, boolean, etc.)

• How the node is enabled

2 MNRL is general enough to represent more powerful machines (e.g. push-down automata, cellular
automata, and Turing machines).
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• Whether the node reports (generates an output signal) when activated

• An array of input ports, each with a unique ID and specified width (number

of wires)

• An array of output ports, each with a unique ID, specified width, and list of

connected nodes

• Custom attributes, specific to each element type

A developer can encode the topological layout of the state machines within

the network and to specify the sort of behavior the underlying execution engine

should assign to each node. The implementation of behavior is not defined in the

MNRL file; instead, the computation engine that processes a MNRL network is

responsible for specifying the semantics for each node type. Therefore, node types

and execution engines are typically co-designed. If an engine needs information

(e.g. symbol sets for matching against an input stream) to process a node, this

configuration can be embedded in a MNRL node’s attributes. For the standard

node types, we have specified additional attributes to support their respective

expected behaviors.

We provide the specification of MNRL as a JSON schema [112], which allows

for validation of file syntax. The MNRL schema defines four node types: standard

automata states (state), homogeneous automata states (hState), saturating up-

counters (upCounter), and combinatorial logic (boolean). Custom attributes for

each of these node types are described in Table A.1. Each of these node types

defines a reportId attribute, which allows an additional string or integer to be
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1 {

2 "id": "0t_15l_5r",

3 "type": "hState",

4 "enable": "onActivateIn",

5 "report": true,

6 "inputDefs": [

7 {

8 "width": 1,

9 "portId": "i"

10 }

11 ],

12 "outputDefs": [

13 {

14 "width": 1,

15 "activate": [],

16 "portId": "o"

17 }

18 ],

19

20 "attributes": {

21 "reportId": 5,

22 "latched": false,

23 "symbolSet": "[\\xFF]"

24 }

25 }

Listing A.1: Sample MNRL homogeneous hState node. The node is enabled (performs
computation) only after an incoming edge is active (line 4), and this node
matches against the input character \xFF (line 23). When this occurs, the
node generates a report signal (line 5). Lines 6-11 define a single input port
for incoming edges. Lines 12-18 define a single output port for outgoing
edges. The array on line 15 is empty, indicating that there are no outgoing
edges.
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Table A.1: Custom Attributes for MNRL Node Types

Node Type Attribute Required? Attribute Type Description

state symbolSet YES object Mapping from each output port
name to a symbol set string repre-
senting the matched character set
that enables the outgoing connec-
tions from the given port

latched NO Boolean Determines whether a state remains
enabled after the first enable signal

hState symbolSet YES string Represents the matched character
set that enables the outgoing con-
nections

latched NO Boolean Determines whether a state remains
enabled after the first enable signal

upCounter threshold YES number The internal value at which the
counter enables outgoing connec-
tions

mode YES enum “trigger”: enable the outgoing con-
nections for one clock cycle when
the threshold is reached
“high”: enable the outgoing connec-
tions for all subsequent clock cycles
while the internal value if at the
threshold
“rollover”: similar to trigger, but
also reset the internal value

boolean gateType YES enum Must be one of the following values:
‘and’, ‘or’, ‘nor’, ‘not’, or ‘nand’
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Table A.2: Modes for Enabling MNRL Nodes

Enable Mode Description

always The node is enabled on every cycle
onActivateIn The node is enabled on the clock cycle following a high signal to an

input port
onStartAndActivateIn The node is enabled on the first clock cycle and then follows the

“onActivateIn” mode
onLast The node is only enabled for the final clock cycle

associated and returned with any reporting event during execution. MNRL states

and hStates map directly to notions of NFA states and homogeneous NFA states.

We provide upCounter and boolean node types to maintain compatibility with

Micron’s D480 Automata Processor [75]; however these element types are general

and similar elements are in use in other engines and automata styles [29, 166].

Additionally, the MNRL schema defines four valid modes for enabling a node,

which are similar to those used by both the AP [75] and Intel Hyperscan [111]. An

enabled node performs a predefined computation on a given clock cycle. These

modes are described in Table A.2.

a.1.2 Extending the MNRL Schema

MNRL is designed to be extensible, enabling research on new, custom automata

functionality and allows researchers to quickly define custom attributes for new

node types. Because custom node types become part of the JSON schema, proto-

type extensions to the MNRL format can still be statically checked with minimal
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effort from the developer. The MNRL file format could easily be extended to

support additional node types such as non-deterministic counters [29], and stacks

(to support push-down automata). Because MNRL supports variable-width ports,

it is also possible to represent elements that share more than a single bit of data

with elements downstream.

a.2 the mncart ecosystem

Our goal with the MNRL language is to enable the development of a rich, vibrant

ecosystem of compatible tools for manipulating and executing automata. We are

collecting these tools in an umbrella repository, the MNRL Network Computation

and Research Testbed (or MNCaRT). By keeping tools catalogued in a single

location, we hope to maintain the interoperability of tools and reduce fracturing

in the ecosystem. We also provide a Linux container configured to use all of the

MNCaRT tools.3

Figure A.1 describes the interaction between tools provided with MNCaRT.

Our ecosystem supports workflows beginning with high-level languages, such

as PCRE, and ending with execution on CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs. We also

support execution on Micron’s Automata Processor via conversion to ANML.

Additionally, we provide compatible benchmarks for testing experimenting with

tools in MNCaRT. In this section, we briefly describe to tools that make up the

initial release of MNCaRT.

3 https://hub.docker.com/r/kevinaangstadt/mncart
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mncart ecosystem

PCRE RAPID
High-Level
Languages ANMLZoo

Benchmarks

MNRL ANML*
State Machine

Representations

hscompile REAPR VASim Automata
Lab ATR

Analysis
Compilation

Transformation

Hyperscan
CPU

Engine

FPGA
Engine

VASim
CPU

Engine

DFAGE
iNFAnt2
(GPU)

Execution
Engines

*While ANML is not officially part of MNCaRT, we indicate
where this alternate representation falls within the ecosystem
using dashed lines.

Figure A.1: Tools supplied as part of MNCaRT. These fall into four categories: front-end
representations (both high-level and representation languages), benchmarks,
transformation and compilation tools, and hardware and software execution
engines.

a.2.1 High-Level Languages

Our framework supports programming models that represent pattern searches at

a higher level of abstraction.

We compile PCRE to MNRL files using Intel Hyperscan’s parsing and com-

pilation routines [111]. Hyperscan is an open-source, high-performance regular

expression processing library supported by Intel. The tool returns a graph repre-

sentation of the compiled state machine, which we traverse to generate a MNRL

file. Our regular expression compiler (pcre2mnrl) reads a file of regular expres-
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sions and compiles the given set of patterns to a single MNRL file. The line

number of each given PCRE pattern is used as the report ID to allow for easy

identification of matched patterns in processing output.

RAPID is a high-level programming language for execution of sequential

pattern-matching applications (see Chapter 4 for a full introduction to the lan-

guage). This C-like language is extended with three keywords to support parallel

matching of patterns against a single data stream as well as sliding window

pattern recognition. The RAPID compiler can emit MNRL files, allowing for

high-level programming within the MNCaRT ecosystem.

a.2.2 Benchmarks

The ANMLZoo benchmark suite contains a diverse set of automata applications

and associated input stimuli [231]. Applications range from configurable, synthetic

benchmarks to algorithms not easily represented by regular expressions and can

therefore demonstrate vastly different execution characteristics. We have generated

MNRL for all benchmarks in the suite.

a.2.3 Analysis, Transformation, and Compilation

hyperscan compilation. We provide an extension to Hyperscan (hscompile)

that parses MNRL files and compiles the finite automata to a serialized Hyperscan

pattern database, allowing offline compilation. Additionally, our tool serializes a
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mapping from MNRL node IDs and report IDs to Hyperscan’s internal naming

for each state machine element. This mapping enables human-readable output

when processing input data using Hyperscan.

vasim . We have extended VASim [235] to support parsing of MNRL files.

VASim is a general-purpose framework for automata simulation, optimization,

transformation, and performance modeling. The tool enables prototyping, debug-

ging, simulation, and analysis of automata-based applications and architectures.

Additionally, VASim can parse Micron ANML files, allowing for conversion with

MNRL.

VASim also provides a common codebase for applying state-of-the-art opti-

mizations, transformations, and static and dynamic analyses to finite automata.

This platform allows researchers to easily and quickly share new algorithms and

perform fair apples-to-apples comparisons to prior work, accelerating automata

processing research. We provide several optimizations in the core of VASim,

including common prefix merging [28] and a literal matching engine [111].

automata lab . Automata Lab is a web-based graphical environment for

visualizing, editing, and simulating finite automata [132]. The tool uses VASim to

manipulate automata, and the resulting state machines are displayed graphically,

allowing for user interaction. Users may upload MNRL files or choose from

applications in the ANMLZoo benchmark suite.
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reapr . We adapt REAPR [252], a tool for generating highly efficient FPGA

automata accelerator kernels, to support MNRL. The tool generalizes prior work

[75, 196, 255] to be applicable for automata processing applications other than

just regular expressions. Hardware automata accelerator engines such as REAPR

take advantage of the one-to-one mapping between the spatial distribution of

automaton states and hardware resources such as lookup tables (LUTs), block

RAM (BRAM), and wires.

In REAPR, there are two main types of RTL elements to consider: 1) the

state transition element (STE), which contains state activation information and

transition logic; and 2) the wiring between all of the STEs in the automaton. Von

Neumann automata engines iterate over every active STE and check whether the

current input symbol will activate outgoing transition(s). If so, the next cycle’s

activation state is updated with the list of STEs that the current state affects. In

an FPGA circuit generated by REAPR, STEs that affect each other are physically

connected with wires, and if a single STE has multiple incoming transitions, they

are combined in an OR gate so that any incoming transition can change the

activation state of an STE.

automata-to-routing . We extend the Automata-to-Routing (ATR) [234]

tool to support placement and routing of MNRL state machines. ATR utilizes

the Versatile Place and Route (VPR) tool to model spatial automata-processing

architectures [32]. We use VASim to emit VPR-readable circuits of MNRL networks

and provide guidance to construct custom, parameterizable, spatial architecture
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description files to accept these custom state machine circuits. ATR is thus capable

of modeling spatial architectures that are purpose-built to accept MNRL state

machines.

a.2.4 Execution Engines

hyperscan cpu engine . We provide a tool (hsrun) for processing MNRL

files against an input stream using the Hyperscan execution core. This tool

deserializes the Hyperscan pattern database and node mapping produced by

hscompile. The tool then scans the given input file against the database and

prints out human-readable reporting information (e.g. MNRL ID and input stream

offset). If multiple compiled MNRL files and/or input files are passed to hsrun,

the tool will execute all pairings of the files using a supplied number of threads.

vasim cpu engine . In addition to support for transformation and analysis

of finite automata, VASim supports simulation of a diverse set of finite automata

models. While Hyperscan achieves higher throughput, VASim’s modular design

allows for quick prototyping to test new automata elements and designs, such as

those including custom compute units.

fpga engine . In addition to generating hardware NFA kernels, REAPR can

also generate a full platform execution environment for certain automata applica-

tions. The REAPR platform has been demonstrated to offer up to 183× speedup
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over best-effort CPU implementations[252]. We are also actively developing a

general-purpose reporting architecture to support execution environments for all

automata kernels.

gpu engines (dfage and infant2). MNCaRT contains both a GPU-

based DFA engine (DFAGE) and NFA engine (iNFAnt2). The NFA engine was

described previously by Wadden et al.[231]; we therefore focus on describing

DFAGE in this article. Use of DFAGE first requires compilation to one or more

DFAs using VASim. Note that the compilation process is performed offline by

the CPU. Often, compiling to a single DFA is inefficient. Therefore, users may

partition rulesets into several DFAs, and each DFA consists of a state transition

table and an acceptance vector. State transition tables corresponding to different

DFAs are stored consecutively in the GPU’s global memory. The same layout is

applied for acceptance vectors. It should be noted that each transition table is

represented by a 2-D array containing the next state identifiers for every pair of

current state identifier and input symbol. Similar to previous implementations,

our DFA matching engine supports multi-packets processing to take advantage

of the extreme parallelism of GPU architectures. Input packets also reside in the

GPU’s global memory.

Workloads are mapped to a 2-D grid of threads. Similar to Yu et al. [261],

different packets are mapped to different blocks on the x-dimension of grid.

Each thread within the block processes a different DFA for the assigned packet.

However, for large datasets in our benchmark suite where the number of DFAs
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can exceed the block size, different blocks on the y-dimension of the grid will also

be used.

a.3 appendix summary

MNRL is a general and extensible format for representing state machines. The

language specification and associated tools are released with open-source licenses

to promote collaboration and usage within both academia and industry. MNRL is

supported by general-purpose programming languages because it is based off of

the JSON format. Further, we provide MNRL-specific APIs for Python and C++ to

perform more direct manipulation and validation of networks.

MNRL is a component of MNCaRT, a suite of tools for analyzing, executing,

and transforming automata processing applications. We support execution of

MNRL networks on CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs, and we provide a workflow for

execution on Micron’s AP. Support for high-level pattern-matching languages,

such as PCRE and RAPID is also provided as part of MNCaRT. Finally, we allow

for design space exploration through analysis functionality in the VASim and ATR

tools.

In this dissertation, we leverage aspects of MNRL and MNCaRT for each of our

main contributions. We use the MNRL format internally and as the output from

AutomataSynth in Chapter 3, as output of the RAPID compiler in Chapter 4,

and in an extended form to represent hDPDA in Chapter 6. We employ several

resources from MNCaRT to evaluate our FPGA-based debugging framework in
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Chapter 5, including the ANMLZoo benchmark suite and a customized version

of REAPR. Further, research challenges encountered representing non-traditional

finite automata (e.g., hDPDA in Chapter 6) informed the design of MNRL. In

summary, the success of the research detailed in this dissertation was significantly

supported by the development of MNRL and MNCaRT.
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